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Fulfilling
the SecondObieclive
in lhe OnlineCotolog:Schemes
for OrgonizingAuthorond Work
Recordsinto UsobleDisploys
Allyson Corlyle
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Ulysses are retrieved for each search
the same set of records, they are not arranged together, nor are they arranged in
a useful or organized manner. lnstead,
they are scattered among records for
other items, some of which are related and
some not. Displays such as those shown in
Iigures I and 2 obscure the presence o{
records for particular authors and works
and, further, may confuse users, leading
them to abandon searches under the misl
taken assumption that the library does not
own the work or works they'schemes
seek.
This paper identi{ies
that
might be used in the online catalog for
organizing author and work records to
achieve the second obiective ofthe catalog. These schemes have in common the
use of groups, or classes, based on relationships among items to organize catalog
displays.The terms group andclass will be
used slmonymously here. The use of relationship-based organization of records in

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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10.
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I7 18.
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20.
Figure

catalog displays has the potential to increase a user's understanding of the nature of the items retrieved in an author or
work search and to shorten long displays.
To begin, the second objective is reviewed in an effort to clarily its requirements. Next, the catalog filing rule
scheme is investigated in a historical
analysis to determine particular arrangements that have been used in cataIogs to collocate work and author records. In this analysis,attention is paid to
types of items Irequently neglected in
discussions of the second objective:
works about a particular work or author,
re{'erred to in this paper as "works
about," and works related to a particular
work. Tillett's bibliographic relationship
taxonomy (199Ia) is then examined for
its contribution to the construction of
displays that meet the second objective.
Following the investigation of these two
schemes, a new, relationship-based

After Joyce: studiesin hction after Ulysses/ Robert Martin Adams.
Blooms of Dublin / Anthony Burgess... A musical play basedon
James Joyce's Ulysses.
The English in the West Indies, or, The bow of Ulysses / by JamesAnthony
Froude.
Flower of the mountain : for sopranosolo and orchestra(1986) / Stephen
Albert ... text from Joyce's Ulysses.
A handlist to JamesJoyce's Ulysses : a complete alphabetical index to the
critical readirg text
JamesJoyce y la epica modema : introduccion a la lectura de {.Ilysses/
Manual Almagro Jimenez.
JarnesJoyce'sUlysses / edited and with an introduction by Harold Bloom.
Joyce'snbtes andearly drafts for Ulysses : selectionsfrom the Buffalo
collection / edited by Phillip F. Hening.
Narrative situationsin the novel; Tom Jones,Moby-Dick, The ambassadors,
Ulysses.
Odysseus/ JamesJoyce [Swedish translation]
The personal memoirs of Julia Dent Grant (Mrs. Ulysses S. Grant)...
Songs to texts by JamesJoyce ... [includes song for Ulysses]
Ulysses / by JamesJoyce ; with a foreword by Morris L. Ernst ...
Ulysses. [by JamesJoyce]
Ulysses/ JamesJoyce. [videorecording]
Ulysses : a review of three texts : proposals for alterations to the texts
of 1922, 1961 and 1984/ Philip Gaskell and Clive Hart.
Ulysses, Kansas : l:1fi) 0ffi-scale planimetric map ...
Ulyssespagefinder/ compiled by Ian Gunn & Alistair McCleery
Ulysses,soliloquies of Molly and Leopold Bloom [sound recording]
Ulysses. Spanish.

l. WORK DISPLAY Hypothetical Tide Keyword Search for James foyce's Ulyssas
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scheme
for author
"".:::.#:?
proposed that combines
features

of the
{iling rule scheme and the bibliographic
relationships taxonomy to show the nature of items retrieved and the relationships among them more clearly than
either of the other two schemes alone.
REQUIREMENTSoF THE
SEcoND On;rcrrvn
As formulated in the Paris Principles, the
requirements of a catalog stipulated by
the second objective are somewhat vague:
"The catalogue should be an efffcient instrument for ascertaining . . . (a) which
works by a particular author and (b) which
editions of a particular work are in the
library" (International Federation of Library Associations 1971, xiii). What exactly is required of a catalog that it "be an
eflicient instrument for ascertaining" the

works of an author and the editions of a
work? Lubetzky, who greatly influenced
this statement of the objectives, stated it
more clearly: "The objectives which the
catalog is to sewe are two: . . . to relate
and dlsplay together [emphasis added]
the editions which a library has of a given
work and the works which it has of a given
author" (Lubetzky 1960, ix). Lubetzky's
wording clarifies the task of the catalog;
for the catalog to "be an ellicient instrument," it must relate and display together
work and author records. His wording also
makes apparent why the second objective
is called the "collocating objective."
In the manual environment, the collocating objective involves liling work and
author records together, one after another. Here an alphabetical arrangement
of records provides for the retrieval and
display of work and author records simultaneously. In the electronic environment,

Allen. Walter Emest. 19l lSix great novelists: Defoe, Fielding, Scott, Dickens, Stevenson...
Almar, George.
Oliver Twist. A serio-comic burletta,in three acts
Archaeology of urban America : the search for pattem and process/ edited by
Roy S. Dickens, Jr.
Canoll, John R.
A carol for Tiny Tim : the sequelto ... Dickens' "A Christmas carol"
Cronin, JamesGerald, 1904Ground water in Dickens and Kent Counties, Texas ...
Dickens, Charles,1812-1870.
Best thoughs of Charles Dickens irranged in alphabeticalorder...
Dickens, Charles,1812-1870.
A Christmascarol.
Dickens. Charles.18l2-1870.
Linle Dorrit.
Dickens, Charles,1812-1870.
Oliver Twist.
Johnson,CharlesPlumptre, 1853-1938.
Hints to collectors of original editions of the works of Charles Dickens
Korg, Jacob,ed.
London in Dickens'day.
Lewis, Bernard, 1908About "The Old Curiosity Shop"
Linle Dorrit : frlm two: Little Dorrit's story / Sand Films [videorecording]
McKnight, Natalie.
Idiots, madmen, and other prisonersin Dickens
Structureand processin southeasternarchaeology/ edited by Roy S. Dickens
Figure 2. AUTHOR DISPLAY
Charles Dickens.

Hlpothetical Author Kelvord

Search on Dickens for works by
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however, the retrieval and display {unctions are separated. In an online catalog it
is possible fbr all the editions of a work to
be retrieved at the same time but not
arranged together one a{ter another or
displayed together. Thus, the second objective may now be more accurately interpreted as having two requirements, a retrieval requirement
and a display
requirement. This paper fbcuses on the
display requirement.
In the electronic environment, the
word display can be used in a variety of
ways. Discussions of online catalog displays have frequently focused on issues
related to screen layout, consistency,highlighting, and other fbrmatting issues (e.g.,
Online Catalog Screen Displays 1986).
This paper emphasizes the organizational
and intellectual aspects of display, specifically, the organization and arrangement of
bibliographic records presented as a result of a search.
In {brmulating the requirements of the
second objective precisely, another issue
that must be addressed is stipulating what
it is that must be collocated. The wording
of the second objective does not speci{y
what is to be treated as "the works of an
author" or "the editions of a work." Is a
single person or coryorate bodyto be considered an author, regardless ofthe narne
that person or body uses in its works? Or
does a dif{'erent, albeit related, "author"
exist when that person or corporate body
uses a diflerent name? In practice, the
cataloging rules have sometimes called {br
creating diff'erent "authors" if they use
di{Ierent names and sometimes not. For
example, dif{'erences in treatment of
pseudonyms can be found between the
Anglo-Amzrican C atalo guing Rules, Znd
ed. (AACR2) (1978;22.2C2) and the Anglo- Am.eric an C atalo guing Rules, 2nd ed.
1988 revision (AACR2R) (rule 22.282).
However, even when di{I'erent authors
have been created by the use ofdif{'erent
names {br the same person or body, practice has required the relating ofthe works
ofa single person or corporate body by the
use of cross ref'erences.This practice may
be interpreted as fulfilling the requirements of the second obiective in that the
works of an author are-related, although

all the works of that author have not,
strictly speaking, been collocated.
Forworks, the picture is more complicated. More controversy has been aroused
over what is to be considered to be an
edition of a work than perhaps any other
aspect ofthe second objective (fbr a summary of this controversy, see Yee 1994b,
1994c, 1995a, and tg95b). Seldom mentioned in discussions of this issue is that
related items not considered to be editions are almost always filed together immediately fbllowing the editions of awork
in an author display. Thus even related
items that have not been treated as "editions ofawork" per se have been included
within the scope of the second objective
by virtue of filing practice.
The inclusion of related works within
the scope of the second objective is supported by cataloging theorists. Lubetzlcy,
in his discussion of entrv lbr works. includes the class of "dependent works,"
which he defines asthose that are "written
not {br their own sake, but to accompany
other works upon which they depend {br
their interest. Such are indexes, glossaries, supplements, appendices,cadenzas,
librettos, etc." (Lubetzky 1953,48). One
assumesthat he also had in mind a broad
interpretation ol' the second objective
when he made the assertion that: "[a cataloq must call the readers] attention to
related [emphasis in text] materials in the
library which might be pertinent to his
interest and thus help him to utilize more
fully and adequately the library's resources" (Lubetzky f969, I0). Domanovszlcy'.sinter?retation of the scope of
the second objective with respect to works
(Domanovszky i975, 98) is alsobroad:
the elemental objects to be brought
togetherby the secondlunction must be
connectedwith oneanotherby the identity
of a nucleusof their contents;which necessarily implies that they must have in
common,at leastpardy,alsothe intellectual sourceoftheir contents.. . . The relationship constituted by the common
intellectual nucleus of their respective
contentsmayvary,{br instance,betweena
completeidentityof thesecontentsandan
absolutelack of any litaral [emphasisin
text] identity.

'*::';
wirson (re8ea)--":::
the concept of "work" should be delined
narrowly, to include only those items that
contain the same text, the scope of the
second objective requires the catalog to
assemble not only the editions of a particular work, but all the works related to
that work. The term he applies to this
assemblage is "literary unit," a term {irst
used by Pettee (1936). Wilson states
(I989a, 345):
. . . if we wanted to claim that the texts of
items assembled by the second function
should be nothing but texts of the same
work, itwould be awkward if the elemental
objects we assemble as editions oI Hamlet,
fbr instance, include commentaries, introductions, prefaces, appen&ces by others,
in otherwords, much text not plausibly identified as part of the textof Hamlet . . . But
Ibr literary units this is no problem. They
can com{brtably be seen as assembling
{amilies of texts with related though not
identical content and di{I'erent miscellaneous attachments that mav or mav nor constitute separateworks by other authors.
This broader class of items consisting
o{'sets of related works has also beei

called "superwork," a term lirst coined by
Edward T. O'Neill and Elaine Svenonius.
Lubetzky includes a f'urther class of
items within the scope of the second objective: works about an author or work. In
a paperwritten {br the International Confbrence on Cataloguing Principles he
identilies "entries indel Bible where all
the editions, translations, and,worksabout
[emphasis added] the Bible are found"
(Lubetzlcy 1963, 142). It is probable that
works about have seldom been mentioned

about a particular author or work file immediately lbllowing records fbr the
authors and works themselves.
In summary, the second obiective may
be intelpreted as requiring catalogs to retrieve as well as relate and display together
(a) the works of an audror-regardlessof the
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name used by that author-and the works
about that author and (b) the editions of a
work, the works related to it, and works
about it. In the {bllowing sections, two
schemes, the filing rule scheme and the
bibliographic relationship scheme, are investigated lbr their potential to help {brmulate displays that meet this objective.
Tnn Frr.ruc RurB Scnnup
The oldest schemefor meetingthe second
objective in display is {bund in catalog
{iling rules. Filing rules represent the
most precise formulations of the second
objective in that they spell out explicitly
what is to be collocated in the catalog and
how it is to be done. Analysis of these rules
reveal.sthe classe.sand subclassesof materials frequently identified for ordering
work and author displays. For example,
filing rules often include provisions fbr
grouping items representing translations
of a particular work and {iling them a{ter
the group of items representing editions
in the original language. Thus, filing rules
extend the collocation requirement beyond the mere "displaying together" of
work and author records to the displaying
ofthese records in an organized and helpful manner. This is especially true Ibr
works existing in many editions and {br
proli{ic authors. In the sections on work
and author {iling below, the classes created byfiling rules that comprise work and
displays are identi{ied and re;:*:l
In many respects, the manner in which
records are arranged depends on their
content. The content ofrecords depends
on cataloging practice, which is determined by the set of cataloging rules used
at a given time. Because of this, any liling
rules scheme must be regarded as drawing
upon setsofcataloging rules aswell as sets
of {iling rules. Although {iling rules are the
Ibcus of the analysis that {bllows, cataloging practice is re('erred to when necessary
to explain how speci{ic classesare fbrmed.
Eight filing rule codes were analyzed:
o Panizzi's rules {br the Catalogue of
Printed Books in the British Museum,

r84l
o jewettt rules lbr the Smithsonian Re-
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port on the Construction of Cataloguesof Libranas, 1853(fewett)
Cutter's Rulesfor a Dictionary Catalog,4rh ed. rewritten,1904(Cutter)
A.L.A. Rulesfor Filing CatalogCards,
1942(ALA L942)
.

Filing Rulesfor the Dictionary Catalogs ofthe Library of Congress, 1956
(LC 1956)
o A.L.A. Rulesfor Filing Catalog Cards,
2nd ed., 1968 (ALA 1968)
t ALA FilinsRules, 1980 (ALA f980)
. Librery
of Congress Filing Rules,
1980 (LC 1980)
Each code is followed by the abbreviation that will be used in the analpis below.
Although rules are often provided in these
codes for subarrangement of records
within each class or subclass, subarrangement rules are not addressedhere. Further
discussion on subarrangement issues may
be found in Svenonius (1988), O'Neill and
Vrzine-Goetz (1989), andAvres et al. (1995).
WoRK FILING
Work displays created by codes of {iling
rules have, for the most part, been highly
organized. Under the provisions of many
codes, work records are arranged in
classesand subclassesbased on their relationship to the original publication of the
work or their publication status; that is,
whether they are published alone or with
other works, or whether they are published in parts.
The class of records most frequently
identifted in the filing nrles, and the class
that almost alwap appears lirst in work displays, is edltlons of tlw uork in the orighnl
language (Parjzzi rule DOil/, Jewett nrle
>OOilV, Cutter rules 326-332, ALA 1942
rules 26(b) and 26(c), LC 1956, and ALA
1968 rule 27). The most recent codes of
ffling rules (ALA 1980 rule 2.2 and LC 1980
rule 6) do not make use of classessuch as
"editions in the original language" but rely
instead on provisions of AACR2 and
AACR2R for the use of unilbrm author
names and uniform titles to collocate editions of awork in the original language automaticallv. Uniform tides. as constructed bv
AACM: rrr prrtpor"ly designed to provide
elaborate groupings or classilications based

on various characteristics of the items

cataloged.Vellucci (1990) discussesthe
classiftcatoryfunction of the uniform tide
in somedepth.
Because the use of unilbrm title is optional (AACft2R, rule 25.1), editions of a
work published under varying titles will
not necessarily be displayed together. In
actual practice, the use of uniform title is
inconsistent and unless extraordinary eI'forts are made by indMdual libraries'only
some editions of a work in its original
language will be displayed together, while
others will be scattered alphabetically by
their titles proper among records for completely diflerent works (Carlyle 1996).
Provisions for arwlqtics, that is, records
{br e&tions of works cbntained within collections, sometimes require that andpical
records be interfiled with other e&tion
records (Cutter rule 335, LC 1956 Aut.
rule IE). An example of an analytical record would be a record for an e&tion of
Olioer Twist that is published as a volume
in a set of Dickens' collected works. Filing
analytics with records {br editions published separately makes sense, since an
edition published within a collection usually contains text identical to the text in an
edition published separately. However, in
some codes analytics are interliled with
unlike materials such as related works
(At-A, 1968 rules 26, 27) or are filed together as a separate classofmaterial (ALA
1942 rule 25(7b)). One assumesthat in
codes that do not provide {br analytics, the
filing ofthese records is le{t to the discretion of the liler or the policy ol'the individual institution. In ALA 1980 and LC
1980, analytics lile as is; that is, the {iling
ofthese records depends on the presence
and construction of analytical entries,
which, in tum, allow lbr the interliling of
editions and related works in the same
display.
A group ol records representing frcnslntions of the original edition often follows
the group of records for editions in the
original language (Parizzi rule I)O(V,
fewett rule )OfiIV Cutter rule 331, ALA
igaz .ule 25(7b),26(b) and 26(c), LC
1956 Aut. rule IG, ALA 1968 nlle 27).
Occasionally provisions are made for
translations to be liled under their titles

LRTS . 41(2) . Fulfillingthe
proper,treatingthem asif they were completely separateworks unrelated to any
other of the author'sworks (ALA 1942
rule 25, ALA 1968 rule 26). Using ALA
1980 or LC 1980,translationswould ffle
after e&tions in the originallanguageonly
if appropriatelyconstructeduniform titles
were used.If no unifbrm title were used,
they would file as if'they were separate
and unrelatedworks.
In early codes,rules were createdfor
special classesof mnteriah closely related
to the original work. Panizzi(rule IJO(V)
and fewett (rule )OO(IV) make arrangementsfor items containingthe work both
in the original languageand in translation
to be ftled following editionsin the original language.Many of the codescontain
provisionsfor liling recordsfor selections
or portionsof a work publishedseparately
(Panizzi rule I)O(V; Jewett rule )OfiIV
Cutter rule 326; ALA 1968rule 27, footnote 37; and ALA 1980 and LC 1980 if
appropriateuniform titles areused).ALA
1942(rule 26(b))speciffesthat recordsfbr
manuscriptsof a work Iile before records
for editionsin the original language.
Criticisms and other works about a
work-called here roorks about-have
alsobeen groupedtogetherasan integral
part of the work display,Ibllowingrecords
more closelyrelatedto the original work.
In Panizzi(rule DOff), cross-references
were filed at the beginningof a file, before
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file imme&ately after that particular e&tion, translation, or part.
Treatment of relnted uorks inthe ftling
rules is somewhat difficult to discover.
The related work category contains items
that have many different relationships to
the original e&tion. Examples of related
works include sequels, supplements, indexes, concordances, screenplays, librettos, and subseries (AACRZR, rule
21.28A1.). Related works often have a
main entry different from the main entry
of the work to which they are related, but
are given an added entryto show the relationship to the original. Related works
have only within the last 50 years been
identified and named as a particular class
of materials in cataloging (American Library Association 1949). However, works
of this type have, in practice, almost always been incorporated into work displays, often interftled with works about.
Some of the difliculties of ascertaining the
treatment of related works in the codes
are that they have either not been mentioned at all, thev have been treated as
equivalent to editions, or they have not
been treated as a class of materials per se
but rel'erred to in the context ofan added
entry. For example, LC 1956 states: "If a
book has some connection with another
author's work, but is not a criticism of it
and does not include the original text, an
added entry is o{ten made under that
author. In t[at casethe title ofthe work in
question is included as part ofthe added
ently heading. As an added entry the card
is filed after the texts of the work and
be{bre the criticism (or subject) cards for
thatwork" (LC 1956, 19).
about lile before editions of the work.
In AI-A 1968, related work added entries
Jewett (rule XXXVI) filed cross-refer- are lbrmally identiffed as"author-tide added
encesafter all other pertinent records entries" and provisions for ftling them state
had been {iled. In all other codes,in- that they are to interfile with analytic entries,
cluding ALA 1980 and LC 1980,works which have the same form, and follow ediabout file together in a group lbllowing tion re<prds and precede records for worl<s
all the other recordsin a work display about (rule 26(b) and 27). Again, this creates
(Cutter rule 334, ALA 1942 rules 25, a classcomposed of two very &fferent types
26(a)and 26(b),LC 1956Aut. rule lII,
of materials, analytical e&tions and related
ALA 1968 rules 26 and 27, ALA 1980 works. In ALA 1980 and LC 1980, author-tirule 2.2 and LC 1980rule 6). ALA 1942 de added entries, now called name-dtle
(rules25 and 26(b)) andALA 1968(rule added entries, are treated as equivalent to
27) make provisions lbr a critici.smof a main entries (rules 2 and 6, respectively).
particularedition,translation,or part to Thus, in catalogs following these rules,
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work displays are even more confusing
because related work records interfile
among edition records and analytical e&tion records.
Special treatment is accorded works
represented byverylarge numbers of records in several ofthe codes, providing tbr
even more classesof materials, thus creating even more highly organized displays.
Panizzi (rule DOflX), and lewett lbllowing him (rule )O(XVII), specifyrules solely
Ibr arranging records for the Bible. By the
time AI-A 1942 was published, special
rules were included foi "anonymoui classics" as well as the Bible (rules 28-30). LC
1956 (anonymous classics rule) and ALA
1968 (rules 29-30) also contained special
provisions fbr filing anonymous classics
and the Bible. Agarli',ALA 1980 and LC
1980 provide for organized arrangements
for all works only insofar as the correct
unifbrm title headings are used in individual records.
AurHoR Fnrnc
Author &splays, like work displays, have
usually been composed ofvarious classesof
author records. All liling codes provide Ibr
groupingworks by an author together. However,prior to 1968,the major codes divided
the works of an author into various subclasses,particularly{br classicorvoluminous
authors. lnParizi (rule Dil), ]ewett (mle
)OfiIV), Cutter (rule 326), ALA 1942 (rules
26(a),26(b), and 26(c) {br classicand voluminou^sauthors), and LC 1956 (Aut. mle
IA), the lirst class of works by an author
consists oI compLete uorlcs of an utthor
Some of the codes further subdivide this
class into complete works in the original
language, complete works in the original
Ianguage and in translation, and complete
works in translation onlv (Panizzi rules
DO(-LO(II, Jewett rde fufv),
although
mle 26(a) in AI-A 1942 stipulates two categories only: complete works in the original
language and complete works in translation.
Following complete works is a class
containing selected uorks of an author
(Panizzi rule DOOII; fewett mle )OOilV
Cutter rule 326; ALA 1942 rules 26(a),
26(b), and 26(c)). LC 1956 (Aut. rule I)
combines complete and selected works

into a single class. As with complete
works, selected works might be subarranged into various groups based on language of text. Catalogs fbllowing ALA
1968 (rule 27 for organized author arrangement),ALA 1980,or LC 1980would
create author displays that grouped complete works and selected works only if
uni{brm titles were used. Unilbrm titles
create groups containing complete works
aswell as groups containing specific tlpes
of works, Ibr example, plays, essays,poems. etc. bv use of collective uni{brm titles, for eiample, "Works" or "Essays"
(Anglo-American Catab guing tu lps (1967)
rule 107; AACR2R rules 25.8 and 25.10).
Actual catalog displays from early catalogs
also reveal classescontaining specilic types
of works in displays for various prolilic
authors. For example,the Shakespearedisplay in the Catalogue of the Library of the
Bos'ton Athenaun
features the special
classes"separate Plap" and "Poems" *hich
{ile alter "selections" (Boston Athenreum
1874-1880, 2707-27 08).
In ALA 1942. selected works are combined with selectionsfrorn a single work
or from ourians u.,orks (rule ZO(a)). In
other codes, selections lrom a single work
or various works are grouped together
separately and filed either be{bre single
works of the author (Panizzi rule IXXIV,
Jewett rule X)O(IV) or after (ALA 1942
rule 26(b) and 26(c)). Again, the filing of
selections fiom a single work or fiom various works in ALA 1968, ALA 1980, and
LC 1980 depends on whether or not uni{brm titles containing the collective title
"Selections"were used in the record.
Single uorks by an author are treated
as discussed in the section on work filing
above. However, an early practice noi
mentioned above distinguished works by
an author as main entry and the author as
joint author, illustrator, editor, etc. (see
discussionin Cutter 1904, 119). LC 1956
required the interliling ol author as main
entry and author asjoint entry but created
a separate group lbr the author as compiler, joint compiler, editor, etc. (Aut. rule
IIA). Some online catalogs containing
cataloging records with relator designations {bllowing the author name in the
author heading, lbr example, "ed.," create
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separategroupsfor theserecordsbecause
filing programssort on relator terms. ReIator terms are seldom used today; thus
suchgroupsmight be misleadingto catalog usersbecausetheygivethe impression
that all the worksedited,etc.,by an author
might be fbund in suchgroupi.
Sometimes displayed as a separate
group are spurious and dtrubtful u;orks.
ALA 1942 explicitly mentions these
works, requiring that they ffle after the
known works of the author (rule 26(b)).
Becausethe A.L.A. CatalogingRulesfor
Author and Title Entri,es(American LibraryAssociation1949)and previoussets
of catalogingrules stipulateuseof a form
subdivision"spuriousanddoubtfulworks"
in an author heading for works of this
nature,thosecataloqsconstructedby such
rules would group fh"re works automatically by fbllowing the rulesfor alphabetical {iling. Parizzi's last author grouping
contains"worksnot written by the person
but under whosename they will be cataloged" (rule DOCVII), which would perhapshavecontainedspuriousand doubt{ul works if they existed.
The Iast classof materialscommonto
all the codesis works about the author,
includingboth biographiesandcriticisms.
Works about usuallyfile last in an author
display(Cutter rule 326,ALA 1942rules
25,26(a)and26(b),LC 1956Aut. rule III,
ALA 1968rules26 atd27,ALA 1980rule
1980and LC 1980rule 6). In actualcatalogs,works about can outnumberthe actual worksof an author,particularlyworks
aboutclassicandvolumilnousauthors,and
maythus comprisea significantportion of
an author display.
An unusualarrangementis stipulated
in ALA 1942rule 26(c), one of the optional mles fbr arrangementol'classicand
voluminousauthors.It requiresthat texts
of all types by the author in the original
languagebe filed in one group, followed
by groups of texts in varioustranslations
{iled by language.Eachol'thesetwo ma.jor
groups is subdivided into the {bllowing
classes:completeworks,selectedworks,
single works, spurious and doubtful
works, and selections.Thesetwo maior
groupsare followedby three categorieiof
works about:biographyand generalcriti-
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cism, criticism of single works, and other
subiect entries for the author.
in later codes, rules {br the creation of
author displays are quite simple, specifring two classesonly: works by the author
and works about the author (ALA 1942
rule 25. ALA 1968 rule 26. ALA 1980 rule
2.2, and LC 1980 rule 6). These displays
separate groups of work records from
works about the work (criticisms, for example). In addition, as mentioned above,
if uniform titles are not used, such &splays
do not collocate the editions of a work
because they separate records for editions
that have varying titles proper or translated titles and they interfile records for
related works among edition records. In
ALA 1942 and ALA 1968, the simple
bylabout display was recommended fbr
nonclassic or nonvoluminous authors
only, presumably because these displays
would consist of f'ew records.
Finally, cross-reference records are
olten used in author displays. See re{-erences are used to refer users {iom various
{brms of an author's name. See also re{'erences zue used to reI'er users from various
names used by the same author. In a listing of titles under author name, see re{'erences can be made fiom variant titles oI'
an author's work to its uniform title (e.g.,
AACR2RnrJre 26.4; illustrated in fig. 3 on
Iines 3 and 7). This type of see re{'erence
was used in earlycatalogs when no records
were {iled under variant titles and all records were {iled under unifbrm titles.
Such see ref'erences are still sometimes
used to direct users to unilbrm titles.
However, few online catalogs are able to
display title references and, mimicking
the card environment, displaythem under
author name only and not under title as
well. Furthermore, few catalogs, if any,
{bllow early catalog practice and display
the see re{'erenceinstead ofrecords under
the variant title.
Those online catalogs displaying title
see re{'erence.sfrequently display records
containing the same variant title in proximity to the title re{'erence, sending a potentially confusing message to the users
(see lines 3, 4, 6,7, and 8 in {ig. 3). In
ad&tion, the title that they see on the
screenusuallyrepresentsrecords{br related
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works (see line 6 in fig. 3); records fbr
editions ol'the work tley are actually seeking are buried in the group of recoids that
appears under the author name alone (see
line Z in ftg. 3). See and see also references
can also be used to direct users to parts of
works cataloged independendy (for example, AACR2R n:Ie 26.48.2) and to direct
users from relatedwork entries to the work
to which they are related (for example,
AAC R2R rule 26.4C), respectively.
FILING Rur,ns DIscUssIoN
All of the codes of ffling rules, inclu&ng
AI-A 1980 and LC 1980, require the formation ofgroups ofwork and author records based on their relationships to each
other. Groups are deffned because the
items in them share speciftc relationships
to each other. For example, in the translations group, all items share the same relationship to the original in that they have
all been translated into a language different from the language of the original. The
extent to which grouping based on specific relationships has occurred in the display ofworks and authors has frequently
depended on the number ofrecords associated with them. In the words of ALA
1968 (113):
Arrangementof all worksby title pagetide
is suitable only for a small collectionwith
relatively few titles under an author An
organized arrangement should be introduced in situationswhere the alphabetic
order becomesdifficult to consultbecause

of the number and character of the tides,
editions, translations,etc., as under classic
and voluminous authors . . .
Large files have always presented a
problem for catalog users, and grouped
arrangements have been used as means of
solving this problem.
However,
if the
groups used in ordering are not clearly
marked, the resultant arrangements may
be confusing to users, which was noted by
fackson in his study ofcatalog use (1958).
The dangers ofgrouped
arrangements in
were identilied
the card environment
early on. Cutter, with his usual perspicuity, noted (rule 326):
. . . practice hitherto has been to arrange
entries by joint authors afar the works written by the first author alone . , , but although it is pleasing to a classilying mind, it
is practically objectionable because a reader,
not knowing that the book he is looking for
is ajoint production, and not linding it in the
Iirst series of titles, might suppose that it is
not in the library This danger is greatest in
a card catalog, where it entirely overweighs
the somewhat visionary advantage of the
separate arrangement. The arrangement of
a card catalog should be as simple as possible, because the reader having only one
card at a time under his eye can not easily
see what the arrangement is. On the
printed page, where he takes in many titles
at a glance, more classification can be ventured upon; there the danger is conffned
to the more voluminous authors; where
there are few titles the consulter wilI read
them all and so will not miss any.

Searchon: DICKENS CHARLES
Line

Entries
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Author/Title

Dickens,Charles,1719-1793.
Dickens,Charles,1812-1870.
Dickens,Charles,1812-1870.AnnotatedChristmascarol.
searchfor Dickens,Charles,1812-1870.
Christmascarol.
Dickens,Charles,l812-1870.BleakHouse.
Dickens,Charles,1812-1870.
Christmascarol.
Dickens,Charles,1812-1870.Christmascarol in prose.
searchfor Dickens.Charles.1812-1870.
Christmascarol.
Dickens,Charles,1812-1870.Christmascarol. Selections.
Dickens.Charles.1812-1870.
Christmascarol.Selections.1992.

Figure 3. Work Cross-Reference
DisplayUnder Author Name.
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One solution to the problem of users
being unaware of grouped arrangements
was to insert guide cards to mark the beginning of record groupings. However, it
was never widely implemented. Thus individually alphabetized groups of records
were liled in card catalogwork and author
displays, and there was sleldomany indication ofwhen these classesbegan or ended
or what they represented.
Librarians frequently criticized these
highly organized, classified arrangements,
for the rensons identified by Cutter (for
example, Scheerer 1959).'In addition,
when early online catalogs were developed, it was discovered that contemporary
codes of liling rules (LC 1956 and ALA
1968) relied heavily on human intelpretation and contained many exceptions, attributes with which computers were unable to
cope (Wellisch 1983). The argument was
made that "filing should be a purely mechanical operation which can be reduced to
a straightforward arrangement o( sorts
and nulls. The filer or program should not
be expected to expand or interpret for
filing purposes" (Hines 1963, &,9). Those
advancing tlris argument prevailed, and
ALA 1980 and LC 1980 were developed to
accommodate the inflexibility of the mmputer by simpliling the liling process (ALA
1980, I-3; LC 1980,2J; Andenon 1982).
As mentioned earlier, ALA 1980 and
LC 1980 reduced the number ofclassesof
records in work and author displays to
two: editions or works, including related
works, which are interfiled, and works
about. However, whether or not these
classeswere fbrmed depended almost entirely on the presence of uniform author
and title headings. In any case,the reduction in the number of classeshas not eliminated the "large lile" problem, which continues to haunt catalog users (see, for
example, Wiberley,
Daugherf,
and
Danowski 1995). The online cataloe'sinabilityto demonstrate relationshipsariong t""ords has been suggested as contributing to
the large ftle problem (Carlyle 1996). This
inability stems in part from t}re abandonment, by codes of filing rules, of classified
dirpl"y. in which relationships among items
can be shown. Abandoning this method of
showing relationships is even more serious
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considerinq that current research advocates an Jrr"tt .or" detailed olganization
of relationships among items in the catalog (fbr example, Svenonius 1988, Tillett
1991a, Smiraglia 1992, Leazer and Smiraglia 1996).
Tus BrnLtocRAPHrc
Rnr-erroNslilPs SCHEME
A second scheme that may be used to
guide the creation of displays that meet
the second objective for works is based on
Tillett's taxonomy of bibliographic relationships (I99la), whichwas developedto
{'acilitate the creation of a conceptual
model of the catalog. Tillett, in her relationship ta(onomy, spells out the types of
relationships that exist among works. Although the taxonomy was not necessarily
intended as a scheme for creating online
catalog displays of works, it does define
relationships that might be used to group
items related to works in the catalog. The
groupings that are suggested by Tillett's
bibliographic relationships are first reviewed and then compared to the traditional groups created by liling and cataloging rules (see Tillett 1991b for a complete
review of the treatment of bibliographic
relationships in cataloging rules).
Tillett deftnes the equioalerce rekttinrshE hrst. Equivalent items share intellectual
and artistic content aswell asauthonhip, and
her examples include copies, {'acsimiles,and
photocopies. A grouping of records based on
the equivalence relationship canbe regarded
asa subset ofthe {iling group "e&tions of the
work in the original language." Howeve4 the
original-language e&tions group also includes e&tions that have the same content
and authorship but might vary in other respects; fbr example, they might have different pubLshers, editors, or illustrators. In addition, the original editions liling group
might contain items that do not share identical intellectual and artistic mntent, for example, revisions and abridgments.
Next, the derioatioe relntiorchlp erjs|is
between any item and anotler item that has
been derived from it. The range of items
sharing the derivative relationship extends
from items that exhibit only small differences in intellectual and artistic content to
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those that have very little intellectual and equivalent. With this exception noted, a
artistic content in common. For example,
-are revision may thus be de{ined as resulting
it may hold between editions that
from a change in intellectual or artistic
nearly identical, as between an original
content without alterations in the intent,
e&tion and a corrected edition published
form, or format of the original.
by t}e same publisher and, at the other
Revisiors have been included in two dif'extreme, between a textual edition of A
f'erent groups in filing practice depending
Christmas Carol and a Frenchpop-up book on authorship conditions and tides used. If
version, avideo or au&o performance, orA
authorship conditions and tide of the origiChristmas Carol card garne.
nal edition have been oreserved. then reviSmiraglia (1992, 28) refines derivative
sions have normally been grouped with the
relationships into various subrelationoriginal editions, although treatment in this
ships. Smiraglia's seven derivative subrearea has varied in cataloging history. In
lationships include: simultaneous deriva- AAC&2R, if authorship conditions or tide
tions, successivederivations, translations,
have changed, then revisions have been
amplifications, extractions, adaptations, treated as new works. Name-tide added enand perfbrmances. Some of his subrela- tries are not created for all revisions treated
tionships have been slightly modi{ied or
as new worls, and thus records for these
renamed in the following discussion to
revisions have not been filed with records
facilitate comparison to filing rules group{br the original consistently.
ings. Because the number of items that
Revisions can be contrastedto adaptacan fall into the derivative relationship
tioru. which alter the intellectual and arcategory is so large, Smiraglia's subrela'- tistic intent, fbrm, or {brmat of an original
tionships have the potential to be espe- edition as well as its content. Smiraglia's
cially use{ul fbr grouping items in display. examples include simplifications, which
Rersisions,which Smlraglia calls "sucmay result liom the desire to present the
cessive derivations," consisl of items that
work to a &fI'erent audience, and screenhave been revised. Anotherway oflooking
plays adapted from prose works, which
at revisions is to say that they have been
change the internal structure of a work
changed in such ^ *^y ^ io alter the
and may, in addition, include various
intellectual and artistic content of the
changes of intent. Other changes in artisoriginal without changing its intellectual
tic intent, form, and format include paroand artistic intent, fbrm, or format. In this
dies, dramatizations, free translations,
paper, a distinction is drawn between conand reproductions
of artworks. Yee
-1995a)
(1994c,
tent, on the one hand, and intent, Ibrm,
identi{ies many types of
and {brmat, on the other, because it is seen items that would be included here in parts
as being central to making distinctions
2 and 3 ofher review of the concept of
"work." We might also wish to add here
between diff'erent types of derivations. Intellectual and artistic intent might include
another of Smiraslia's derivative subrelaintended audience, prrrpor"l point o1' tionships, perfbrriance, sound or video, as
view, or discipline represented by a work.
a type of adaptation.
Form includes internal structure; for exMost adaptations, including perlbrmample, textual forms include outlines,
ances, have been treated as new works in
prose, plays, poetry etc. Format includes
traditiond cataloging practice because they
extemal or physical structure, {br example, involve a change in authorship conditions. A
sound recordings, videorecordings, books, notable exception is music; performances of
etc. It must be noted that some changesin
musical works have been treated as editions
fbrmat do not indicate a derivation, in parof the original work. In practice, treatment
ticular, those that replicate the conditions
of adaptations is similar to that of revisions
underwhich the original item is experienced
involving a change in authorship conditions;
(Helmer 1987). For instance, edidons ap- name-title added entries may or may not be
pearing on audiocassettes and compact
required, and thus recorcls ior adaptauors
discs, or editions appearing in book lbrmat
and perfbrmances may or may not be
and microfbrm, could be considered to be grouped with records {br the original.
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Smiraglia also identi{ies trarulntlons ard
extra{-tions as sepaxatetgles of derivatiors.
Translatiors have alwavs been identiffed in
catalog displays and, asa group, are identical
to the group identilied in traditional practice. Smiraglia does not address the display
issue, but subgrouping by language for display pulposes, consonant with ffling nrle
practice, is a logical extension ofthe translation grouping.
Extractions include abridgments, condensations, and excerpts. Smiraglia includes excerpts in the extractions subrelationship.
Excelpts
might
also be
considered to bear a type of whole-part
relationship to an original. The whole-irart
relationshii is discrissed below. Extractions have often been treated as editions,
or as equivalents, in traditional cataloging
practice (Yee 1994c), with the exception
of abridgments that are seen ,N the work
ofthe abridger, which are treated as new
works related to the original and given
name-title added entries. As a result, records for extractions have often been interfiled with records for original editions in
traditional {iling practice.
Ampffications of a work occur when a
new work has been created or produced
to ampli$/, add to, or extend the original
in some respect (Smiraglia 1992). One
may or may not wish to regard ampliffcations as a type of derivation. A case might
be made for amplifications to be on a
parallel footing with Tillett's other bibliographic relationships. Also, amplifications
subsume a large part of Tillettt accompanying relationship, which, in this paper, is
not being regarded as a separate bibliographic relationship (see discussion below). The new work mav or mav not be
published with the original. Examples that
Smiraglia gives include illustrated texts,
musical settings, and concordances. In
traditional cataloging practice, amplifications published with the original have
most often been grouped with records for
the original work as if they were identical
to thei. Ampli{ications published separately are usually treated as di{Ierent
works and related with a name-title added
entry. Records for these items are then
fiequently interliled with records for the
original work.

. pulftllingthe
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The uhole -p art relationship holds "between a component part of a bibliographic
item or work and its whole" (Tillett 1991a,
156). Current cataloging practice calls lbr
the identiftcation of parts or selections
using either a unifbrm title (AACR2R,
rule 25.6) or a note identilying the host
item. If a unifbrm title is not used, records
for parts can be arranged randomly among
records {br the whole item; in some instances they can interftle among totally
irrelevant records. If a uni{brm title is
used, separate groupings are created for
each part because the part name is included as an extension ofthe uniform title.
A whole work that is published as part
ol'a collection can be identified with a
name-title added entry and, in most filing
codes, inter{iledwith other records forthe
work, but the practice of assigning nametitle added entries is limited to collections
comprised of three or fewer separate
items (AACR2R rule 2I.7Bl). Sometimes separateworks are identilied in contents notes only, and frequently they are
not identilled at all. As a result, bibliographic records display the whole-part relationship inconsistently.
The sequential relationship holds between an item and other items following
or preceding it. This relationship also has
been treated in a variety ofways in cataloging practice. For serial title changes,
practice has varied lrom creating a single
record with added title entries fbr the
various titles used, to creating a succession of entries representing the various
titles used with linking added entries. Recentlv successiveentrv has been used. Use
o{'successiveentry for serials implies that
serials whose titles have changed are diff'erent works. However, added entries for
an earlier and a later title are mandated,
thereby partially grouping records under
both old and new titles in the catalog and
treating them as related works.
Items exemplilying other $ryes of sequential relationships-in particular, {iction sequels-are rarely identified in cataloging practice. If liction sequels are
identified, identi{ication is usually limited
to a note and not an added entry. In this
way the two schemes &ffer in the groupings that would be created in a work dis-
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play; the traditional liling rules scheme
would place far fewer items in this category than the bibliographic relationships
scheme.
The descriptioe relationship translates
more or less into the class that has been
referred to here as works about a rrarticular work. Works in this relationihip are
exempli{ied by criticisms, commentaries,
and reviews. Cataloging practice prescribes that subject added entries be included in records for items bearing this
relationship, and liling practice has called
fbr this group of items to be {iled together
at the end ofa file ofwork records.
'fhe
shared charact eristic relationship
is fbund among any two items that share
an identical characteristic. such as an
author or work name. In filing practice,
records are grouped when they share
identical access points, and thus groupings created by this relationship would be
identical to those created by filing rules so
long as the shared characteristic has been
given an access point. Groupings would
not be made in a catalog for characteristics
not given access points, although an online catalog that has kepvord searching of
all fields makes such groupings possible if
the characteristics appear in the bibliographic records.
Tillett describ es the accompanying relationship as holding between two or
more items that are published together or
are meant to be used together-between
an item and another item accompanying
it. I would arzue that there is no need for
a separate cal"go.y lbr accompanying relationships, becausealthough accompanying materials are related, they always
share one or more of the relationships
described above.
All of the examples that Tillett gives of
items ol' the accompanying relationship
can be placed into one of the bibliographic
relationship categories described above.
Her examples include a predominant item
and a lesser item, e.9., a text and its supplements. A supplement to a text might be
regarded either as an amplification or a sequel, depending on the nature ofthe supplement. Other predominant items acrompanied by lesser items, such as a geography
text accompanied by an adas, a childrent

book accomparried by a doll, or a computer lile accompaniedby a manual, could
all be seen as amplifications. Items that
provide access to other items, LubeEky'.s
"dependent works" category, including
concordances, indexes, and catalogs,
might also be regarded as a special type of
amplification. Tillett's last example, the
separate components of a ht, do not necessarily represent a bibliographic relationship in that they, like chapters in a book,
comprise the item. If the individual components of a kit are separated for some
reason, then the whole-part relationship
might be appropriately applied to describe the relationship of the part to the
whole and vice vena.
PRoBLEMS IN THE CREATToNoF
ORGANTZEDAurnoneNp
Wonx Drspuys
Each ol'the schemes discu-ssedabove. the
{iling rules scheme and the bibliographic
relationships scheme, {'alls somewhat short
of creating displays that fullill the second
obiective because they do not identily
clearly the nature oI, and relationships
among, items retrieved in a search lbr an
author or work. In this section, the {iling
n-rlesschemeand the bibliographic relationships scheme are evaluatedwith respect to
their limitations in guiding the creation of
catalog displays. The eflect of ke;'word
searching on the creation of relatiorxhipbased displays is analyzed as well.
EvaluetloN oF THE Frr,rNc Rulns
ScHnvn
One critical weakness of the filing rules
scheme is that it depends on record content fbr grouping. This is unsatis{'actory
Ibr two reasons. First, record content is
determined by cataloging rules, and
sometimes the cataloging rules do not require the necessarycontent. For example,
because AACR2R and earlier codes have
not required the use of uniform title,
many records that are related cannot be
grouped together in catalog displays becausethey lack a uniform title. Even items
that share identical intellectual and artistic content might be treated as different
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works because uni{brm titles are not used.
Another example is parodies; AACR2R
does not require a name-title added entry
for the work parodied, and as a result, the
relationship between a parody and the
work parodied is not shown.
A second reason that dependence on
record content fbr grouping is unsatisfactory is that online catalogs might misfile
or ignore catalog headings in filing. When
catalog headings that are intended to
group records together are mis{iled or ignored, the records representing particular
works and authors are scattereci. For example, name-title added entries are frequently filed not astwo separate headings,
a name and a title, but as a single heading
(see line 6, fig. 3). Another example is
Iiling the work-s of an author undeititles
proper instead ofuniform titles. Although
these problems might be remedied by
corrected programming, thus far many
online catalog designers do not seem to be
inclined to move in this direction.
Another weakness of the ffling rules
scheme, particularlywhen viewed in the context of works and the bibliographic relationships scheme, is that it does not su{Iiciendy
&stinguish among items that bear &ff'erent
relationships to each other, treating as
equivalent items that are, in f'act, quite
dif{'erent. As Wilson has pointed out on
numerous occasions(e.g., 1983), the tra&tional Iiling rules scheme does not identify items that contain identical texts.
Even when editions are grouped together,
it is up to the user to look carefully at each
bibliographic record to determine which
one, for example, representsthe most recent edition. The qreatest failure to make
distinctions u*oig
different types of
items is in the group of items that are
assignedname-title added entries. These
items might bear equivalent, derivative,
or sequential relationships to awork. Currently only one distinction can be made
among these items. The name-title added
entry provided by the MARC fbrmat alIows two groups to be distinguished: a
group of related works, which includes
items bearing derivative and sequential
relationships, and a group of analytics,
which includes items bearing an equivalence relationship.
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Ev,llue.ttox oF THE BrBLrocRAPHrc
RELATIoNSHIP
Scnnur,
One of the major wealmessesof the bibliographic relationship scheme is that the intellectual and artistic distance of items bearing
a bibliographic relationship to an original
edition is not taken into account, nor are
authorship conditions. Intellectual and artistic distance can be viewed in part as changes
in a work that involve its intent, fbrm, or
format, as discussed above. Authorship conditions, particularly primary authorship, inherent in main enhy decisions, are closely
related to such changes in that a change in
main entrv indicates that an item has moved
a significant distance away from the original.
Traditional cataloging practice has
generally divided the derivative relationship into two groups based on authorship
conditions represented in the items. This
dMsion might be seen as an indication of
the distance of a particular derived item
Irom the original. In the first group are
those items whose authorship is represented as being the same or nearly the
same as the authorship for original item,
Ibr example, an edition updated or revised
by the original author(s). Changes in subsidiary authorship-for instance, changes
in illustrators or the addition of translators-have not been considered to change
signi{icantly the authorship conditions of
the original edition.
In the second group are those items
whose authorship is represented as being
&Il'erent from the original, for example,
an adaptation {br children by a new
author, an edition completely revised by
another author, or an adaptation into another {brmat. While we might wish to
make more distinctions than these two, it
would be just as unwise to group dl items
sharing the derivative relationship together without making distinctions based
on distance from original or authorship
conditions. The subgroupings of the derivative relationship suggested by Smiraglia remedy much of this problem, but
even so, it may be misleading to users if
all of these subgroupings appeared together in a work display as a single class.
Several aspectsofthe bibliographic relationship scheme could be modifted to
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make it show the nature of items in awork
display more clearly. The equivalence relationship as set forth by Tillett does not
distinguish between items sharing identical text or intellectual content onlv and
items sharing identical or nearly identical
title page representation as well as identical content. For example, it does not distinguish the relationship between an item
and a photoc,opy of that item (items that
share identical or nearly identical title
page representation, paging, and content)
and the relatiorxhip between an item published by one publisher and an item with
identical content published by another pubIisher (items that share identical content
only). Tillettt list of examples suggeststlat
she understands the equivalence relationship to hold between items sharingidentical
title page representation,pagng, and intellectual content. Yee (1994a) has recommended that these items be considerednear
equivalents and be described by the same
bibliographic record, with an in&cation of
changes in lbrmat or other minor changes.
With respect to items sharing identical intellectual 6ntent only, Wilson-(1989b) has argued that our conception of"work" should
include only these items, which he calls
texts. It makes sense to reline Tillett'.s
equivalence relationship in display along
these lines by incorporating near equivalents into the display of a single bibliographic record, as recommended by Yee,
and by grouping items that share identical
intellectual content, regardless of title page
representation, as suggested by Wilson.
Smiraglia identifies a type of relation"simultaneous derivation"ship-the
that might be helpful to treat as a subtnre
of equivalence relationship (Smiraglia
1992, 28). This relationship is called here
an orthographic mod.ification. Editions of
an English work published in the United
States might include differences in spelling, and a textual work might be published
in large print or Braille. Changes such as
these do not affect the intellectual or artistic content of a work. Orthographic
modilications have never been classed
separately in any set of {iling rules, but
have been treated as equivalent editions.
When a work has many orthographic
modifications, this relationship might be

an importantmeansof helpingusersidentify quickly the items they need.
It might alsobe useful, dependingon
the work displayed,to aralyze some of
Tillett's bibliographic relationshipsinto
subrelationships,
much the way Smiraglia
hasdonewith the derivativerelationship.
For example, items sharingwhole-part re-

lationshipscould
lationshios
could be
be divided into
into a group
srouo
rooearswrtn
with
of ltems
ot
items ln
in which
which the
the whole
whole appears
ap
other items in a collection

and- then into

another group ofitems that contains parts
only. Another example is the sequential
relationship; items sharing the sequential
relationship could be grouped according
to whether they appear earlier in a sequence or later than the work displayed.
Bernhardt (1988) suggeststhis type of&splay fbr serials that have undergone title
changes. The problem of displaying sequels and serials is analogous to the problem of relating records for corporate
authors or other authors represented under two or more difl'erent and sequential
names. Bernhardtt proposal for alternative serial displays provides a blueprint for
clarilying &splays of sequentially related
author names in the catalog as well.
KEYwoRDSnencsrNc e.NDDTSPLAY
Any implementation of the second obiective is challenged in the online environment by a phenomenon that could not
have existed in the manual environment,
which is the retrieval of records {br items
that are related to a particular work or
author but that have not been explicitly
linked in cataloging practice to that work
or author. Although these items lack deliberate cataloging links to the related
work or author they are retrieved in kevword searches (thai are assumed to have
Boolean functionality) because relevant
uncontrolled names or titles are embedded within accesslields or are present in
nonaccessfields (see items 1, 9, and 12 in
fig. I and I and It in fig. 2). Items in this
group are of two types. First are items that,
Ibr a variety of reasons supported by cataloging rules, lack deliberate links but are, in
I'act,e&tions, related works, or works about
the work or author sought (unlinkedworks
or authors). Second are items that lack de-
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liberate Iinks to a particular work or
author because they bear only a peripheral relationship to that work or author
(peripherally related works). Peripherally
related works include those that devote a
small percentage ofcontent to a particular
author or work or those that mention a
particular author or work in p:ssing. In
keyword searches fbr proli{ic au*rors and
highly manil'ested works, many recrcrds of
both types might be retrieved.
In principle, all records for particular
authors and works should be grouped according to the second obiective. Howeve4
{br various reasons, cataloging nrles and
practice have not required the creation of
explicit links in ever/record for items that
incorporate the work of an author or an
e&tion of awork. For example,if an edition
of a work is published in a collection of four
or more works (MCft2R rule 21.7) or if a
translator or illustrator does not {ullill basic
added entry requirements (AACft2R mle
2I.30K), explicit linking is not required. The
reasonslbr this are primarily economic; t}re
price of explicit link is high and as a result,
the number ol links has been limited.
Fortunately, some unlinked records
can be identified automatically. Forexample, many editions of works are contained
in single-volume collections of an authort
works. In many records for these collections, the author's name appears in the
main entry lield andtitles of the contained
works appear in the contents note lield. In
these cases,records for single-volume collections containing editions of single
works could be au-"tomaticallvidentifi"ed
and grouped with other equivalent items.
Unfortunately, not all unlinl<ed records are
so easily identified. However, many of those
that are not could be grouped with peripherally related items an-dthus become somewhat accessibleto catalog users.
Any argument to include peripherally
related items in the second obiective with
other items more closely related to a particular work or author can be challenged.
Nonetheless,it is the casethat these it6ms
are retrieved and displayed in keyword
searches, that catalog^u.'ets r"e th'em in
the set ofretrieved reiords, and that their
relationship to the work or author sought,
however slight, will be recognized. Toin-
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clude these items {brmally within the
scope of the second objective would require a change in current practice such
that catalogers would be required to assign explicit links to all items bearing any
relationship, no matter how slight, to an
author or work. Such a move is undoubtedly impossible given economic constraints. Further, and perhaps more important, it may not be desirable to water
down the groups of closely related items
with items that are more distantly related
to a work or author sought. On tie other
hand, to group these items with totally
unrelated items might also be undesirable
given that they will be seen and might be
of interest to some catalog users.
A compromise position would take advantage of existing computer technolory
and would group peripherally related
items at the end of an author or work
display automatically. For example, once
all the records containing explicit links {br
foycet Ulysses were organized, the remaining records could be searched using
'joyce."
Those
the terms "ulysses" and
records that contained both terms could
then be grouped into the peripherally related records category. Because this
grouping would rely on the existence of
uncontrolled author names and titles, it
would not be perf'ect, nor would all peripherally related records be assembled.
However, labels identifying classesof peripherally related and unrelated records
in a catalog display could indicate the uncertainty of the classification. A message
such as "Items probably related to [name
of work or author]" could identifi those
items automatically identilied as peripherally related, while the group of unrelated records could be accompanied by
the message "Items that may or may not
be related to [name of work or author]."
Tnn OnclrurzED DTsPLAYScurun:
A NBw Scnrur FoR FULFTLLTNG
THE SECONDon;nCrrvn rN THE

Our,rNrCerer,oc
The preceding review and analysis ofthe
ftling rule and bibliographic relationship
schemeslaythe groundwork fbrthe development of'a scheme that fulfills the sec-
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ond objective to a greater extent than has
been accomplished befbre. This new
scheme, the organized display scheme,
combines the strengths ofboth ofthe earlier schemes to grve users a precise indication ofthe nature ofitems retrieved and
the relationships among them by taking
into account both the types ofrelationship
present among items as well as the distance ofan item from the original. It also
acknowledges the presence of peripheral
and unlinked items retrieved in a keyword
environment.
The emphasis in this paper has been on
the identification of groups or classesof
items that share speciffc relationships.
The reason {br this was to facilitate the
creation of summary displays in which all
the records fbr a particular work or a particular author could be displayed on a
single screen. Evidence exists that some
catalog users, when con{ronted with large
sets of retrieved items, leave the cataloq
without consulting a single record (Wiberl
ley, Daugherty, and Danowski 1995). The
compression oflarge retrieval sets ofwork
and authorrecords onto single screens has
the potential to relieve this problem ol'
overload.
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In ligures 4 and 5, summary work and
author displays are suggested.These summaries are suggestions only, because dif{'erent works are manifested in different
ways and would be served best by customized displays. For example, some works
have been adapted many times and have
many related works associatedwith them
and some do not. If {'ew adapted and related works are associatedwith a particular work, then that grouping could appear
as a single selection under "Editions" and
not as a major grouping with specilied
subgroupings. Likewise, if many items in
a subgrouping existed, for example, ampli{ications of a particular work, it would
be uselul to divide that group into subgroups, perhaps grouping all of the texts
that have been illustrated and then all of
the texts that have been published with
commentaries.and so fbrth. Another reason that the work display in {igure 4 is only
a suggestion is that it a^ssumesthat the
original edition is a text; originals that are
not texts would require slightly &ff'erent
summary displays.
In the summary work display (figure
4), those items whose intellectual and artistic content are close or identical to the
original work-in other words, the items
that are normally given the same main
entry-appear together in the first major
grouping of items on the screen. Items
sharing the same text appear in the first

Single Works
WorknaresA-H
Worknwsl-O
WorknamesP-Z
Colleted Works
Sel€tions from Arth or mrc's wotks
Spuriousmd doubtful works
Works aboutAutror Mrc

(biognphy, criticism, ..-)

Works abott Work name
Item

Fobably

related to Work w

Items thar may or may notbe re1latr.dto Work nM
OdEt worksby

Author w

Figure 4. SummaryWork Display for Text
Original.

Items probably elaed b Auilor rure
Items that may or may not be related to A uthor nw
Works by the samelrehted author:

Author name 2

Figure 5. SummaryAuthor Display.
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{ive subgroups,with revisionsandtranslations appearingnext,andfinally itemsthat
represent parts on[y. In the next major
grouping are those items whoseintellectual and artistic content are further lrom
the original by virtue of the fact that their
intellectual or artistic intent, Ibrm, and
fbrmat have been altered.These items
have normally been given main entries
dilTerent lrom the original. The subgroupings in this category include
videorecordingsand musical and computer versions.A miscellaneouscategory
is includedlbr itemsthat might not fit any
ofthe otheradaptations
andrelatedworks
subgroupingseiactly.
The summaryauthordisplay({igure5)
is basedentirely on the filing rule scheme,
since the bibliographic relationship
schemeappliesto worksonly.Like work
displays,displaysIbr individual authors
could be customizedaccordingto the relationshipsamong the items"retrieved.
Few authors,{br example,would haveany
items appearingin a "spuriousand doubtful work" categoryandit would seldombe
neededin an authordisplay.
One of the limitationsof summary&splap suchasthe onessuggested
hereisthat
relationships
betweenindividualitemsthat

summarydisplaylevel.
MovrNG TowaRDNuw Scnnruns
FOR DISPIJ\Y

Although it is not within the scope of this
paper to outline how a new display
scheme could be implemented, it will be
hriefly addressedhere. It is wellwithin the
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capacity of current computer technolory
to create displays that identi{y clearlyvarious classes of materials. Such displays
could be designed using various approaches, {br example, using graphical,
hierarchical tree-structures to illustrate
the types of materials retrieved in a
search. The computer could also create
permanent links among records so that
every record would alwaysbe linked to the
entire set of records related to it. An advantage of the electronic environment is
that it can provide relationship-based displays without the hazards slch displays
presented in the card environment; that
is. users would alwavs be able to see a
summary screen thatidentifies clearly the
classesof related items retrieved.
Although it is within the power of the
computer to create relationship-based
displays, two major obstacles must be
overcome lirst: the inadequate identification of relationships in existing cataloging
records and the limitations ol' current
cataloging practice and the MARC lbrmat. To eliminate the first obstacle it
would be necessary to identily existing
cataloging records that lack appropriate
links and then upgrade them by adding
those links. It is likely that upgrading existing records would be prohibitively expensive. A compromise would be to upgrade cataloging fbr only those records
associatedwith works and authors represented by large numbers of records and
sought {iequently by catalog users. This
worst-case approach, while {'ar{rom ideal,
would lower the cost ofupgrading current
records by limiting its application to those
works and authors that are both sought
{iequently by catalog users and are most
likely to result in long, disorganized displays.
Eliminating the second obstacle, the
limitations of cataloging practice and the
MARC {brmat, is more of a challenge. As
noted several times in this p^p"t
AACR2R does not identify relationships
between items consistently.AACR2R, like
many of the cataloging iodes that preceded it, restricts itself to the creation of
individual cataloging records and says little about catalog display. While rules lbr
record construction might have been suf-
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ficient to guaranteelulfillment ol'the second objective in the card environment,
they are not su{ftcientto guaranteeit in
the online environment. Ronald Hagler
hasput it this way (1989,212):
AACR2 is still written as if it were a code
only for inputting data. Use of the computer, however, separateswhat is input
from its output, or display,formats,allowing selectionand reformattingdecisionsto
intervene. Output formats have unfortunately gone somewhatadrift of the code
and seemto be consideredby many to be
independent of catalogingrules Special
attention is now required to reintegrate
them with those rules, especiallyin the
context of online catalogues.
Widespread implementation of relation-

log, it does not explicitly provide {br the
second objective in catalog displays. Il'the
objectives are to be truly accepted and
endorsed, then at some level AACR2R
must provide standards or guidelines that
implement them.
The number of suggestions for substantial changes in the MARC {brmat is
increasing. MARC has many problems
(see, for example Leazer 1992), not the
least of which is its limited ability to show
relationships. Heaney (1995) presents a
plan to restructure MARC records that
could be used to create the type of displays presented here.

Coxcr,usroN
In an ideal online catalog, users would
have the ability to custoir-design their
own displays to meet their own specific
information needs. Relationship-based
displays meet the needs of those users
interested in seeing the range of materials
available in a given library on a given work
or author and would assist other users in
the selection of a particular item or items.
They also have the potential of signilicantlyshortening and simplilying long displays. As Buckland, Norgard, and Plaunt
(1993) noted, it is now relatively easy for

our catalogs to provide a variety ofrecord
arrangements; for example, arrangements
by publication date or by other elements
of a cataloging record. It is not so.easy,
however, for existing catalogs to provide
organized, relationship-based displays,
nor would it be easyfor users to articulate
a need for a relationship-based display. It
is only members of the cataloging profession who, understanding and endorsing
the objectives of the catalog, have the
power to change the current situation
such that fulftllment of the second objective becomes a reality. Such a change is
Iong overdue.
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Jutnutl-use shtdies uere condactedin the Unioersity of Illirwis at [JrbarwChampaign Cherni*ry Library in 7988, 7993, and mort recently in 1996.
Betueen1988and 1996,thecostofpurchuingthejoumalcollection.rose
66.9Vo
uhile use of thn coLleaionrose 34.2Vo.Theseincreasesoccurred during the
cancellatkn,of ooer 180chernistryjanmals between 1988and 1996.The data
'top" jcrurnalsthat
point to a collectionuith oboiow
generatemost of the use.
While the dntaconfinnthe 80/20rule (84Voof useuus generatedbV
thetop 100

r

J oumal-use sfudies were conducted in the
Univenity o{'Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
(UIUC) Chemisky Library in 1988, 1993,
and most recendy in 1996. The initial purpose for these surveln was grim: to determine use and a cost-use ratio of a large and
expensiveserialcollectioninordertocancel
subscriptions andbalance the budget based
on quantitative data. Although the original
reasons for data mllection were negative,
the merits and multiple uses of these data
have proved the eflbrts very worthwhile.

Because chemistry serials are among the
most expensive joumals purchased by academic libraries, they are often targeted for
cancellation. Use data and mst-use ratios
can demorstrate how cost-efi'ective a highuse chemistryserial collection can be. These
hnd of data also serve to provide factual,
statisticalreasonstogivetofacultytoexplain
why a serial was canceled or to library administrators to demonstrate why an expensive journal is cost-effective to own.
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use of the botanv serial collection at the
John N. Couch Biology Library at University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill over
a seven-yeuu period, from 1982 to 1988.
Parsonsexamined total use ofbotanv titles
over this time period in order to investigate cumulative data, but she limited her
analysis to the general categories of used
and unused titles. She did not track use by
title, by year, as it changed over time.
Naylor (1994) examined periodical use
through two use studies with differing
methodologies conducted in 1987-88 and
1991-92 at the State University of New
York at Buffalo Science and Engineering
Library. Naylor focused on methodological differences between two studies. The
first study used a reshelving methodology,
while the later one used a self'-reporting
methodology. When all currently received
serials were included in the study, an ISVo
drop in use occurred between th'e original
study and the later one. Naylor concluded
that the difl'erences in reported use stem
almost entirely {rom the methodologies
employed, not fiom an actual change in
usage patterns.
METHoDoLocIES
The same, simple methodology fbr measuring the use ofjournal subscriptions was
employed in three separate use studies in
the UIUC Chemistry Library in 1988,
1993, and 1996. A deiailed deicription of
the methodolog;zis found in Chrzastowski
(1991). Use was recorded by tide (and by
decade of publication in fhe 1993 and

1996 studies) as joumals were reshelved,
returned from interlibrary loan (ILL), or
returned from a two-hour loan period. An
alphabetical list of lournals was kept to
tallv these uses manuallv. The 1988 studv
continued for six monthi, fanuary througL
fune. This length of suwey was fbund to
be unworkably long, and the 1993 and
1996 studies were conducted duringthree
months, Januarythrough March. The data
from 1993 and 1996 were doubled to compare the three studies. Both the six-month
and the doubled three-month periods
contain sessionbreaks and a similar number of in-sessionweeks of class.
Each use study relied upon regularstudent stalf to conduct and complete the data
mllection. No additional sta{f were hired to
measure ioumal use. Studentworkers were
asked to'ially the number of journals they
shelved in addition to their regular responsibilities, which include worhng at the circulation desk, shelving, shel{'rea&ng, and
keeping the library orderly.
ENVIRoNMENTAL CHANGES
Very little environmental change took
place during the eight years o{'the study
periods. There was no dramatic rise in the
number of students, staff , or f'aculty members. Fewer serialswere purchased due to
cancellations, and although the materials
budget increased (see tible t), the increaseswere not suflicient to keep up with
serial in{lation. The changes that &d occur in the physical location were more
computer workstations, an increased

TABLE 1
OvenvrewoF UsEANDCosr Dern FoR1988,1993,eu'o 1996r'on rHe
UIUC

CHEMISTRY LIBRARY
7o Change
('88 to'96)

Total materials
budget

$269,875.00

$357,922.00

$409,2r3,00

+51.6

Total spent on
JOUrnius

$373,698.98

+66.9

$223,823.18

$313,356.19

Percent of budget
spent on journ-als

82.99o

87.SVo

9'J,.SVo

Total iournal use/
6 mtinths

31.501

46,824

42,266

+9.2
+342
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number of photocopiers of better quality,
and the introduction of IBIS (illinois Bibliographic Information Service) in 1991.
IBIS is the UIUC locallv loaded database
of 27 journal indexes'and includes all
seven sections of Current Contents
among others. The Physical Sciences sectionof Cunent Contents is the IBIS database which most direcdy serves chemistry-related research.

5l.6%o, it was not enough to continue to
purchase the same number of journals.
The serial collection has consumed the
entire materials budget fbr chemistry totaling 91.37o of the budget by 1996 (see
table 1). In fact, after a successful 1991
Centennial
Celebration
Endowment
campaign, all chemistry monographs are
now purchased with donated funds or
through the library's monograph approval
plan, not with the Chemistry Library materials budget.
HvroruBsrs
As predicted by the first hypothesis,
A number ofhypotheses were made con- use ofthejournal collection rose by a total
cerning the studies' results. Many of these oI 34.2Vo;this increase in use was easy to
are based on the trends established in the
predict due to the trends found in pre1988 and 1993 journal-use surveys. The
vious use studies and through observation.
hypotheses {br this eight-year, longitudiResults fiom 1988 and 1993 were used to
nal study are:
identifr and cancel only those titles that
1. Total journal use will increase be- were either unused, showed low use, or
tween 1988 and 1996 despite contin- were not cost-effective to own (i.e., they
ued serial cancellations.
had low use and high cost). However, can2. Off-campus interlibrary loan use celing unused or low-use journals would
(ILL) of the chemistryrjournal collecnot necessarily result in higher use ofthe
journals to which the library still subtion will grow based on other libraries' cancellations and the depend- scribed.
The increase in journal use might be
ence on UIUC as a reqional source
"
for chemistry journals.
attributable to the widely successfulintro3. Journal use will increase over 307o in
duction of IBIS. A studv of the effects of
the top 100 journals (approximately
IBIS on journal use in ihe UIUC Chemthe top 20Vo of the collection).
istry Librarywas reported in 1995, and the
4. The percentage of total use of the
author concluded that "patrons are {indjournal collection will increase most
ing valid, useful references to journal arin the top LVo-SVoof the pyramid of
ticles with Iess effort via IBIS" (Chrzasjournal titles, i.e., high use in the top
towski 1995,641). Patrons havebeen able
l0 titles will beget higher use in the
to generate lists of journal references
following years.
more easily, giving them more time to
5. Journal use will increase and correlocate and use journals.
Iate positively with the use of the liAnother interesting use {igure is the
brary's online journal indexes (IBIS)
50Vo rise injournal use between 1988 and
in the UIUC Chemistrv Librarv.
1993 and later slight decline in use between 1993 and 1996 (see table f ). While
the data show thatjournal use decreased
RESULTS
in 1993 to 1996, andwhile the conclusions
Torel Usn
of this article are based on these data,
An overview of use and cost data Ibr the
observations of the library unit and other
three use studies is shown in table 1. statistical measurements suggest that
The cost of owning this expensive col- journal use increased. It is Iikely that once
Iection of science serials grew by 66.9Vo a high level of use is achieved, it becomes
between 1988 and 1996, with the inmuch more &flicult to count all uses accreased amount purchasing approxi- curately using the methodology intromatelv 180 fewer titles in 1988 than in
duced in 1988 and repeated in 1993 and
1996. Although the materials budget for
1996. This problem is addressed later in
the Chemistry Library increased by
this article.

nA
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TABLE 2
1988,1993erup1996UsE STUDYRESULTS
BYTYPE
oF USE
Inlibrary use
(from rirshelving)
2-hour circulation
ILL lending
(non-UIUe borrowers)
Subtotal
ILL borrowing
(access not oivnership)
Total use

28,367
1,689
7,445
31,501
202
3I,703

45,632
476
716
46,824
160
46,984

4I,r78
276
812
42,266
224
42,490

Note: Data ue for six months of use

Use sv TYpe
In table 2, journal use by type ofcirculation is broken down. Four different types
of use were measured: (I) in-library use
determined through reshelving; (2)' twohour circulation outside the library; (3)
circulation to other libraries through ILL;
and (4) ILL borrowing.
Because Chemistry Library journals
do not circulate (except for a two-hour
period), most use of the collection is made
in the library, as shown in table 2. Because
circulation statistics (online or manual)
are often used to document use and generate reports, it is critical to collect use
statistics that reflect the enormous actMty
taking place in the serial collection and
that do not show up in the online catalog
circulation statistics.
The option for two-hour circulation outside the library shows a dramatic decrease
over the period studied (see table 2). This
might be attributed to the installation of
more and better-quality photocopiers
within the library. It might also reflect the
increased pressure on scholars to conduct
more research in a shorter period of time;
library usen might find that two-hour circuIation, done bv hand with manual charge
cards, simply takes too much time and Jffort. The decrease in two-hour circulation is
better for all library users, because they are
now more likely to ffnd needed volumes on
the shelves and not circulating.

The second fluctuation in table 2 is
Ibund in ILL lending. In 1991 (between
the 1988 and 1993 studies),ILL at UIUC
underwent a major change. Subsidized
funding for lending by the state ceased,
and fees were subsequently raised. The
drop in lending between 1988 and 1993
perhaps rellects this policy and the funding loss. However, as predicted by the
second hypothesis, lending increased
again by 1996. Although the UIUC Chemistrv Library has canceled and cut back
nearly 25Vo'oI its chemistry serial collection, it still holds approximately 500 active
chemistry serial subscriptions, and it can
still be seen as a regional supplier fbr
chemistry serial literature. These data
lend support to the second hypothesis,
although more data over a longer time
period will be needed to confirm this hypothesis completely.
ILL also lluctuated over the course o{
the studies, rising slightly overall, but dipping in 1993. The increase in borrowing
that might be expected as serial cancellations are made has not yet taken place.
This is most likely due to the careful collection analysis-involving use studies
and faculty consultation-that resulted in
the cancellation of low-use, peripheral titles. It is also likely that the pressures of
chemical science research do not allow
patrons to wait the average two weeks for
ILL materials. Yet another reason for
steady numbers of ILL borrowing over
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TABLE 3
Bour.roANDUNBouNoUse ron rsr THnes Srupy prnroos 1988.1990.erup19g6
Bounduse
Unbound use
Total

25,390(80.6Eo)

35,706(76.3To)

31,458(74.4Vo)

6,1II (1947o)

IL,LI8 (23.7Eo)

13,076(25.6Eo)

46.824

42,266

31,50r.

Nois; Data are lbr six months of use.These statistics do not include ILL bonowing since those requests resulted
in photocopied articles and do not relate to Chemistry Library use by binding sLtus.

eight years might be the IBIS system,
which has made it easier fbr patrons to
lind more citations and utilize lho.se articles that are available in the library.
A title-bv-title analvsis of 1996 ILL
requestswai made to determine what patrons needed that was not owned (Biiss
1996). A total of 112 requestswere made
between January and March 1996-94 for
journal articles and 18 for patents. Be-

previously canceled, 13 (l3.8Eo) were out
for binding or otherwise unavailable for
copying, and 7 (l.IVo) title was a recent
subscription fbr which the library lacked
the early volumes.
By l6oking at the 72 requests lbr titles

mercial document delivery or colleagueto-colleague article loans. It is possible
the.se other avenues were pursued by
UIUC chemistry researchers during the
periods studied. Tracking this type ofaccess was beyond the scope of this study.
UsE oF Boutrp vERSUS
UttsouNp MetsmeI-s
The ratio ofuse ofbound to unbound materials noticeably increased in favor of unbound materials from 1988 to 1996 (see
table 3). All UIUC Chemistry Library journals are bound, and most joumal issues
more than one year old are bound. Intuitively, use of bound materials should increilse over time, as the number of bound
volumes grows .ts a collection ages. Even
with cancellations, t}e number of bound
and unbound volumes maintains the same
equilibrium (i.e., the numberof boundvolumes grows while the number of unbound
volumes staln the same or even decreases
due to cancellations). The steady increase in
the number of uses of unbound versus
bound materials points to the growing immediacy of the chemistry serial collection.
Chemi"stry is a discipline almost totally dependent on serial literature; it is imperative
to.staycurrent, and researchersstaycurrent
by reading the most recent, and therefore
unbound, serials.
Uss oF rHe "Tor" JounNe.ls

terlibrary borrowing represents just .457o
oftotal uses during'th" fSOOrt".ly.
However, there are ways that scholars
can access needed information that bypassthe library. For example, library useis
i.n ur" full-text electronfo iournalq com-

Trueswellt 80/20 rule has been a determining model of collection use since ffrst
publlshed (Trueswell 1969). Based on the
UIUC Chemistry Library's journal collection of approximately 500 paid serial titles,
the 80/20 rule would measure use of the
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TABLE 4
Dere ron rnr Top 100,Tor 50, ANDTop l0 JoURNALS
FoR1988,1993,eNp 1996
7o Chnge
('88 to'96)

1988
Top 700 lournals
Cost (annual)

$73,525.05

Use (6 months)

25,r47

Cost-use ratio'

$1.46
80.7Vo

Peroentege oftotal use
Top 50 lournals
Cost (annual)
Use (6 months)
Cost-use ratio'
Percentage of total use

$42,525.20
20,504

15
$126,215.90 $174,430.
38,737
$1,62
82.7Vo

+137

35,578

+41

$2.45
84Vo

+67

$76,186.21 $88,783.00
29,614
32,779

+4
+109
+M

$1.03
65.8Vo

$ 1 l. 6
70.0Vo

$1.49
70.0Vo

+44

$9,467,25
I0,260

$16,998.00

+6

Top 70 Joumals
Cost (annual)
Use (6 months)
Cost-use ratio'
Percentage oftotal use

$ .lo
32.9Vo

$24,54L.00

+159

r7,776

16,468

+60

$ .48
37.9Vo

$ .74

+60

38.9Vo

+18

'The
"Cost-use ratio" is the number of annual journal uses divided into that year's annual subscription priceIt has not been adjusted for the number ol issues available per title, and therelbre cannot be accurately labeled
as "cost pir use."

top 100journalsto verif Trueswell'srule.
In fact, inl996,84Voof the usecame{iom
these top I00 journals,just slightly over
Trueswell'.s
predicfion (seetable 4). Use
of the top 100 joumals increased4IVo
between 1988 and 1996, addressingthe
third hypothesis,which predicted an increaseof 30Voin the top 20Voof the jownal collection.Use of the top journalswas
thereforehigher than predicted.
It is possiblethat Trueswelli rule does
not go quite lar enoughandwasproposed
at a time when linancial constraints
weren't so extreme.The datapoint to an
extremelycost-effectivetop l0 titles that
accountfor 38.9Voof useby 1996,climbing 60Vofrom the previous 8 years (see
table 4). Only 2 titles fluctuateout of the
top l0 overthe eightyears,falling2 places
to numbers 1l and 12; these were replaced by journals previouslyin the top
15. In 1996,2Voof total UIUC Chemistry
Libraryjournals (10 tides) accountedlbr
nenly 40Voofjoumal use,which might be
considereda " 4O/2"equation.

Gar{ield (1996) studied citation concentrations, which can be used to confirm
that this phenomenon does not occur only
in the UIUC Chemistry Libraly. In a study
of3,400 iournals indexed by ScienceCitation Inilu, in 1994 and reported in the
Joumal Citation Reports, Gar{ield fbund
that 40Voof citations (i.e., use) were generated by l00journals, 2.97ooftotaljournals indexed, a"40/2.9" equation, similar
to the lindings of this study.
Table 4 shows the percentage oftotal use
for the top 100, top 50, and top 10 tides.
Although it is proposed that joumal use was
underrepresented by tallies in 1996, it is
valid to look at the percentage oftotal tallied
use for each year that each portion ofthe
collection generated. The percentage oftotal use ofthe top l00journals increasedf%o,
the percentage of total use of the top 50
increased67o,while the percentage oftotal
use of tJre top l0 titles increased lSVo in
eight years. It is obvious that the area of
greatest (nnc€ntration of use lies in the top
l0 journals, which represent the top 27o of
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TABLE 5
FoRTHEUIUC
IBIS, eNo founNeL-UsESTATIsrrcs
RssHrr-vINc,PHorocoPYING,
1988,1993,eNo 1996
Cuel4tsrnvLIBRARY,
Journal use
fournal reshelving
Photocopies made'
IBIS connect hoursl
(hours: minutes :seconds)

42,266

31,501
3r,594
r4r,479

48,470

4t,798

329,409

369,500

66:36:321

388:52:04

5I0:34:54

46,824

Note: Nl statistics have been corrected for a conparable 6-month period, January to june
'In
1988 md 1993, tbree photocopiers were auilable; in 1996, 4 photocopiers were available. ggPyrng could
include notes and tests, dut the v^xt majority of coplng in the Chemistry Library is attributable to joumal
article photocopying.
ilBlsconnecthoursweregenemtedbyBarbaraLarsonofAlsS.
ConnecthourswerememuredattheUIUC
Chemistrv Libmry workstaiions only: 2workstations in 1988, 3 in 1993, and 4 in 1996. Statistics are lbr connect
hours to all Cuient Contents datatxes combined; Currcrft Corrterrts is the most I'requently used and most
subject speci{ic database for Chemistry found on IBIS
lsince IBIS wro not introduced until late 199I, these connect hours are for Jmuary-June 1992'

the serial collection, coniirming hypothesis number four.
Cosr on rHE "ToP" founner,s
The annual cost ofpurchasing the top 10
titles rose L59Voin 8 years, reflecting annual inflation rates approachingZOVo per
year (see table 4). In comparison, the total
chemistry journal collection grew in annual cost 66.9Vo over the same period,
averaging approximately 8.4Vo pet year
(see table 1), less than half the inllation
rate oI'the top 10 journals.
The correlation between high use and

creasinq both the price and the number of
pages p"ublished.it is not surprising that
ihJre is a correlation between high use
and higher rates of'inflation, as the marketplace drives many collection developmeirt decisions in libiaries during umes bf
(Chrzastowski
and
inflation
serial
Schmidt 1996; Cummings et al. 1992).
Libraries are forced to balance their serial
budgets while receiving minimal increa;es, which results in journal cancellations. This leads to a reduction in pro{its
lbr publishers, who,then raise prices on
premrer core Journals.
TOTALUSE REVISITED

when they price their core journals." This
established correlation is why the names
ofthe top journals or the use ranking by
title established by this study are not included in this article. Publishers realize

As stated earlier, the data show that while
iournal use increased overall between
igSS and 1996, it declined between 1993
and 1996. In contrast, IBIS use increased

the same even increases found in IBIS or
statistics.
ohotocoov
'
both direct observation in
Ho*iiet.
the library and data taken from outside
the use study show that use of Chemistry
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Library collections and services consistently increased. Table 5 shows data from

questionnaires

(78.6Eo) were

retumed.

were times they could not record all journal uses(seeappendixA, question I). The
majority of students (6OVo)felt that their
priority was to shelve, not to shelve and
conduct the use study (see table 6, question 2)._According to this survey, students
were. able to tafy journal use approximatelv 84Voof the time.
which shows steadv increases.
In question 5, in which students were
Photocopier counters provide the
asked to identify the purpose of the studv.
most valid fonhuman tabulaied measure- it was fbund thit the stuients did behe;;
ment ofjournal use in the UIUC Chemis- that both money and space savinqs were
try Library. Brown (1956) fbund that the
part of the obj'ective. bnly lO7o"of the
chemistry &scipline had the highest jourstudents really hit the nail on the head:
nal citation rate in the sciences (93.6Vo); that the origfial purpose was simply to
thus, _presumably,demand lbr journals
is study iournal use. It is often the case that
'of
"objectives
very high. Direct observation
journal
other
become apparent after
use in the library suggeststhat it continues
thefact; an unplanned component ofthis
to_increase. For example, large numbers
study was to measure student motivation
of ioumals (which usels are iked not to
and ihe effectiveness of our methodolog;r.
It is important to note that sfudents were
initially trained to conduct the study. They
were also tgld why the study ** i-poitant and what the objectives were. Two-

thirds of the way through the study,the
levelof complaints
complainisby stuiient
stuilent workersgew
sew
into a50%oincrease in the time and energy
I'airlyloud. Food wasbrought in to exp-"ress
needed to conduct the study. In 1g8*ti, thanks
thanks and appreciation
appreciationfor a job
n-earlv
iob nlarly
journal use and reshelving were nearly
completed.
completed. The
Tlie edible
edible encouragement
encouragement
identical, which is expected (see table 5i.

tions of use, a survey was launched to
'1tudy
lhe study" to gain insights on the
data collection pro""i.

did slightly improve morale and made it
rrossible to complete
comolete the
the study.
studv- Thanks
Thanks
Poss
and lbod were also part of our 'The foumalUse Studv Is Finislied!" celebration.
The most obvious conclusions are:
{irst, that collection use has outgrown the
methodology designed to study it, and
second, there is only so much that student
workers will and can b" expected to do for
minimum wage, especially when student
employees in other units were not asked
to perfbrm the same duties.

1996 UsE Sruoy Sunvey

RBcotllrBNnATroNS FoR

Each of the 14 students who participated in
data ollection for the lg96 ioumal-r-ie studv
was given a follorv-up quesfroruraire. Elweir

A number of recommendations {br iournal-usestudies can be made basedon this
longitudinal use study.

jounNer--UsnSruorrs
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purchased and not used) and underseleclion (materials needed and not purchased). To evaluate collection develop
ment, rather than collections, use data is
required. Hamaker (1995) rightly states
that the greatest benelit to this type of
collection evaluation is not just use data,
but lonqitudinal use data ("circulation
data" tollamaker).
The longitudinal use data from this
study rroint [o a chemistry serial collection
nal-use study was completed.
The purpose of the study should be that'has already bene{ited from this type
oI'analysis. Beginninq in 1988, all serial
clearly idtntilied and reiterated throughout
cancellations w6r" mid" liom the bottom
the study to those assigned the task of conof a list ordered from most cost-effective
ducting the suwey. Training, communicating goils, and following up Juring the study to Ieast cost-effective. Cost-effectiveness
was determined by a formula that estiwill secure more conlident results. The
mated a cost-use ratio. In 1988, there still
studv should be fbllowed with a suwey of
participan* to check on their perceptions. were journals being purchased that garihoseinvolved are able to provide tlie best nered zero use. These were the easiest to
{'eedback on met}rodolory and give good cancel. As time passed and budgets Iost
more purchasing power, the cost-use ratio
recommendations for improvements. fu
Herzog (1989, 90) recommends lbr effec- gr"* io includJ titles with documented
tive journal-use studies: "[T]est and revise, (albeit .sull low) use. The studies were
repeated over the years because of the
retest, and revise again."
Collect and tabulate data on every meas- important role of current data in determining cost-effectiveness, and the politiurable library service. Correlations can be
cal bene{it of owning current, objective
drawn between interconnecting serviceslike
photocopies andjournal use,budget cuts and data.
By 1996, the delining line between.iourinterlibrary borrowing, or library houn, journal use, and workstation tran^saction logs. nals io keep and thoseIo cancel reached a
mst-use ratio of $40.00-what might be conEach library cause and e{I'ect will be residered a very cost-effective joumal to own
{lected in t}re statistical record. Computerize
in manv universitv libraries. This ratio was
the record to facilitate comparisons.
One snapshot ofuse or circulation data chosen'basedon a science-ioumal document
deliverv cost. Manv commercial document
is useful and informative; it will begin to
identifu the collection's core and establish delivery companiei chalge in the$40 range
the pyramidof use:top, middle, and low-use to copy and deliver an article. While it is easy
to b6moan tle loss of approximately 180
iournals. However, bigin with a methodolog, and time period that will be easy to journals over the past eight years-nearly
25Voof the serials collection in chemistryrepeat. Even greatervalue comesfrom multhe collection development waluation made
tiple studies over time, which document
possible by the very use studies that deterhow the collection grows and changes.
ini".a tn" canceled titles now allows some
satis{hction. Joumal use is up (thoug}r fluctuating), the number of interlibrary loans reOrurn Arrr,rcATroNS FoR
maiis stable and acrounts for lessthan l7o of
Lo rcrruorwel.
JounNAr-UsE DATA
use, andthere are nopaid serial subscriptions
One of the most beneficial results of these that are not used. As accountability becomes
use-by-title data is to manipulate the data a more criticalfactorinlean budgetyean, the
{br true collection development evalu- question often becomes, "how effectively is
ation. Carrigan (1996a, 1996b) calls for an the budget for materials being spentP'-By
collectins xd aralvang longitudinal use or
evaluation of collection development to
determine both overselection (materials circulation data eitherf,v tiile or by classi-ff-

Barco&ng of a collection is critical to
enable a more precise and easier-toachieve use study. Students seem much
more likely to rihip out a scanner and
"shoot" barcodes than to tallv bv hand on
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cation, this question can be addressed
with conlidence.
CoNcl,usrotvs
As mentioned earlier, collecting and analyzing longitudinal lournal-usetata have
provided the answers to a number of col-

due to careful &smantling and reliance on
use and cost-effectiveneis data from the
studies. This is also a collection at its core,
with a manimum cost-effectiveness level
of $40.00 per use establishing whether the
librarywill continue to subsc"ribe.There is
no further room for canceling chemistry
journals without seriously uiderminini
the usefulness ofthe collection. The lonf
gitudinal data also establish that the methodologr, which worked well in 1g88, is not
adequate for higher levels of use. Barcodes, applied in summer 1996, must be
used to track and count uses in the next
UIUC Chemistry Library ioumal-use study,
scheduled for Tanuarv-March lgg8.
The data f-m t[o"" use studies con-

rial tides, budgets that carurot keep pace
with serial inl-t'tion, and in staffwho^cairnot

by the statistical record. The proof is in the
inputting.
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APPENDIXA

JounN^lr.-UsnSruov QunsrroxnerRE REsuLTsron 1996
l. Were there times when you were not able to record uses for all of the journals that
you shelved?
1007o of respondents answered yes.
2. If you answered yes to question 1, what would you say was a higher priority?
A. Making sure that all of the journals were shelved before your shift was over,
even if*this meant ttat you were unable to record all journal usage; or
B. Makins sure ttat iournal usage was recorded even if this meant that you would
not be ible to sheive all of thJ journals before tie end of your shift.
60% indicated that answer A was a higher Priority.
20% indicated that answer B was a higher priority'
207o indicated that their priority was sometimes A and sometimes B.
3. Over the course of the study, what percentage of ltre journals that you shelved do
you estimate you were able to record?
The average estimation ofthe percentage oflournal use recorded 84.37o.
The high and low estimations ranged liom a high of 9870 to a low of 107o.
usage?
4. Was boredom or monotony a factor in your ability to record alljournal
Yes: 607o
No:407o
5. As far as you know, what was the purpose of the use study? What did you think the
data would be used for?
There were four &fferent types of responses to this question.
Some provided more than one reason for doing the study,
The purpose of the study was:
To save money/cancel unusedjournals: 507o
To save space/move unused jourrrals: 40Vo
To justify the cost of owned journ aJs:I0Vo
To see which journals were used: 107o
6. Since you are the ones who performed the bulk ofthe data collection, do you feel
that data collection procedulres could be improved? How?
Resoonses to this oriestion varied quite a bit. Some common themes include the idea of
wo*ing in teams,6arcoding, and riraking the tally sheets easier to use,
were retumed (a 79% retum rate)'
Note: Fourteen studentsparticpatedin the study;elevenquestionnaires
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Dqto Enlryond lhe Economyof
OtfshorelnformolionProduction
StevenEllis

r

Information
systems are designed to
permit ease of use, not to reveal their
origins. Yet inlbrmation that is "elec-

ethical standards to guide decision making
in the acquisition o{=converted data.
There is no sinqle solution to the problem of data entry. Every documeni and
project presents challenges to conversion.
Not only must decisions be made about
database and document structure, decisions must also be made about the means
of production and the use of conversion
technologies such as imaging, optical
character recognition, or manual kevboarding. DeciJions about the *"*r
6f

data entry have been made about many of
the thouiands of electronic products currently in the information marketplace.
For all that has been written about
&gitization trends, we have seen comparatively little on how and where infbrmation is produced when it is convertbd
to electronic formats. In addition, there
has been very little or no treatment in the
literature on the ethical obligations ofinformation professionals who purchase
electronic iiformation on behali of their
constituencies. This represents a signi{icant gaP.
In pursuing conversion strategies, two
f'actorJhave orten been key: costind data

SrBvBtt Etlrs (sre@psulias-psu.edu)is Electronic Text Librarian, University Libraries, pennsylvania.s_tate^^university. Manuscript received october lg, lgg6; accepted for publication
January 17, 1997.
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entry costs. The research surveyed here
indicates that the consideration of cost
and data integrity alone might not adequately r""onit for needs inill sectors of
the data-entry economy, however. Like
other industries that participate in a global
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how thev were produced. It is arEred that
without a thorough understandiig of the
conditions of information production, accessorganizations could beparticipants in
the perpetuation of inequalities their values might not permit.
Ornsnonr

DArA ENTRY

Libraries and other inlbrmation organiza-

than they were prior to the firm s arrival.
It is argued here that a third factor needs
to be iitroduced into the data-conversion
system: an ethical framework that both
would ensure adherence to {'air and equitries (LDCs) to attract {breign investment.
In many LDCs, foreign corpbrations ffnd a
flexible, skilled, and slemiskilled Iabor force

Iirms meet their liability to their workers.
logs. Publishers and online data services
comoanies are tareeted by data-entry
firm; for their lon!-term potential for
qrowth and perhaps represent an even
irore viable markel than more traditional
o{fshore clients such as the insurance industry (Posthuma 1987). lt would seem
that as the demand {br electronic data
increases so will its production o{I'shore.
Many LDCs see in this burgeoning
market both a short-term opportunity to
provide jobs lbr their citizens and alolgierm opportunity to promote fledgling
microcomputing industries, a process reseamless, transparent information access ferred to it "telhnology transler" by development experts. When technology
fbr a constituency of users. As more infortranifer occursl technologies that require
mation organizations consider low-cost
less skill might be replaced by those reof
large
portions
for
converting
solutions
quiring gr"it". skill. For example, routitheir collections to electronic formats, the
nized work such as semiconductor manu-
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Elli^s
more completeunderstan&ngof the re_
quirementso_fa global economyand the
conditions of informafion production as
that productionoccursin LbCs.
THE REQUIREMENTS oFA

Gr.orer. Ecoxouy

detailed attention: (l) data-entry workers
often suIl'er from work-related health

where products are produced, as well as by
the laws andvaluesol'countries where products are consumedl.
A number of U.S. trade laws reflect
and attempt to manage this interdependence with regard to labor issues. F6r ex_
ample, in the United Statesthe Generalized System of Pref'erences (GSp) allows

nate it might sound, these women have become the drones or "feeders,,of the global
inlbrmation economy (posthuma lggT).
M1'pulpose in fhis paper, then, is to
provide an ethical framewbrk that would
account lbr inequalities ofthe data-entrv
system through-the responsible acouisition of converted data.'This frameivork
would not be possible, however, without a

ethical responsesto international matters.
According to the standards defined in the
GSP, workers have the right to associate
Iieely, to organize, and tdbargain collectively-these in addition to prohibitions
against slavery and Iowwages lbr children.
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Workers also are entitled to "acceptable
conditions of work with respect to minimum wages, hours ofwork, and occupational sa{'ety and health" (Trad.e Aa of
that
7974, sec. 2a62lallal)-provisions
have direct bearing on the problems particular to the data-entry industry. Whatever the industry however, the recognition of such universal rights provides a
baseline {br {brming ethical responses to
Iabor inequalities in a global economy.
An ethics of information production
wouldtherelbre include a set of minimum
acceptable practices for the data-entry industry and lbr information professionals.
This would include both the material requirements of the information economy
(the inevitable need lbr more data) while
it would include a consideration of both
the local economies and the employment
needs of data-entry operators. These
minimum ethical standards might be integrated into existing codes and practices by
which information professionals conduct
their business ofvending or bufng electronic data.

volume and repetitive data-processingactivities have been consolidated and m6ved to
areas where costs are lower (Nelson 1986).
Throughout the 1980s,certain U.S. Iirmsmany ii the airline and insurance industryesta6lished offshore bureaus for the furpose of performing manual clerical work at
a lower cost. In the case of American Airlines, for example, this included the establishment of awholly owned subsidiary, Car-

THE
UuonnstenprNc
Dere-Enrnv EcoNouv

62) writes that former hosts are left with

Geographers have witnessed for some time
"tre'nd
that information is being exth.
changed over greater &stances (Hepworth
1990). The globalization of consumer
markets, trade deregulation, and advances in telecommunications have contributed to an increased interdependence
among nations and the emergence of extranational entities, such as transnational
corporations (TNCs). Such corporations
*"-no* able to consider global strategies
in markets, investments, and in the quest

subsidiaries.
With the emergence of TNCs in mind,
the history of data enhy is best understood
thrcugh the history of back-office operations. Since the 1950s, with the introduction of o{ffce computer applications, high-

abound. For example,Hamilton (1990)presents a popular account of Saztec, a foreigrowned-data-entry ffrm with production facilities in the Philippines.
The successof data-entry lirms would

early eighties, the back-office operation
of i large American accounting ftrm
(Cooperi& Lybrand) relocated quickly
(orA 1985).
The easewith which labor in one area
might be exchanged for labor in another
is not unlike corporate restructuring in
the United States, where whole service
bureaus have been relocated from urban areas to suburban ones, again to
take advantage of cheaper labor. Hostcountry pohJy often facilitates this style
of como?ate mobility in the fbrm of incentiv'es like those offered in Jamaica's
Montego Bay Free Zone, including lowcost facilities, tax benefits, and the right
to repatriate all profits and dividends to
the home country (International Labor
Organization 1990). Free zones are de-
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signed specifically to attract foreign capital and sometimes have little efTect ?rn
local economies, other than to benefit
elites. In |amaica, as of 1g93, 5 of the 25
data-entry firms were U.S.-owned sub-

unable to pass on to clients the benelits
Ibreign firms can. In the Dominican Republic, Barbados, and St. Lucia, almost all
o{'the data-entry
operations are foreign-believed
owned and are
to be operati"ng
within fiee zones (Pearson 19g3).
Advances in telecommunications increase the degree to which areascan com-

optic line. However, the temptation to
account {br rapid changes in location bv
reference to what techn"oloqiesmake ooi'sible must be resisted. Ti'e burden fbr
such decisions must be placed on host
countries, the transnational firm producing or vending the information, ind the
companies and individual organizations
purchasing the inlbrmation- for subsequent sale to libraries and other infor-

TRAcTNGDocuunurs
It is dillicult to trace when and where documents are converted to an electronic format
case by case. Most electronic documents

In the information profession, anecdotal evidence points to a general lack of
awarenessabout how documents are converted. "I didn't know" was the reaction of
one librarian in charge of a data-conversion project when told by a reporter about
the data-entry lirm withwhor?r the library
had contracted-even in this case wheir

electronic products are made, by whom,
and under what conditions.
Finding out about the conditions of
production lbr {irms oll'shore presents its
own difliculties. Like the tips of organizational icebergs, many firmi that p-rovide
document-conversion services have small
bureaus located in developed countries in
order to transact businesswith their clientele, whereas the vast maiority of their
operations are located in ILss ieveloped
host countries. On the whole, informa[ion
profbssionals need to be aware of the way
in which certain institutions within the
data-entry industry make the practices of
data entrv hard to'see.
WOMEN, SKILLS, AND WoRK
Despite the difliculties in tracking labor
practices, in some LDCs conditions have
been well documented. Each situation

country.
In contrast to the mobility of the TNC,
the opportunities available to the data-entry operator are few. Many of the fiee
zones where foreign-owned data-entry
operations are located do not allow unionization aspart oftheir charter (Pearson
and Mitter 1993). The number of people
afTectedis high. Sores (lggl) reports that
data-entry operators make up 36.2Vo of
the information work force in'Brazil. The
author further outlines the situation
there: There are three shilts fbrdata-entry
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malities among women who spent long
hours with VDUs. The author also found
a link between VDU work and psychological disorders, including depression, abnormal eating habits, an? alcbhol dependwork with video display units (VDUs).
Eighty percent complained of general
tiredness; 54Vo ofheadaches. There was a
high incidence of musculoskeletal disordels of the arms. shoulder and neck area,

demands of such levels of productMty,
Sores concludes with this rimark gathered {iom a data-entry operator: "Whoever looks at us liom outside can perceive
that we are in the slavery age, working as
a slave and being whipped, not in our
bodies, but in our minds" (p. 1223). Likewise, in Malaysia, Ng and Othman (1991)
reported a survey undertaken in 1990-91
of 216 data-entry operators; their survey
revealed a high incidence ofeye problems
(a{l'ecting oier halfl, disorderi of the
hands and wists (46.7Vo), and of the
shoulders, neck, and back (33.37o).

better than the garment I'actories in Kingston's free zone." Other regions that are
known to have fairly extensive data-entry
operations include Mexico, the Philippines,
Singapore,St. Lucia, St. Christopher-Nevis,
St. Vincent, India, and Ireland.
Unsaf'e working con&tions are not restricted to LDCs. It has been reported, for
example, that fapanese data-entry operators cbmplain of electronic surveillance,
restrictions on physical mobility, high levels of exhaustion, and dissatisl'actionwith
nature of the work. In a suwey of over
13,000 conducted by the General Council
of Trade Unions (Sohyo), Shiga (1987)
Ibund a higher rate of pregnancy abnor-

""?n"

kinds of skills a data-entry operator acquires might have little application
in other industries. This contributes to
shll polarization, or the segmentalion- of
the libor force into a small class of highly
skilled systems analysts, programmers,
and related occupations orithJone hand
and, on the other, a group ofclerical and
related iobs, which includes data-entry
workers'(Pearson1993).Basedon the sur-

LDC workers (mostly men) by transporting them liom their home country to the
cli,ents'place of work to take advantage of
superioi hardware and alleviate any "lack
of-trust" a worker in a distant location
might incur (Pearson1992). For example,
Indian workers provide as much as 80Voof
software servic6s to clients on-site overseas. In a similar way, a general pattern
with lbreien-owned data-entry firms is
that high-siill jobs are filled bypersonnel
under the control of the foreign firm,
rather than filled by local personnel (Posthuma 1987). This'practice does little to

and are given positions that require a
minimurn-of skills. Each ol'the .studies
suweyed here points to a form of gender
bias that perpetuates a closed cycle: dataentry woinen are locked into'physically
damaging work with little or no oPportu-
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nity for making transitions to traditionally
male (and increasingly scarce) technical

the number ofworkstations needed to begin work. This means that in smaller-scale
projects, OCR costs will continue to outstrip offshore costs due to the need for
high initial expenditures on hardware. In
contrast, most offshore data-entry iobs are
routinely of a smaller scale (Pearion and
Mitter 1993).
All of this assumesthat OCR technology is an effective means lbr document
conversion, which might contradict the

something no amount of worker safety
and ergonomics will resolve
lion words of French primary sources.
TtscnNor,ocrcAr,

SoLUTroNs?

I-n spite of the growth of the offshore
data-entryeconomy, some will argue that
the technolog;r exists now, or will one day
soon, to eliminate the need forwhat thos6
in the ergonomics and productivity industry call t[e "human fa&or." This iechnolory falls under the rubric of optical character recognition (OCR). OCR has been
in existence in its most basic form {br

petitive operations as well.

the utility of OCR technology, the Conversion Coordinator of the National Digital Library Project recently told a reportir
for American Libraries: "The human being is a more effective device" (Backstage
1996,27).
OCR is less effective than keyboardine
not only due to the number olmachinel
produced errors. There are things OCR
simplycannot do. All documents liave elements that by nature require manual keying simply because they h"lre little phyJical presence within the document that the
OCR software can recognize. Consider an
average monograph as an example. For
the document to have its full functionality
in its electronic version, elements such as
headings, page numbers, and lbotnotes
must be specilied with metadata. This
metadata must be manually keyed. Database designers also miqht add'a number
of metadita elements t6 aid retrieval.
As digitization proliferates, so will the
complexity of documents. I would not like
to suggest that OCR will never work, or
even that it has not been used eff'ectivelv
in certain projects. The fact remains, however, that it has not been widely used and
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tion Section,1995).Thisgeneralstatement
makes explicit what many have alwap assumed is'their ethical responsibility'as liprofesiionals.
brarians and informatioi
Such written codes ofconduct can be helpserve the pu4)ose of diverting attention
from routinized low-technolory operations by relegating them to a thing of the
past.

Toweno

aN Errrrcal

As information

SreNpmo

organizations become
ers-as well ason the principle of intellectual freedom for arithors- and readers
alike. Librarians purposefully select information resourcei tolepresent all sides of
controversial issues and offer information

mented with such a strategr with its Overseas Operation Division (Kniskern 1986).

an ethics of information acquisition is required. The infbrmationprofessions are in
a unique position to shape the development ofthe data-entry economy through
ethically informed decision making. For
example, Iibrarians developing collections
might consider the means of production
as one evaluative criterion for the electronic inlbrmation they acquire.
But why ethics? As a {ield of study,
ethics is concernedwith the moral choices
made by individuals in relationship with
other choices. Professional ethics are the
rules or standards that govern the conduct
of the members of a profession, of which
the most well known ire those included in
the Hippocratic Oath adopted by phpicians worldwide. In a similar wav, the Association for Librarv Collectioni & Technical Services (ALCTS) supplementto the
American Library Association Code of
Ethics reads that an ALCTS member both
"strives to provide broad and unbiased
access to information," as well as "fosters
and promotes fair, ethical and legal trade
and business practices" (ALCTS, Acquisi-

bear in developing ethical tools to assist
daily decisions'in lhe acquisition of electronic information.
AN ETHIcAL Fruunwonx
If the conditions of offshore data entry
often conflict with the values of information professionals, the question becomes
might enable- ethical decision
ho*'*e
making in the purchase of electronic
will demand speprodudts. Such de.-cisions
ciffc kinds of documentation on the con&tions of data production-documentation that woitld allow information
professionals to know whether a grven
product
was produced in accordance with
-accepted
labbr practices and standards,
and not in a daia-entry sweatshop. The
requirement of such documentation
would have the added function ofbringing

documentation.
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1. Data-entry operators are at risk with
regard to work-related health problems. The worhng conditions of^dataentry operators must be documented

2. Data-entry operators are often the
object of gender discrimination. The
existence or lack of lirm-sponsored
programs intended to allow data-entry operators to transf'er their skills to
higher levels of responsibility must
be documented.
3. Features of the data-entry economy
make tracing a given information unit
to its origin difficult. Written proof of
place of origin (country city,br zone
within either) must be available for
electronic products. If parts of a
given product have been ploduced in
different locations, eac^h must be
documented. The length of time a
Iirm has been in its cuirent location
might also be documented.
Each of these forms of documentation
would provide the means for information
professionals to respond ethically when
making purchasing iiecisions. It iemains
to be seen, however, what agency or aqencies would be responsible f'oi th; tbrm;d
accuracy of documentation. In this regard, both the garment and the forestproducts industies furnish examples of
international regulation from which we
might learn.

ards into international trade agreements
such as NAFTA and GATT. In iddition to
these lbrmal legal strategies, extralegal
strategies includ6 voluntari, codes ofconduct (colporate, union, and those arising
lrom community organization); worker
organizing; consumer strategies; and activist advocacy. Unfbrtunately, due to the
complexity of the global economy, no single strategy is ell'ective all of the time, and
most ultimately lack teeth in a global context. However capricious they might be,
when consumer awareness and media attention have been focused on the garment
industry they have served to galvanize the
elfective useof existing statuies-indicating that those outside the industry can
have an effect.

institution
in accordance with De
Georget (1993) prescription. Collection
devel6pment o1'Ii'ceruo?ten make decisions about the purchase oflarge quantities of electronic information, and can
take the means of in{brmation production
into account when making collection decisions that might have a direct e{fect on
the industrv.

certified and marked accor&ngly (Sugal
1996). The background institutions in this

ers even in the most basic wav-in terms
of safety and pay. Even though most laws
are limited toih; United Stat"es.there are

However, it has been more diflicult to
reach individual timber
consumers,
whose primary considerations remain cost
and quality. Certified timber is often purchased by organizations bound by et[ical
standards in purchasing, such as when
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lumber is acquired for public housing. In
this case, urban planners and city governments have come to a consensusthat an
ethics of building in the public interest

in{brmation professionals could request
documentation from their vendors independently. The obvious dilTiculty here is
that evaluation of such documentation is

and unskilled labor.

/IzL

Such conditions require an ethical response that accounts for the needs ofboth
froducers and consumers. In addition to
ethical baselines de{ined within U.S. law
rrertaininq to worker rights, there are ethiwithii the inlbrmation
cal pre"ilents
prolEssion, as in the support of access,
intellectual freedom, and the representation ofdiverse views. Principles such
as these might be extended to the suPPort
of ethical data conversion.
Of the models of regulation surveyed,
the kinds of certilication and marking as
currently carried out in the timber industry might be the most approp_riate lbr
electronic information. In addition to
making the point of origin of a given unit
of infbrmation ascertainable at any given
time, such a system would perlbrm two
functions: (1) in order to be certilied, the
industrywould have to complywith internationallvdefined labor standards, and (2)
consumers within the information prof'essions could be conlident that a given electronic product was produced in accordance with those intemational standards
and the ethics of their {ield. Data marking

Sulrmmv
In{brmation organizations such as libraries are actively engaged in the acquisition
and dissemination of electronic data. This
practice will most likely continue to grow
as more collections are converted to electronic formats and acquired in electronic
formats. Two f'actors have traditionally
been associated with the conversion of
printed materials: cost and data integrity.
In this process a third f'actor has been
neglected: the labor conditions under
which conversion occurs.

labor abuses. Each of these I'eatures hes
all'ected the economy of data entry. Data
entry is routinely perfbrmed offshore in order to reduce costs, data-entry {irms often
rapidly change Iocation when local costs become too high, and data-entry operators are
often the object of work-related health
problems and gender discrimination.

widely been used, (2) is considered by practitioners to be ineff'ective,(3) has costs that
are potentially higher for small-scale prolects-,and (4) does not easily allow {br the
"encoding
of metadata elements. Uncritical
aflirmations of OCR technologies might
serve to overshadow the prevalence oflowtechnolory operations.
It would be reckless to suggest that all
electronic information produced ollshore
is done in an unethical manner. Nevertheless, when the nature ofthe global economv and its susceptibility to abuses are
taken into accountl it is hard to underestimate the importance of an ethical ap-
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vant not only to individuals in the business
of providing acress or their corstituents.
The economy of electronic information
directly ,tr
th" lives of t]rose at a distance from "[r
privileged areas where access
projects are possible.
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TheAdequocy of the Slruclure
of lhe NolionolLibroryof
MedicineClossificolion
Schemefor Orgonizing
PhormqcyLiterolure
ElsoM. l6pez-Mertz
Thz National Library of Medicine Classification(NLMC) schmteoas deoeloped ln 1946,rxingbaslc ldeasfrcnn eadier schernesda:elopedfor organizing
resourcesin xtpport of tuachingmedicine
andotlzly wedinthe UnitedStates
for clnssifying'ii|ormhtlon ,esdurcesincludingphaimaq and,pharmaceutics.
TIw puwose of thb satily is to exominehou the struca^teo/ tlra NLMC
accomnndntespharmnceuticalliterahne and assess
iA adequary. Thc author
analyzedtlw NLMC rurntbersassigwd to 1,979marwgraplx roltEblbll,ographX
records.Theannlysisreoealedthai thc strucatre of thiNLUC brought mgalwr
42Voof tlw literature in the wb-cl.assQV 701-535uhile arcthcr 4lEo uas
scatteied thrwghout fhu NLMC scLreire.AdditiorwltV, 77% u:as cl"asslfieit
elseushere
in thiLibrary of CongressClassilication(LCC).
-l-library
classiftcations group documents together through a system of
classesarrangedin some principle, purpose,or interest(Young1983).In 1943,
the SurveyReport on the Army Medical
Librarv,#hlchis nowthe NatiorialLibrarv
of Medicine (NLM), recommendedthe

Iication (Bloomquist 1959). By the I970s,
the trend was clearly one ofacceptance of
the NLMC as the universal classiftcation
scheme for organizing U.S. medical librarycollections (Hines 1974). Users perceived greater browsability and in some
Iibraries, faculw members recommended
the use of NLA8C over the older medical
classi{ications. Together with the lack of
maintenance of older classiftcations and
the availability of cataloging records nationally in CATLINE or other databases.
most libraries associatedwith teaching oi
medicine or specializing in other health
science professions adopted the NLMC
(Scheerer and Hines 1974).
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Since its initial development, the classilication scheme has been undercontinu-

all----of the health science professions'

pecially designed for the organization of
health sciences literature.
The NLMC is divided into two major

throueh twoletter subdivisions to end
with fristory of Medicine (\'\ry). A special
schedule exists for classiflng books pub-

research questions:
1. To what extent does the structure of
the NLMC accommodate Published
literature?
rrharmacy
^u..
Whut ire the fundamental categories of published pharmacy litera-

modates pharmaceutical literature, to determine iis adequacy,andto provide information ot th" develoPment of this
scheme.

TnB Pnorr-nu

ture?
b. What are the fundamental categories provided in the NLMC fbr
phariracy literature?
c. to what extent are the fundamental
cateqories of the NLMC and those
of tf,e body PharmacY literature
conqruent?
2. To whit extent is rhe NLMC adequate

b. How logical are the arraYs in the
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NLMC with regard to pharmacy literature?
c. To what extent is the pharmacy literature scattered in the NLMC?
d. To what extent are the logical arrays
in the NLMC congruent with those
of the published body of literature?
Others have reported on the adequacy
of NLMC in the Leas of dentistry,'psy'chiatry and clinical nursing (e.g., Strauss
1973; Fernando 1984; Caflarel 1978).
Strauss identified 29 subiects needed to
provide greater specilicity in the dentistry
class (WU) with 5 subiects later included
in the NLMC fourtli edition. Ca{farel
pointed out that g clinical nursing specialities were included in one notation-(WY
150) with other clinicd nursing specialities classilied in other notations, which
hindered browsability. Again, most of Cal'farel's recommendition-s were implemented in the following edition of the
NLMC. Fernando suggested both the expansion of the Psychiatry class (WM) and
the incorporation of modern terminology
of psychiitry into the NLMC. A structuril
overview and examination ofthe relationship of the NLMC to the Medical Subject
Headings (MeSH) was done by Cochrane
(1989). To date, no other studies have
investigated the adequacy of the NLMC
with rJgard to the oiganization of pharmacy and pharmaceuticd titles.

ommended resourcesnecessaryto support the pharmacy&scipline.Ail sixweie
includedin the studyto ensurethe inclusionoftitles in all subjectareaspertaining
to pharmacy.
Using the computer program ProCite, the six bibliographieswere merged
into a database(Asklepios) containing
3,264 records.A record was created for
the latestedition of eachtitle with a note
when more than one edition existed.All
titles were then searchedin CATLINE to
obtain the NLM classiffcationnumber.
CATLINE wasselectedasthe sourcedatabasebecausethe NLMC numbers on
theserecordsare assignedonly by NLM
catalogers,who are also responsiblefor
keepingNLMC current. They are knowledgeablein the use of the system and
somelevelofintercatalogerconsistencyis
thereforeassumed.
Of the 3,264 recordsin the Asklepios
database,2,208 (687o) were found in
CATLINE. From these,serialtitles were
eliminated,asthe classiftcation
number is

those recordswere eliminated (National
Librarv of Medicine 1993). The linal
study'populationincluded 1,979bibliographictitles (607oof the 3,264Asklepios
records).

METHoDoLocy
The titles used in the .studywere selected
from the bibliographies published by the
AmericanAssociation of Colleges of Pharmacy (AACP) and the Medical Library
Association (Mt A) between 1955 and
1989 (Medical Library Association Committee on Standards 1955; Zachert and
Thomasson1963;jackson 1969a& 1969b;
Piermatti, Hills, and Snow 1983 and 1986;
and Snow 1989). These bibliographies
have been used as basic tools in tlie building of pharmaceutical collections in aca-

Pn.muecy Lrrnnerunn rN TrrE NLMC
Through the call numbersassignedto the
records analyzedin the study,five distinct
subject groupings in the NLMC were
identi{ied.For this research,thesegroups
were viewed as the fundamentalcategories of pharmacyin the NLMC as deter-

From the 1,979 records used in this
study,838 titles (42Vo)were classifiedin
Group I: Pharmacolory.ClassQV Pharmacologyincludes three subclasses:
QV
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TABLE 1
Drsrnrsurrox oF TTTLES
cLASSED
rN NLMC
Clms Number

Subiect

Qv
QV 1-370
QV 600-667
QV 70rJ35
Total titles in Group 1:

QS
QT
QU
Qw
QX
QY
Qz
Totaltitlesin Group2:

007
496

Pharmacology
Toxicolory
Pharmacvand Pharmaceutics

Group 2: Preclinical

Sciences (ot[er

041
294
838

tfian Pharmacologr)

Human Anatomy
phpiologr
Biochemistry
Microbiologr and lmmunology
Parasitolirgr
Clinical Pathologr
Pathology

Group 3: Medicine

w

No oflitles

Group l: Pharmacolog;r
19th Century

02r
015
r25
024
001
022
037
245

and Related Subject

Medical Prol'ession

WA
WB

Practice of Medicine

wc

Inf'ectious Diseases

WD

De{iciency Disease. . . Aviation and
Space Medicine

WE
WF
WG
WH
WI

Musculoskeletal System

Public Health

Respiratory System
Cardiovascular System
Hemic and Lymphatic Sptem
Gastrointestinal System

vq

Urogenital System

WK
WL
WM
WN

Endocrine System
Nervous Slntem
Psphiatry
Radiologr

45
68
JT

07
34
05
04
10
08
11
03
34
26
46
45
09
o4

wo

Surgery

WP

Gynecology

wQ
WR

Dermatolory

II
T4

WS

Pediatrics

09

Obstetrics

(Continued on next page)
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TABLE I (cont.)
Clus Number

WT
wtt
wv
ww
WX

No. ofTides

Geriatrics. Chronic Disease
Dentistry. Oral Surgery
Otorhinolaryngolory
Ophthalmology
Hospitals
and Other Health
Facilities

WY

wz

Nursing
History of Medicine

Total titles in Group 3:

19
OI
OI
l0
20
04
30
515

Group 4r Bibliographies

zQV 1J70
zQV 600-667
zQV 70r-835
ZQZ

zsF
TW-TN.Z

General Pharmacologr
Toxicologr
Pharmacy and Pharmaceutics
Patholog;r
Veterinary Medicine
MedicalProfession...
History of Medicine

Total titles in Group 4:

a

11
4l

Group 5: Library

c-P

l1
01
16
OI
OI

of Congress Classilication

Geography... language
and Literature

0I5

Science

235

s

Agriculture

041

T
U

Technolory

031

Military Medicine

00I

z

Bibliography. Library Science

0I8

Total titles in Group 5:
Total number of titles

l-370 General Pharmacology, consisting
of 496 titles (60Vo of the 838 utles); QV
600-667 Toxicology, consisting of4l titles
(Svo); and QV 761-S35 phirmacy and
Pharmaceutics, consisting of' 294' titles
(35Eo).
_ Works pertaining to pharmacy are in
the Pharmacology class although the
placement undeisubclass varies. Literature about the pharmacist
is located under
'a
Pharmacy as
Profession in the lbrm
number'QV 2I, the subclass General
Pharmacology, instead of QV 721, the subclass Pharmacy and Pharmaceutics. (In
the NLM, the lirst 39 numbers of a classor

3,10
1,929

subclass are {brm numbers, with some
exceptions--one of which is seen in the
(Pharmacy and PharmaceuQV 70f-$5
ties subclass),where the lack of form numbers puts the classilication of pharmacists
in QV2l instead of QW2f .) "Pharmacist"
and "pharmacologist" are different professional categories (there is no need to be
a pharmacist to become a pharmacologist), yet in the NLMC 4th revised edition
there is no separate space for the pharmacologist.
Also, literature
about Education,
Schools and Colleges, and Research in the
field ofpharmacy, is located under the form
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numbers for Pharmacolory:QV 18, QV
19, QV 20, and QV 20.5; insteadof QV
718,QV 719,QV 720,md QV 720.5in the
Pharmacy and Pharmaceuticssubclass.
Because not all lbrm numbers are included under QV 701-835 Pharmary and
Pharmaceutics,works pertaining to the
fteld of pharmaq arc locatedunder Pharmacologr.
Two hundred and forW-five records
(I3Vo) were classifiedin Group 2: Preclinical Sciences.From this total, SlVo
were under Biochemistry(QU),67ounder
Human Anatomy (QS), 97ounder Physiologl (QT), 97ounder Clinical Patholory
(QY); and 157ounder Patholory (QZ).
Five hundred and {ifteen records(26Vo)
were classiftedin Group 3: Medicine and
RelatedSubjects.From this group l37o of
the records were classified in Public
Health (WA); 9Vowere classi{iedunder
Medical Prol'ession(W),9Eoin Radiolory
(WN), 97o under Psychiatry(WM), and
7Voin the Practice of Medicine (WB).
Worksaboutnuclearpharmacyareplaced
under RadiologyWN), and those about
drug addictionanddrug abusearelocated
und"er Psychiatrv (WM). Books about
drug theri.py are classi{iedin Therapeuin otherclasses
tics(WB).Booksclassi{ied
to 6Vo.In the NLMC,
rankbetween0 .02Vo
works in the use and treatment of a particular diseaseare classifiedwith the disease;{br example,works in the anatomy,
histology, embryolory, physiolog,, and
biochemistry of a part of the body are
classifiedwith the body part instead of
placing them under the generalclassor
inb-cliss for these topici (National Li
brarv of Medicine l98l). Works on vitamini are classi{iedin Biochemistry(QU),
and works on endocrinepreparationsare
locatedin classesUrology (WI), Endocrinology (WK), and Gynecology(wP).
GToup 4 includes biblio-graphies.All
those biBhographiesclassifiJdwithin the
scopeoI'the NLM takethe classnumber
Irom the subject,prelixed by a capital Z
(NationalLibrary of Medicine198f). 41
tltles (ZVo)were classi{iedin Group 4:
Biblioeraphies. Of this total, 16 titles
(397o)"wereclassifiedin Pharmacyand
(ZQV 70f-ffi5). EleventiPharmaceutics
(ZQV l-370).
tles(27 Vo)in Pharmacology

The remaining34%o were classifted under
Z following the instnrctions in the NLMC
{br the classilication of bibliographies.
Group V includes materials classed using
LCC. It contained 34I records (L7Vo).Two
hundred and thirtvjive (697o) were classiIied in Science (Q). there is a very close

17 titles (6Vo)n Bibliogaphy, Library Science (Z), and ll titles (3Vo)were in Social
Science (H). The remaining 5 titles were in
Geogaphy (G), Political Science (I), Law
(K), Languageand Literature (P), and Military Medicine (U).
Cr-esslrrc.lrroN BY PHARMAcT
CuRRrcuLA
For this study, the universe of knowledge
has been deffned as pharmacy. The subjects taught in schooliofpharmacy served
as the basis for a model classi{ication of
the pharmacy literature, against which the
litNLitlC's orqanization of tf,e pharmacy
^extent
oi the
erature was-compared. The
structural adequacy of'the NLMC fbr organizing pharmacy was determined by the
extent to which the NLMC was congruent
with the model developed from subjects
taught in the schools of'pharmacy.
ih. Rort", of faarlty and paraprofessional staff (AACP 1992-93) was the

U.S. pharmacy schools, and the de{inition
eiven by the National Association of
boards of Pharmacy about the practice of
pharmacy. The Rorter identifies nine aca-demic
disciplines, most of them divided
into di{I'erent subjects :
I. Libraries and Educational Resources
2. Liberal Arts
3. Biological Sciences:Anatomy, Histology, Physiology, and Pathologlr
4. Medicinal
and
Pharmaceutical
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An examination of the 1,979 titles analyzed in the study revealsthat 28 udes (1.4 7o)
supported the Libraries and Educational
resources category. The Liberal Arts category provides the general educational
background needed by the future pharma"iit, including the'courses froni the

6. Pharmaceuticsand Pharmacy:Agricultural pharmacy, Animal health"phatmacy, Biopharmaceutics, Cosmetic
science, Industrial pharmacy, Manufacturing pharmu"y, irh^r.acokinetics,
Physical _pharmacy, Veterinary pharmacy, and Veterinary science
7. Pharmacy Adminiitration: Communication, Health care administration,
Institutional and community pharmacy, Marketing, Pharmaceutical

tion, Institutional practice, Nuclear
pharmacy and radiopharmacy, Phar-macy
ethics, and Phainacy hiiiory.
9. Continuing Professional Education
These subiects were verilied in the aIphabetical lisf of the NLMC and assigned
the appropriate classilication notation."The
1993 e&tion of MeSH and the MeSH Tree
Structure were used for assistance in this
process. The purpose for assigning classification notations to the list of academic disciplines and their specilic subjects was to
enable a comparison between the AAAP list
o{'sublects and those in the NLMC. This
made it possible to determine how adequatelythe structure ofthe NLMC a@omodates the sublects
'couldfound in MAp. Where
the sublects
not be {bund in the
NLMC,-the sub;ectswere searchedas keywords in CATLINE to determinewhattitles
were retrievable under those subiects and
where theywere classilied in the NLMC.
From this work, the following mappinq
was constructed to show where"indivi^dui
titles in the 9 subiects(academicdisciplines)
of the AACP were classilied in the iry,AZC
(see table 2).

were in the Medicinal and Pharmaceutical
Chemistry category;358 titles (187o)were
in the Pharmacolog;r category; lll titles
(6Vo) were in Pharmaceutics and Pharmacy; 19I titles (I07o) were in Pharmacy
Administration; and 504 titles (257o)were
in Pharmacy Practice. Seven titles
(0.0037o) fell in the Continuing Professional Education category. Thislateeory
includes books classi{i6d in Graduate"anS
continuing education in pharmacy (QV
18) and Schools and colleges (QV 19).
Eight percent (165 titles) did not fall into
any o{'the categories, and were located
under a miscellaneous category. This category included general tides that do not
support a specilic discipline.

Suuueny exo CoNcr,usroNs
This study inaugurates research examining where the literature on pharmacy and
pharmaceutics is classi{ied in the NLMC.
An analysis of this classiftcation system
was made to determine whether it adequately accommodates the body of litera-

tion of pharmacy literature. According to
the clas.sificationnotation assimed to-the
titles supporting each subject"in each of
the pharmacy disciplines, a comparison

.
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TABLE 2
rN AACP SuBJEcrs
NLMC NuMsnnsAsslcneo ro TTTLES
Subiectsfrom AACP

Call Number

QV 18-re,Z
G, H, J, K, P,Q, z, r, QW Qx

Libraries and Educational Services
Liberal Arts
Biological Sciences

QSr-I32, WE,WG,WH,WI,
wJ,wK,wL,wP,wv
WL
QS50,r-539,
WE,
WF,
WC, WH, wI, WJ,WK, WL,
QT,
wP,wQ,wR,ws,wv
QY,Qz,zQz
Qv 744
Qv 752
QU
QU
Qv 744
QV744,752,766-770.1
Qv 744
QV744
QV 1-370
Qv 38
Qv 38
WD 400,WD 500,ZQV
QV600-667,
701J35
QV
S ,S B
QV 38
QT 275,WA744,TP
QV 736, HD 9665,T 55
QV 736,771,773
QV 38
QV 736
SF
SF,ZSF
QV 704,W 275
QV 2r

w wA,ws 29,wT 30,\4D(
QV 737,WX 179
QV 736
Qv 704,TP
QV 736
Qv 736

Anatomy
Histologr
Physiologr
Pathology
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Chemistry
Pharmacognosy
Biochemistry
Biomedical Chemistry
Inorqanic Pharmaceutical Chemistry'
Mdlecular and Quantum Biology
Natural Product Chemistry
Pharmaceutical Analysis
Physical and Medicinal Chernistry
Pharmacologr
Clinical Pharmacology
Molecular Pharmacologr
Toxicology
Pharmaceutics/Pharm acy
Agricultural Pharmary
Animal Health Pharmacy
Biopharmaceutics
Cosmetic Science
Industrial Pharmacy
Manu{'acturing Pharmacy
Pharmacohnetics
Physical Pharmacy
Veterinary Pharmacy
Veterinary Science
Pharmacy Administration
Communication
Health Care Administration
Institutional and Community Pharmacy
Marketing
Pharmaceutical Economrcs
Pharmaceutical Socioeconomics
Pharmacy Accounting
(Continued

on next page)
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TABLE 2 (cont.)

Call Number

QV32-33.1
QV 13-26,QV701-835
QV5, 38,3e,QV704,wB 330,
wx 179
QV737
HV WD 320,WM 27U276,
wM 286-88,WM 404
QV20,\4D(r79
WN
Qv 21
Qv 711-11.1
wB 330,340,342,354,
WW 166
QV 1e-20

between the fundamental categories in
the NLMC for the pharmacy field and tn
the fundamental citegories of the published pharmacy literature shows thiicorrelation:
Forty-two percent of the titles have
been brbught t^ogetherby the structure of
the NLM1 und*er Pharmacolory (eV);
4l%o are scattered throughout the NLMC;
and ITEy are under th; LCC. General
works supporting the Biological Sciences
were classified in the Preclinical Sciences.

Few sources were classified under the
LCC call numbers. The main problem is
that the works supporting specific topics
trom the field of pifum""!*"."
classihed
far away from the sub-table eV 70I-835.
For example, the works on Clinical Phar{racyr 9r_reof the most important topics in
the field today, were clasii{ied under WB
330. The works on the Practice of Pharmacywere split; some ofthem were in\[D(
179, while others were in QV736.

subiectsfrom AACp
Pharmacy f urisprudence
Social and Bbliavioial Pharmacy
Pharmacy Practice
Clinical Pharmacy
Community Pharmacy
Drug Information
Institutional Practice
Nuclear Pharmacy/Radiopharmacy
Pharmacy Ethics
Pharmacy History
Therapeutics
Continuing Professional Education

The original subclassdeveloped in the
NLMC (preliminary edition) {br the organization of pharmacy literature was

ence professionals, but each area sfudies it
for different pulposes. For example, muses
need to know pharmacology because they
administer drugs, while phirmacists study
it to Iicersedrugs.Uaddai (tS95,3) defined
pharmacy as "tlie art and science ofpreparing anddispensing medicationr andth" irovision of'drug and related infbrmation to the
public. It involvesthe intelpretation ofprescription orders; the compounding, lJbeling, and dispensing oI'drugs and devices;
dnrg product selection and drug utilization
reviews; the responsibility for patient monitoring and intewention and the provision of
cogritive senrices." According to the deftnition of pharmary prof'essionalsin this field
have responsibilitiesthat can be performed
only by those licensed in pharmacy.
The current structure in the NLMC
identifies Pharmacology as the class and
Pharmacy and Pharmiceutics as one subclass under Pharmacolory. According to
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TABLE 3
CovpenrsouoF CATEGORIES

Fundamental Categories in the Published
Pharmaceutical Literature

Pharmacology(QV 1-835)

Fundamental Categories in
theNLMC lbr Pharmacy

Libraries/Educational Resources
PharmaceuticaVMedicinal Chemistry
Pharmacolory
Pharmaceutics
Pharmacy Administration
Pharmacy Practice
Continuing Professional Education

Preclinical Sciences (QS-QU, QW-QZ)

Liberal Arts
Biological Sciences
Pharmaceutical Medicinal Chemistry

Medicine/Related Subiects

(w-wB,wE-wL,WP-WQ)

Biological Sciences
Pharmacolory
Pharmaceutics
Pharmacy Administration
Pharmacy Practice
Miscellaneous

Bibliographies (Z +Subjec$

Biological Sciences
Pharmacology
Pharmaceutics
Pharmacy Administration
Pharmacy Practice

Subjects from LCC (A-QL, S-Z)

LibrarieVEducational Resources
Liberal Arts
Miscellaneous

science.The analysisrevealsthatSSVooI
the Iiteratureis classifiedoutsidePharma-

have the same place that other health science professions have-with pharmacology
as a basic science lbr all of them.
.-'The
ideal structure of a classification
system for Pharmacy should be one acc'ommodating the literature on Medicinal
and Pharmaceutical Chemistry Pharmaceutics, Pharmacy Administration, and
Pharniacy Practice asa whole-in proximity to Pharmacology as an important basic

In summary, the structure of the
NLMC doesnot accommodatepharmacypublishedliterature becausethe two sets
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TABLE 4
AACP eup NLMC Cl,c,ssrrrcerloNCATEGoRTES
Fundamental Categories in the Published
Phamaceutical Litemture

LibrarieVEducational

Resources

Liberal Arts

Fundamental cateqories in the
NLMC for phirmacy

Subjects from the LCC (A-QL, S-Z)
Preclinical Sciences (QW)
Subjects from the LCC (A-QL, S-Z)

Biological Sciences
MedicinaVPharmaceutical Chemistry

Preclinical Sciences (QS-QT, QY-QZ)
Pharmacology (QV I-370, QV 744)
Preclinical sciences (QU)
pharmacolory (eV)

Pharmacologz

Medicine/related subiects (All those
discussing drugs)
Bibliographies (ZQV)
Pharmaceutics

Pharmacolory (QV 70f -$5)
Medicine and Related Sublects (AIl those
discussing theraptiutics )
Bibliographies (ZQV)

Pharmacy Administration

Pharmacologr (QV 21, QV 704)
Medicine and Related Subjects 1W, WA)
Bibliographies (ZQV)

Pharmacy Practice

Pharmacologz (QV 701-835)
Medicine and Related Subjects (W, WA)
Bibliographies

Continuing Prol'essional Education
Miscellaneous

Pharmacology (QV f 8-20.5)
Medicine and Related Subjects (W WA)

Subiects{iom LCC (A-OL. S-Z)
of fundamental categories are not congruent. The NLMC is considered inadequate
fbr organizing pharmacy literature because58Voof it is scattered to the NLMC or
in the LCC. This has been the {irst studv
analyang how the NLMC accommodates
pharmacy literature. Ad&tional research is
needed to take a decision dn improving subclass QV 701-835 or creating a new slntem
for this body of lmowledge. As Chan (1990)
pointed oui, the NLM1 deserves serious
study. Studies should be done in collaboration between classifiers and pharmacists,
because classifiers are the experts in classification while pharmacists are the experts in Pharmacy.
REcoMMENDATIoNs
The pharmacy field has evolved from a
chemistry-oriented
bachelor's degree

program to a clinical pharmacy program
wit[.the advent of a clirical orieniatiSn to
the profession. Since the 1960s,the strong
emphasis in pharmacy schools has been
toward the Doctor in Pharmacy degree
and the clinical pharmacy programs. The
clinical pharmacy program was created in
response to medical reports on adverse
drr-ig reactions, drug-diug interactions,
food-drug interactions, and medication
errors in hospitals. The clinical pharmacist, then, became the drug specialist providing consultant services to the physicians who were overwhelmed by the large
amount of information on &ugs (Biles

re83).

Additional research is necessaryto add
to the body of knowledge regarding the
organization of pharmaceutical literature
and to provide a theoretical basis for improving accessto information resources in
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this {ield. On the other side,dre vocabu-
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Noleson Operolions
in o Cllonglng
MonogingAcquisitions
FromCopingToComfort
Environmeni:
Cynthio Gozzi

forces to change dramatically in recent
years, and there is every indication that
the trend will continue and even accelerate in the future. The forces are many, and

sign; and the buil&ng of partnerships with
utilities and vendors to develop new sery-

at the American Library Association's Annual Conference in New York the topic of
managing
a constantly changng agquisi-environment
was explored. The
tions
program was sponsored by the Library
Administration and Management Associationt Systems and Services Section, Acquisitions Systems Committee, cosPonsored by the Association {br Library
Collections and Technical Services Acquisitions Section's Acquisitions Discussion
Group, and generously supported byAcademic Book Center.
What inspired me to develop this conI'erence profir"m and publish t-he papers
from it was the management challenge
associatedwith entering a period of pervasive and dramatic change in the f . Murrey Athns Library at the University of
Nirrth Carolina at Charlottte. The

existing ones, are real and sometimes
overwhelming. All too often the only liferaft thrown to them is a crash course in
stress management, when what would
help most are programs to aid the understanding of how to cope with a process of
change that has no lbreseeable end; how
to maintain a feeling of worth, security,
motivatioh; and how to maintain control
when the familiar is being questioned,
fractured, rearranged, or replaced.
During a well-attended and lively program presented on Monday, fuly 8, 1996,

r (Tte) Gozzr (cigozzi@email.uncc.edu) is Director of the ]. Murrey Atkins Library,
ilt"ttt^
University of North Carolini at Charlotte. This introduction was originally_presented at the AI-A
Annual ionference, fuly 8, 1996, New York City. Manuscript received November 8, 1996;
accepted for publication January 30, 1997.
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bilities fbr many others. Simultaneously,
we undertook the review and revision of
most core processes. While the eff'ects
have been felt throughout the organization-not
iust in Technical Services-the
latter is now operating in a significantly altered environment. These changesinclude:
o Two previously very separate departments (Acquisitions and Cataloging)
have been-combined into an JntEgrated Technical Services unit.
o The management structure has been
fl attened slgnificantly.
o Positions have been transferred out of
Technical Services to other parts of
the organization.
r The technical inliastructure has been
reviewed and expanded.
e The outsourcing- of some functions is
being explored.o Service and support expectations of
Technical Services have been reviewed and redeffned.
o Communication channels to and from

o A series of workshops oll'ered by Dr.
Buch of the Psychoiogy Department
ol coping with change,
o The open weekly sessions at which
senior managers share in{brmation,
answer questions, and listen to concerns,
. Updates in the libraryt electronic
newsletter and via the listserv,
o The open door policy of the Human
Resources manager,
which has made
-discuss
her available to
changes and
concerns one-on-one,
o Celebrations of significant milestones.
. Consultations between the leadership
and external experts to plan and facilitate the change process,
o The use of a inmb"r of task lbrces to
gather sJaff input and critique suggested changes,
. A genuine e{Tort to match people with
new jobs and tasks in ways that best

utilize individual skills, interests, and
needs.
. Significant investments in training,
r Attention to classilication issues resulting I'rom changes in responsibilities,
o Allowing support staff to be in the forefront ofthe change processes,and
o The conscious use of a new "language"
to describe new concepts.

ily. ln the old culture, resistance had been
used effectively to block change, and ffrm
enough messageswere not sent that, this
time, itwould no longerobtainthe desired
result. Altogether, we underestimated the
impact of the old culture. We did not
involve the rank-and-lile staff as early as
we should have, and we had progreised
quite a bit into the changes before we
developed an effective schedule and
mode {br communicating with staff. In
ad&tion, our promotion efforts for making the changes were neither aggressive
nor upbeat enough-they should have
projected more excitement, more creativity, and more {'un.
The keynote address for the con{'erence
program was delivered by Kim Buch, an
organizational psychologist and associate
professor from the University of North
Carolina at Charlotte, and the linal presentation was bv David Goble from North
Carolina State University Library. Papers
based on these two preseitatio^ liuu" bl""r,
published in Library Adtninistration and.
Managem.ent,vol. 1I, no. 3, Summer 1997.
Between these two addresses were four
short presentafions by four acquisitiorx librarians who described the changes that
have taken place in the Acquisitions Departments o{' their libraries in recent years.
These four case studies are the basis for the
following articles in which the writers summarize the changes that occurred and describe what they perceive as lhe most positive and negative aspectsfor the acquisitions
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staff,what the institution did to help staff
adjust, and what advice they would give
othersin similar circumstances.
Without exceptionthe program presentersemphasisedthat changeis not a
fleeting ph6nomenonfrom which we will
emerge,either to return to the nostalgic
predictabiliry of times past or to enter a
new period 6f welcome-calm.It behooves
all of us, therefore, to benefit from the

experiencesof our colleaguesand to consider their advice.As one point ofdepar-

f'rom Detroit Public Library, and Christian Boissonnasfrom Cornell. I suspect
we can all put our feet in their shoes.

TrcnruolocY AND
rN
MnruncrMENT
LreRAnvAND

lruronrraAfloN
Senvlcps
The integrotion of technology into librory operctions hcs greatly
chonged the mqnner in which tosks qre cccomplished cnd by
whom. Technology ond Manogement in Librory and Informa.tion
Services focuses on the mqnqgement of technology rqther thon
the technology itself, since it is the mqnner in which new tools qre
used thct will mcke the difference in contemporqrv iibrories.

'University
of
Orders must be prepcid to the
Illinois.' Mojor credit cqrds cccepted.
Groduqte School of Librory qnd Informqtion
Science, University of Illinois
501 E. Dcniel Street, Chcmpcign, IL 61820
Phone:(217)333-1359o Fcx: (217)244-7329
pubolf @o\exis.Iis.uiuc.edu
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MovingRighlAlong:Chongesin
Stqffing,Funclions,
Workslolion
Setup,qnd Personnel
DouglosDuchin

\-Zn the continuum of librarv technical
services, we're moving right along. In the

In the last ten years we have come to
rely not only on the national databases,

acceptance of their input. Along the way

we picked up a lot more self-assurance
as
team playersand got rid of a lot of the
ivory-towerimage.
City Universityof New York, of which
Baruch Collegeis a part, brought up the
NOTIS systemin 1988,primarilywith the
online public catalogavailable,and called
it CUNY+. It wasa major changingpoint
in our lives,althoughI speakofan eventthat
took placea coupleofyearsbeforeI arrived.
At that point, in 1988,our TechnicalServices Department consisted of a couple
dozen people handling catalogcards and
paper orders in a fairly standardmanner.
Our orderswere transmittedelectronicallv
though OCLC, which also kept accounts
for us. The department was highly structured and compartrnentalized.Catalogers
cataloged.Acquisitionsstaff acquired.Few,
if any, staff membershad overlappingresporsibilitiesor training-although almost
all could perform copycataloging.
The staf{ingconsisted,speci{icdly,of
6 full-time
ers, I serials librarian, I acquisitions
brarian, and I head ofTechnical Services.

Doucus Ducuttt (ddubb@cunyvm.cuny.edu)
is Head, TechnicalServices,Newman Library
Baruch College,City Universityof New York. This article wasoriginally presentedat the ALA
Annual Conferglce, July 8, 1996, New York Cigr. Manuscript received November 8, 1996:
acceptedfor publicationJanuary30, 1997.
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Most had no responsibilities outside of
Technical Services. In ad&tion, there
were at least 12 full-time clerical staff and
many student assistants.The organization

SYSTEMSCrreNcrs
Changes in personnel, machinery or even
surroundings o{ten have the happy ability
to greasethe wheels and get things moving
in more productive ways. Thanks to those
changes,only 9 people, including 3 prof'essional librarians, handle almost asmuch material as it took two dozen to handle 8 vears
ago. We handle it f'aster,too.
The first and probably most visible
change was the introduction of the NOTIS
GenJric Trans{'er and Overlay (GTO),
which ran on an IBM PS/2 and had serial
connections to OCLC, to NOTIS, and to
the GTO through a controller. The GTO
allowed for instant transfer of bibliographic inlbrmation from OCLC to our
NOTIS system, cutting in hall'both the
number ofworkstations and the processing time needed.
Tenyears ago, acquisitions was limited
to using only LC-cataloged or -modi{ied
data as the basis for orderinq. As it became apparent that this was a-bottleneck,
we retrained acquisitions sta{f to locate,
recognize, and use any reasonable record
on OCLC. For materials not on OCLC,
we decided to place all responsibility for
creating a preliminary bibliographic record at the acouisitions level. The st#f
were taught, in a very short period of
time, to identily essentialelements of the
order request and to enter them in
MARC-tagged {brmat. Since the cataloging staff researched every title on OCLC
upon receipt, almost any level o{'cataloging would have done for an acquisitions
record. ln spite ofthis sudden departure
Irom standard practice, the world did not
come to an end.
Then we moved into an incredible new
building in 1994, and when the dust settled, we found that we had fully integrated

automated workstations and a head of
Technical Services, Ida Lowe, who was a
strong advocate ofcross-training and integrated functions. Under Lowet direction,
all workstations were designed to be
standard and interchangeible, which
meant that sta{f members did not have to
move from their desks to learn a new
function and integrate it into the work{low Much of what happened did so at the
university level, not at the library level, as
the university provided us with the necessary resources. We cut our reliance on
OCLC as much as possible and began
accepting records from other libraries
available on our system. The university
made the Library of Congress Resource
File (LCRF) available at every workstation, gMng us a pretty good bibliographic
record lbr 95Voof the books we ordered.
without our having to tap into another
utility. Additionally, the university provided us with a tapeJoaded access to
OCLC, which helped speedthe processof
uploading our new acquisitions into
OCLC on tape and cut personnel costs.
Currently, every sta{f workstation in the
library has accessto our own online catalog, OCLC, our CD-ROMs (inclu&ng
BIP PIus), the LCRF, the Internet (including the Web, e-mail, gophers, and
FTP), electronic publisher catalogs, vendor databases, and virtually every major
library catalog in the world through aWindows environment. The new I'ully integrated workstation provides all the tools
of the trade and makes the job easier,
more accurate, and much I'aster. The
workstation also provides services that enhance personal growth and education
such as research indexes and abstracts,
some full-text materials, and so on, which
are used by the st#f in furthering their
own fbrmal education.
In addition, since our selectors use
these tools as well, almost every order
that comes to us has the potential of
providing us with excellent bibliographic data. One ofthe next steps is to
electronically link that order directly
into the acquisitions process and peihaps provide a Web-accessed materials
order fbrm and make it available to all
faculty and students.
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PERSoNNELCnexcns
While we updated our electronic wizardry we also lbcused on personneltheir attitudes, training, reporting responsibilities, and authority. Our new and
enlarged public service area had absorbed
not only some professional librarians liom
our Technical Services staff but clerical
staff as well. Under the head of Re{'erence, we developed a staffof"rovers" and
"reference assistants." These were Technical Services staff members who assisted
patrons within carefully defined parameters in the library's public service areas.By
using the end products of their Technical
Services work alongside patrons, the staff
became very aware of the impact of their
work. Incomplete or con{using infbrmation suddenly became very obvious. Work
well done became a pleasure to use. The
small staff in Technic-alServices expanded
their horizons and knowledge, while the
distinction between Public and Technical
Services was blurred.
Irregular worldlow, cash flow, and book
selection can create a pig-in-the-python efI'ect in acquisiUons and cataloging. The resulting fluctuation in the volume of work
creates a need {br a {lexible staffwho can
perform several Iunctions. To develop this
staff, we focused on the interrelationship of
the roles of acquisitions and cataloging and
emphasized the similarities in selecting the
perfect record whether it was lbr acquisitions or for cataloging. A program for basic
copy cataloging tmining wes developed,
along with a work manual. At the completion of the training, and with only two of the
staff worhng part-time at cnpy cataloging,
we were back up to speed within a month.
I feel strongly that we were able to do
this so well bec-auseof changes in attitude.
We made sure that supervisors were accessible to staff at all times. We made sure
that staff members were aware of patron
needs. We provided the best possible tools
for moving materials quickly, and we emphasized speed without loss of quality.
Above all, we showed respect to the stalf.
Since we are within a strong union situation, it is almost impossible to reward
staff with promotions and raises. Consequently, it is essential that we reward them

asbestwe can-respect, praise, pizza,arrd
^pitchine in all seem to work well for us.
wha:t I found very heartening is that
we were able to do this as we added functions to the department. Streamlining and
reduced budgets left us with free time, so
we took on binding, preservation, periodical check-in, and current awareness
services as we reduced staff. I can only
attribute the success to a sense of team
spirit and increased electronic access.

Trurwrxc
PnnsoNNrrOn the positive side, as we changed, acquisitions iobs became enriched, broade"ed, antl varied; by expanding the
parameters of what they &d and by imfroving the tools with wfiich they wJrked,
the stafl'took on more responsibility and
authority. The sta{f were recognized for
their knowledge and ability, and, finally, the
borders between Technical Services and
Public Services softened. They axenot com-

many processes in the library gives new
meaning to the slips and {brms and nrles of
entry in acquisitions and cataloging.
On the negative side, there was defi-

things had not been done well before the
changes. In reality, things had been done
very well before the changes, given the
limitations of equipment.
What did we do to help the staff
through the changes and did it work? At
times, manytimes, itwas veryobvious that
none ofus had gone beyond Management
101. Nevertheless, we structured training
Ibr the staff, complete with work sheets,
rules, handouts, andpractice sessions,and
the Central Oflice of Librarv Services for
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the university backed us up with additional training sessions.Through it all, the
management of the department was encouraged to take a proactive teaching role.
Did it work? Yes, but it could have been
better. If we were doing it over, we would
have created adduonal ready-ref'erence
tools in an easily used packafe or looseleaf folder. We would deliiritelv have
looked into better training foflow-up
methods, and we would hive tried tb
evaluate the training as we went-a perspective that is h;d to achieve wien
you're doing the training yourself.
As for advice to others about to embark
on suchchanges, I suggest you knowwhy
you're changing and believe in what you
are doing. This gives you tremendous
credibility and makes all transitions much
easier. Be sure you keep everyone informed. Tell everyone why changes are
being made and show how they will improve the library and the individual ;ob.
Plan your training, test it, and retest it in
Iield situations before implementation, if
possible. Dont assume that everything
you have written is brilliantly clear or even
applicable. It is important to pitch in and

be very visible. Develop some sense of
rapport with every sta{f member and keep
motivating even when the immediate job
is done. And never rest on vour laurels.
MovING TowARD THE FUTURE
Where are we going from here? The City
Universityof New York is stronglyconsidering centralizing the acquisitions and
cataloging technical services functions
fbr our nineteen colleges, which changes
not only the game but the ballpark as
well. The centralization of these services will very likely be the next step, but
regardless of which way we go, we're going to come back to the basics we developed as we cut stafl, added workstation
capabilities, and managed training in the
personnel area, and they are: Know why
you are changing and believe in what you
are doing. Try everything first yourself
and ask your fellow wizartls for advice.
Train, evaluate, and retrain. Keep visible
and keep motivating, even when you
think the job is finished. Work with your
staff, be part ofyour stafl, and never rest
on your laurels.
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Chqngeond Decoy
PelerKingsley

encountered andhou they uere resoloed.

I was a schoolboy at a small
Wn"n
private prep school in St. Paul, Minnesota,
we were indoctrinated, Christian, Jew,
and Muslim alike, in our morning assembly with Protestant prayer and song. I
believe this indoctrination has had two
very positive effects on my li{'e. One, I
have grown up to reject all organized reIigion, and two, this background affords
me a starting point fbr this article. You see,
I believe these words to an old Protestant
hymn are more than appropriate to the
subject o{' this discussion-Managing Acquisitions in a Changing Environment:
Changeand decayin all aroundI see,
Oh God who changethnot abidewith me.
Please note how change is directly
linked with decay, and stasisis linkedwith
God and through him to peace and harmony. I, who have lived through two major changes in acquisitions departments,
{irst at Columbia University and now
NYU, know that change does not necessitate decay,nor is an unchanging God likely
to abide with me for very long if I don't
change. As already confessed, I am not a
religious man or even a professional li-

brarian, but I can spot a special pleawhen
I hear one. You won't have to listen very
hard to hear this plea on Roman Catholic
tongues; on Muslim or fewish ones; on
toniues of blacks,whites, Asians;on male
and"female tongues; and on the tongues of
Iittle children. Something is there that
does not like change-"Better the devil
we lnow than the one we don't know"and if your Acquisitions Department is
going through a major or even a minor
revamping, as a manager or supervisor
you
'be might as well face it: change will not
autoimaticallywelcomed in all quarters
bv' vour stall
bne of the reasons that change was a
positive experience for our sta{Twas our
choice for in integrated system (Advance
GEAC) with which to replace the Research Libraries Information Network
(RLIN) database as our main acquisitions
module. Its positive aspectsfor the acquisitions staff are many:
1. It is an integrated system on which we
can order, receive, and invoice materials and that links directly to our on:
line catalog (Bobcat).
2. The new system was relatively easy to
Iearn how to search, to order, and to

PErER KrNcsLEy (KINGSLP@elmerl.bobst.nyu.edu) is Invoicing/Payments Supervisor,Acquisitions Department, New York University. This article was originally presented at the ALA
Annual Conference, fuly 8, 1996. Manuscript received November 8, 1996; accepted for publi
cation Jan. 30, 1997.
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receive, even though its command
structure was totally different {iom
RLIN'S. Its database is composed
solely of NYU and our consortium
libraries' data, making the record of
any given item far easier to locate.
3. The system allows a flexibility while
remaining a precise tool with which
to acquire materials by allowing order records to be transferred liom
other databases.
Although this new system added many
positive features, let me quickly add that
the joy I here express is not without alloy,
and I will cover some of the problems
encountered in due course. Nevertheless
the new system has allowed measurable
increases in the total number of orders
placed, received, and processed while
throwing up fewer hurdles lbr the staff to
negotiate in all respects. The result has
been a generally increased level of staff
satisfaction with their own work while increasing the throughput of the department as a whole.
Perhaps as large or even larger a
change for our stalf and me to assimilate
as the switchover took place was the simultaneous and complete revamping of
our Serials and Book Acquisitions Departments into one single Acquisitions
Department. This change involved the
coordinated efforts of the department
heads, ofthe architects involved, and of
the office of the dean of the library to
update, correct, and revise every aspect
of the acquisitions flow. I believe that if
any single one of those groups had not
been able to involve itselfintensely and in
a coordinated manner, the change would
have been a far rougher and a {'ar more
dangerous one.
First, our department head, Beth l*oby,
spent long weeks planning and revising
the changeover from two parallel departments into one. Instead ofseparate ordering and receiving units for books and serials. we were combined into three
overarching ones: ordering, receiving, and
invoicing for all books and serials. I was
shifted from books receiving supervisor to
invoicing/payments supervisor {br books
and serials together. The workers who had
worked in serials or books units previously

were assigned similar work in their new
units-becoming in efl'ect specialists in,
say,series receiving or monographs ordering. It was through Betht painstaking care
that this redivision oflabor was successful
and harmonious. Feedback and consultation with me and other stafT members
allowed us input into the decision-making
process while it kept us informed of what
was developing.
Second, the library administration
took pains to suppoft this redivision by
giving orders to their architects to redesign the entire oflice space. They tore
down walls, installed workstations, and
upgraded furniture and wiring in order to
provide all workers with their own terminals or computers. The close coordination
ofthe architects with the changing needs
of our new department was successfully
overseen by the head ofTechnical Services, Arno Kastner, and head of Systems,
Susan Kallenbach. Without their consultation, input, and oversight, the transition
would not have been a successful one.
Last, the dean of the library, Carlton
Rochell, approvedthe expenditure ofconsiderable funds {br the revamping and
streamlining of the department, ensuring
that we would have the ability to operate
an up-to-date Acquisitions Department
well suited to the demands of the present
and {uture.
THRow our rHE Lrppr,rntn
While I think you can now see how careful
planning and coordination ofelfort were
required to overcome stasisand blunt the
shock of change, the time has come to
con{'essthat not in every instance was stasis overcome nor was every shock bu{Iered. One hymn that we did not sing in
prep school, because it wasn't really a
hymn but an old revival favorite, "Throw
Out the Life Line," might have had pecuIiar resonance with NYU'.s implementation of all these changes:
Throw out the life line,
Someoneis dri{ting away,
Throw out the lil'e line.
Throw out the lil'e line,
Someoneis sinkingtoday.

LRTS
But I believe the negative aspectsof our
changesimpacted our stafl'only temporarily
becauseof all the reasonscited above. Still,
that awful day came in August 1994 when
the entire department was rooted up out of
its old home and given temporary shelter
while its new home was being built. It is
important to note that only durine this time
ol'gross and daily ,tn""ttuittty did we as
administrators Iose control of our changing
environment and merely cope fiom day to
day. Lurching from crisis to crisis, we attempted to aid and com{brt those stalf
members who needed it.
Very little hand-hol&ng, however, was
required even in those dark days. I believe
this was because the stalf had already
been care{ully prepared lbr the changes
to come; they could plainly seethat a great
deal of effort and expense was being directed at them and their department, and
they were willing to give us the bene{it of
the doubt.
We were luclcy.There were little or no
construction delays. The new system
worked once it was installed. and in I'act
all the pieces ofthis elaborate jigsaw puzzle came together without major problems. By the middle of September 1994,
we were in our new home. AII the physical
stu{f of a new environment-ergonomically designed workstations wit-h independent lighting sources, adjustable keyboard holders, new ollice chairs, and a
new database-were in olace and on time!
There were wrinkles, of course. Those
couple o{'days in December when all our
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new orders and receipts were inexplicably
lost by the new system, Ibr example. More
seriouslv. a severeloss ofdata in the serials
records'lbrced us to create new order records, to add notes to indicate the loss of
data, and to catalog reconstructed records
by the hundreds or possibly the thousands. Also there have been breakdowns
in the system that have resulted in several
full davs and weeks of downtime and loss
of*orl. Sincewe did not receive aprocedures manual. we administrators were
asked to write a procedures book-which
is a time-consuming and not-very-accurate method of making procedures standard throughout each unit.
Surprisingly, there has been a very Iow
level of complaint fiom the staff during all

them. The most positive aspect of the
changeover was the administration's willingnJss and ability to work to predict what
and when the changes would be and the
overall improvement in the wor$lace environment.
The result? On the whole, I would say
that the combined e{Ibrts of department
heads, administrators, and stafT succeeded in implementing major change
without once ever having to "throw out
the lif'e line."
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MqnogingTechnicolServices
in q ChongingEnvironmenl:
TheCornellExperience
ChristiqnM. Boissonnos
Prior to 1993, the technical sen:ices sections at Comell lJnioersity uere
traditionally organized. At the request of the unh:ersity librarian, a library
self-study u;as conducted. (Jsing a stnrcture that included an orserallsteering
committee and 6 functionally oriented task forces, an analysis of technical
seroices uas undertaken. In t.he end, the task forces recom:m.ended,and the
unioersity librarian accepted, that the traditional structure be replaced by
a modular,Iess hierarchical stntcture in which staff grmtps were reorganized
arou.nd discrete functions. The balance sheet on what was accomplished,
naturally, is mixed. Most, but not all, of the changes that usere mad.e haoe
had positioe results

TEcHNTcAL Snnvrcrs er Conunr-r,
One of the things that makes life interesting fbr academic librarians is that there
are about asmanyways of organizingtechnical services departments as there are
libraries. We are all dilTerent and cling to
our differences as a matter of pride-if
not survival. At Comell, of cour.se, we
organize technical services difl'erently
from the rest ofyou. Part ofthis is due to
the truly bizarrg nature of our university.
We are, in I'act, two instifutions: one private, which most people seem to know
about, and one quasi-public. The four
statutory colleges at Cornell are funded by
the State of NEw York and operate on the
state fiscal year. Their sta{I's are paid on
the state scale and receive state benefits.
Their students Dav state tuition but receive Cornell d"^gi""r. So, with the pub-

licy'private mix, 4 fiscal years, 8 budge*,
the institution is a marvel of complexity
and contradictions. Let us now see how
this translates into the library picture.
There are 19 libraries at Comell, 16 on
the endowed side, 3 on the state side.
Predictably, the technical services picture
matches the institution in complexity (see
figure l). Processing activities are concentrated primarily in Central Technical
Services and the Catherwood, Law,
Mann, and Medicd libraries, but some
processing takes place in three other Iibraries. Acquisitions work is done to varying degrees in 7 processing centers, with
the heaviest concentration being performed in Central Technical Services.
Cornell has one online catalog for all of
its libraries. The decision to have just one
catalog was made many years ago and is
the major reason we are fbrced to coordi-

Christian M. Boissonnas (cmb3@cornell.edu) is Director, Central Technical Services, Cornell
University Library 107 Olin Library Ithaca, NY 14853-5301. This article was originally presented at the ALA Annual Conference, July 8, 1996 Manuscript received November 8, 1996;
accepted fbr publication Ianuary 30, f997.
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tions, Serials, and Catalog. At various
times in ourhistorywe havepulledcatalog
management out and set it up as its own
department, but in 1993, it wa^spart of the
Catalog Department. The acquisitions functions were split between the Acquisitions
and Serials departments. The Acquisitions
Department dedt with Iirm and standing
order monograph ordering and receiving,
approval, gift and exchangesprocessing, and
pre-order and precataloging searching. The
Serials Department was responsible {br ordering, claiming and cataloging serials and
U.S. f'ederaland state documents. Figure 3
shows the structure of the Acquisitions Department at that time.
The Acquisitions Department was
made up offbur sections: Orders, Searching, Receiving, and Gifts and Exchanges.
At the top of the pyramid sat one assistant
university librarian in charge of campuswide technical services. I was then the
Acquisitions Librarian. When the assistant university librarian for Technical
Services left, I was asked to take over
responslbility for the three departments
on an acting basis. At the same time I was
asked to undertake a self:study of our
organizational structure.

CORNELL UNIVEFSITY
Processing Centet
Africana, Engineeilng,
Fine Arts, Hotel*,
Management, lvlath,
Olin/Kroch/Uris, lvlusic**,
Physical Sciences

CatheMood Library
lvlann Library
Law
Medicine (ln NYC)
Veterinary Medicin€t"

Centra
Technical
Services

Have own
Have own
Have own

Notes:
'
Cataloging only
*t
Acq and calaloging ot all fomals except
scores & sound recordings
Acq only Cataloging by Mann Lib

Figure l. ProcessingCenters and Libraries
Served.

nate activities and policies carefully
among all of us. This coordination is managed by one ofour two associateuniversity
librarians.
Now that I have set the context, let me
turn to Central Technical Serwices,which
is the department involved in the changes
that concern us here.
CENTnAL lbcnNrcel

Tun Snrr-Srunv

SERlrcEs rN 1993

As figure 2 shows, our organization was
very traditional. Technical services were
divided in three departments: Acquisi-

It was the departure ofour assistant university librarian-not budget cutbacksthat cau.sedus to undertake the sell'-study.

fuceivurg& Clnnug
Bd CodE ClEilup

Figure 2. Technical Services Organization, 1993.
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3. Acquistions Department Organization, 1993.

It had been many vears since we had taken
a hard Iook at ourselves, and our university
Iibrarian {'elt that the time had come to do
so.
We set up a structure to conduct the
self-study, which consisted of a steering
committee that included the 3 Central
Technical Services department heads
and other senior CTS stalf (see {igure
4). and six {unctional task {brces that
were charged to review particular functions and make recommendations (see
figure 5).
Each task fbrce was composed of the
appropriate unit head for the {unction, the
lirst line supervisors, and some line st#f.

The chairs ofthe task {brces, usually the
unit heads, were also members of the
steering committee. This complex structure was set up to meet two objectives that
we lanew to be critical in such an effbrt as
we were undertakine: the need to involve
as many people as p6ssible,and the need
to tap the expertise of stalf f'amiliar with
the functions being reviewed.
Let us now turn specifically to the acquisitions functions. Figure 6 shows the
composition of the two task {brces set up
to study these f'unctions.
The task fbrces included st#f from
both the Serials and Acquisitions Departments. All of the members had extensive
experience in the acquisition of all types
of library materials. In the early stages of

Steerinq Committee
Acquisitions Libraian
Serials Librarian
Catalog Librarian
Senior Serials Cataloger
Pilncipal Cataloger
Head, Database Management
Assistant Acquisitions Librarian
Documents Librarian
Head, Copy Cataloging Unit

Figure 4. 1993 Self-Study Steering Committee Structure

FunctionalTask Forces
Ordering
Receiving
Cataloging
End Processing
Cat. Mgmt. Auth., and Special Proiects
Adm inistrative S uppo tt

Figure 5. 1993 Sell'-Study Overall Task Force
Structure
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the reviewwe identiliedtwo goals asbeing
paramount:
o To make Central Technical Sewices
more flexible so as to better be able to
deploy staff to meet changing user
needs, and
o To improve communications across
the units.
We believed that our very tradifonal and
hierarchical structure impeded the flow of
communicatiorx laterally. Further, the lack
of shared goals and a common culture contributedto the isolation of each department.
While an individual department might have
been set up in a way to make it possible to
move people around, the departmentalbarriers prevented such movement across depaf,tments.
The task lbrces met weekly and the
steering committee met biweekly. The
steering committee's main roles were to assist the task forces as they hit snags and to
arrange coordination with other task forces
when it was nec€ssary.As things developed,
we found out that some task {brces were
working very fast and others very slowly.
Keeping the whole effort synchronized and
moving forward became one ol'the major
tasksofthe steering committee. The Ordering and Receiving task forces had particularlv difficult tasks after it became obvious
thai one goal should be to merge the acquisitions-related pieces of the Serials Department with the Acquisitions Department,
and the cataloging-related pieces with the
Catalog Department. Therewere major cul-

AdministrativeStructure

Task Force Members
Ordeilng

Re@iing

Asst Acq. Librarian
DocumentsLibrarian
SerialsLibrarian
AcquisitionsLibrarian
Mono. ReceivingSuperuisor
Ser ReceivingSupervisor

Figure 6. 1993 Self-StudyAcquisitionsTask
Force Structure.

tural issues to deal with, adjustments to
worldlows in all units, and the I'ear of the
loss of identity and lobs of the SeriaJs
Department staff, who were witnessing
their department disappear from under
them.
AcrroNs
In the end, the task forces recommended,
and the University Librarian accepted,
that the traditional structure be replaced
by a modular, less hierarchical structure in
which staff groups were reorganized
around discrete functions (see ligure 7).
The three departments were replaced
by seven smaller administrative units with
one, Catalog Management, {'unctioning as
a sort of catch-all unit for the functions
that were either staffed with very few people or were funded from grants and wciuld
disappear in due course. One management layer, that of department head, was
almost completely eliminated. One department head retired, one became the
Research and Planning Librarian for the
system, and the third became head of the
new Central Technical Services.
Ordering of all materials, regardless of
{brmat, was merged into a new Ordering
Section. Receiving ofmonographs and serials was merged into a new Receiving
Section, but at first retained two worHlow
streams. Supervisors were instructed to
begin cross-training their stafls so as to
eliminate the two work streams based on
format differences as soon as possible.
Searching was combined with a process
we call "Fastcat," in which very little
checking or editing of records ii done.
Sta{f in that unit can create bibliographic
recorcls, search (both pre-order and precataloging,) or catalog. What they do at
any given time depends on the type of
work available at that time.
Did we meet our original goalsPAbsolutely. The new structure forces us to communicate more effectively. The department is too large for one person to manage
without delegating a great deal ofauthoriW to unit heads. Those unit heads, who
u"ry interdependent, cannot be suc"r"
cessful
without very frequent communication, something that did not happen in
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Figure

7. Reorganized Cornell Technical Services

the earlier conliguration of the department. The new structurehasalsomade,r,
much more flexible.In hct, we arenow so
flexiblethat we keepchangingin response
to changingstaff, l-eaderslipland 6onditions. We have reorganizedtwice since
implementingourne'i structure.The lirst
reorganizationtook place in March lgg5
(seeligure 8).
The changes illustrated in figure g
were made in responseto our need to

developa position of Inlbrmation TechnologyLibrarian.We did this byredesigning the position of CatalogMlnagem6nt
andAuthoritiesLibrarian.But we alsohad

Physical
Proc€ssing

Figure 8. Cornell Technical Services, March lgg5.
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Figure 9. CornellTechnicalServices,1996.
particular lineup? In the case ofphysical
processing, which includes barcoding, we
are preparing ourselves to perform these
tasks upon receipt of the materials rather
than after they are cataloged. We are planning to use the barcode as a tool to control
the inventory of in-process materials.
AuthoriW work is closely tied to original
cataloging; hence the assignment of'this
function to the Head o{'Original Cataloging. Catalog management is a particular
interest of our Documents Librarian, and
she had the {'ewest number of stalf to
supervise, so a^ssigningher the responsibility for that function was the logical
thing to do.
The second time we reorganized (see
figure 9) was upon the departure of the
Information Technologr Librarian. The
changes illustrated were in response to
two needs that we had identi{ied earlier
but not yet addressed. First, we transferred Gifts and Exchanges to Collection
Development. We did this because the
decisions that pertain to these {unctions
mostly relate to selection and involve the
collection development stafl Once the
decision to select or retain a gift or a title
received on exchange has been made,
there is very little difference in the processingofthat title from the processingof
all other materials.
The second change that we made was
to split the Original Cataloging Section in
two. It w:x too large for the Principal

Cataloger to manage, make cataloging
policies, and participate in the overall
management of the department as well.
This meant having to ask the new In{brmation Technology Librarian to take on
some supervisory responsibility. There
were no other managers available to take
on the responsibility {br more stafl. Let
me now turn speciftcally to how acquisitions processeshave fared.
ACQUISITIoNS THEN AND NOW
The main reason why I have gone through
this reorganizationin some detail is to demonstrate that the changes in acquisitions
cannot be viewed separately {rom those
made elsewhere in our department. Figure
l0 summarizesthe changesbrought to the
acquisitions lunctions by the implementation of the recommendations of our task
fbrces. The most visible change, ofcourse,
is that we combined two acquisitions units
into one by eliminating a structure basedon
{brmat &fl'erences. We have also reduced
the number of acquisitions librarians from
two to one, streamlined the acquisitions
units by removing functions that fit better
elsewhere, and positioned the units lbr
changes that we plan to make in how we
physically process books. The verdict on
what we accomplished, naturally, is mixed.
Most, but not all, of the changes that we
made have had positive results. In the rest
of this paper I will summarize the positive
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Acquisitions
Thenand Now
1993
Two librarians
ln two departments
Format-dependent
Independent from Cataloging
Includes Gifts & Exchanges
No Physical Processing

Figure

1996
One librarian
ln one depaftment
Fonnat-independent
Partner with Cataloging
No Gifts & Exchange
lncludes Physical Processing

lO. Acquisitions-Related Changes Brought About by Reorganizations.

and negative aspects of our reorganization, ad-clressthe question of what we did
to help sta{f adjust to t}re changes, and
discuss what I would say to others who are
about to undergo similar changes.

A second positive aspect occurred in the
nature ofthe job tasks that individual sta{f
members performed. Their job tasks becarne more varied, which they welcnme.
Third, the acquisitions librarlin'.s iob has
taken on more pro{'essional<nntent.

Posrrwr AsPEcrs
NrcATrvE AsPEcrs
There were a number of positive aspects
observed in our reorganization of processes.First. we achieved better coordination of processesthroughout the department. The department's goals are clear to
everyone, and so are the adjustments
needed on any day to meet the goals. In
order o{'priority these goals are:
l. All orders are to be placed within 72
hours of receipt, 507a being made
within 24 hovs, and.7\Voin 48 hours.
2. All invoices, except approval invoices, are to be paid within one week
of receipt.
3. All new materials must be under bibliographic control within one week of
receipt.
4. All new cataloging with copy must be
completed within one week of receipt
in the cataloging units.
In order to meet these goals, the unit
heads must talk, work together, and help
each other. They are collectively responsible fbr the success of the department.
The increased communications and elimination of departmental barriers have
made us more'eflicient.

A number of negative results occurred as
well. First, the members ofthe former Serials Department lost their identity as a work
goup. Second, although we bied to allocate
stafl'in proportion to the anticipated workloads, we I'ailedto staflthe Searching/Fastcat
Section satis{actorily. This has resulted in
missed deadlines, backlogs, andhigher stress
{br these people. Third, we f'acethe possibility ofa real vacuum ifthe acquisitions librarian leaves,asthere is no one to back him up.
Fourth, in some stall'members we observed
uncertainty about how the processwas going
to work and a fear fbr their jobs. Finally, there
was too much change, too quickly. At the
same time *rat we reorganized administratively, we had to reorganize physically due to
circumstances beyond our control. This
added to the general confixion.
We took several steps to help stafl adjust to the changes.We:
. involved them in planning {rom the
beginning,
r tried to make sure that the supervisors
were committed to the changes so that
they could help their peoplJ, and
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e tried to implement changes incrementallv as much as we could.
Others who attemptto undergo similar
reorganizational processesmight consider
the following points:
r Perhaps most important is to make sure
that effective communications are taking place continuously while the planning is taking place. We thought we had
taken care ofthat only to lind out that
the functional task fbrces initially did
not all communicate well with operational stall. Once we understood that
this was occurring, we triedto ffxit-but
it was too late andwe never cnmpletely
recovered lost ground.
r Involve staff'from the beginning. Not
all of them care, but enough do that
their contributions are invaluable.
r Make sure that your goals are clear
and that you can explain them. If you
cannot, nobody will believe them.
. Do not try to do too much. We were
deftnltely hurt byhavingto move people
physically faster than we wanted to.
o Make sure that your mlleagues in other
units understand that business cannot
be conducted normally while the reorganization is being implemented. Make
sure that they understand what your
staft'will, and will not, be able to do.
r Do not look at acquisitions as a single
or separate process. It is not and probablv never has been.

.

Leave yourself plenty of leeway for
things to go wrong. They will.
e Ifyou are the managel spend 8 hours
a day on the floor with your staff on
the hrst two days ol'the reorganization, then 4 hours on the next two, and
2 hours on the fffth day. Nothing else
that you have to do is as important, no
matter what you or your boss may
think. During that week you shouli
have no other engagements, no other
projects. While you are on the floor,
work with people who have trouble
adjusting. Dont tell them what to do,
but help them discoverlbr themselves
the solutions to their problems.

CONCLUSION
The reorganization that we started in 1993
accomplished its goals. It made us better
able to cope with all that we have to do,
and it made our managers into a more
effective team. It was not accomplished as
smoothly as it should have been, primarily
because,in spite of our best eflbrts, we &d
not sufliciently mind our communication
channels and we tried to do too much. It
is easy to see now that the major changes
we implemented in lgg3 were but the
opening move in a process that will never
end, the process ofcontinuously adjusting
to changing conditions.
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ChongingAcquisilions
DetroitPublicLibrory
J. RondolphColl

Public Library (DPL)is midDet.oit
stream in changing acquisitions work and
workflow as part of dramatic changes in
relationships and organizational structure
within Technical Services. In essence,the
last ten years of collective thought and
experience about making Technical Services more responsive and productive are
being implemented at DPL now
Acquisitions at DPL was a departmentlevel unit within Technical Services. It was
automated only in that ordering liom our
primary vendor, Baker and Taylor (B&T),
was over standard voice-grade telephone
lines using B&T-supplied so{'tware running on a stand-alone personal computer.
All other {unctions were manual. including approval and noti{ication plans, collection development tools for branch ordering, all non-B&T ordering, ordertracking,
receipt, payment, invoice tracking, and
accounting of approximately I50 {unds.
There was no link between Acquisitions
and DPLis NOTIS database. Many acquisitions practices had not changed in ten to
twenty years, and over that same time
span, the unionized stalf wa^salso very

stable. Backlogs existed at most steps in
the acquisitions workflow, and there were
liequent complaints from public services
about those backlogs.
Two years ago, DPLs Technical Services
mirnagers began planning to improve Technical Sewices' efficiency and responsivechanges in
ness.We began

That
Iiscalyear
will continuethrough 1996/1997.
DPL now has no olganizational unit
called an Acquisitions Department. Acquisitions {'unctions and stall'have been re&stributed to combine ordering and cataloging
into a unit renamed Bibliographic Division;
receiving f'unctions have been mergedwith
the Technical ProcessingDepartment; and
payment functions have been merged with
the business o{lice. Bibliographic Division
and Technical Processing both report to the
same manager, the Bibliographic Services
Coordinator.
In addition, DPL
I. implemented the acquisitions module.sof our NOTIS .system,including
all ordering, payment, and accounting l'unctions,

J. RANDOLPHCnr-l is Bibliographic Services Coordinator, Technical Services, Detroit Public
Library. This article was originally presented at the AI.A Annual Conference, July 8, 1996.
Manuscript received November 8, 1996; accepted {br publication January 30, 1997.
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2. converted approval plans so that materials sent according to our profiles
are purchased automatically, with
only defective books and the rare title
that should not have fit our profile
specilications being returned to the
vendor,
3. contracted with materials vendors to
receive full, MARC format bibliographic records lbr automatic purchase items,
4. began to capture bibliographic records prior to order, with the expectation that this record would be used
for cataloging once materials were received,
5. became tapeJoading members of the
OCLC Online Computer Center,
Inc.. and
6. began generating collection development lists using NOTIS bibliographic
records downloaded into ProCite.
Dramatic and drastic impacts on acquisitions staff were seen:
l. Introducing automation made it pos^new
sible for stiff members to learn
ways to do their jobs.
2. Staff members wound up reporting to
different managers and workingsometimes very closely-with different Technical Servicei sta{f.
3. Most staff members also gained new
responsibilities to learn.
4. From staff members' point of view,
the stability and support networks
built up ou"r years ',rirtually dir"ppeared.
Individual stalf reacted very difl'erently to these changes. Even though the
changes we implemented are producinq
and will produie lonq-term benelits fbi
both DPL and the*acquisitions stalf,
change this drastic is a lot to leam to live
with in the short term. It can be particularly frustratinq where work environments
have been static.
Despite those caveats, DPLs dramatic
changes are producing positive results.
They simplified and streamlined a number of acquisitions procedures, particularly in managing approval plani and in
financial control and accountability. That,
in turn, solved long-standing problems
that the acquisitions-staff hadbeen aware

of and frustrated bv for vears. For example, some backlogs disappeared, while the
rest were significantly reduced, with the
result that morale among the acquisitions
staff improved.
Acquisitions staff members' morale
improved for other reasons, too. lmplementing NOTIS acquisitions removed the
"left-out" feelings that some acquisitions
stalf members had; this feeling was a result oI'the lact that acquisitions f'unctions
were nearly the last DPL operation to be
automated. Also, integrating
ng acquisitions,
cataloging, and processing into one workflow and organizational structure allowed
them to see better how
how they
they had
had always
always fit
into the bigger picture. Overall, the integration
sration of Technical Services into one
worHlow improved DPLs relations with
acquisitions vendors, too. We are questioning existing services and relationships
much more an? have changed some ve-ndors and services.
However, one of the most signilicant
changes---empowering the stafi-was one
that I thought would be almost universally
welcomed; in practice, it tumed out to have
both positive and negative aspects. Some
welcomed the increasedpersonal responsibility and personal control. Some approached it cautiously and needed more
supervisoqy and managerial support when
anything they perceived as new occurred.
One of their concems was that empowerment would delegate decision making to
paraprofessional level staff.
This concern about decision making
made the changes in acquisitions workIlow an issue for several DPL unions. This
issue is now under discussion in a series of
meetings between DPL senior management and union offfcials.
And, ofcourse, there have been outright
negative results. As mentioned earlier, the
stafl's security of knowing whom theywork
with and how to dealwith thern-as well as
their security in knowing how to do their
jobs-disappeared almost overnight: almost
all felt threatened to some extent. There was
also concern that the better ffnancial control
DPL gained by implementing NOTIS
would result in as much labor-intensive
work in acquisitions as the manual procedures NOTIS replaced.
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The most important negative was that
our internal needs caused this &astic
change to be implemented faster than
would have been ideal. The new workllow
and procedures were discussed and reworked many, many times in planning.
But we never made resources available to
run a large-scale simulation of the entire
new workflow. DPLs implementation
never benchmarked all facets ofthe new
workflow at once.
When we tested, we always &d specilic
functions with small samples of data. Using
small samplesmasked problems that might
have been solved before implementation.
Staff con{idence in the new worldlow sufI'ered becauseof those problems.
Of course, we anticipated there would
be negative morale impacts andworked to
help the acquisitions staff adjust. We gave
more day-to-day personal attention and
increased support from both immediate
supervisors and middle managers. DPL
involved them as much as organizationally
possible in planning and started training
for the NOTIS acquisitions modules as
soon aswe could schedule it. Most important, we created a much more open oommunications environment. Supervisors
and middle managers listened to staff issues and complaints, and when we talked,
it was to the staff, not at them.
Ifwe could do this over again, there are
some things I would do the same and some
I would do differently. I cannot emphasize
enough the importance oftakingthe time to
plan carefully and thoroughly. You have to
understand your existing worldlow well
enough to lmow why it is not producing all
the results you want, as well as know how it
can be changed to produce what you want.
Even with the nearly two yean of planning
we invested in these changes, we should
have built in time and resources to run the
simulation using the full ryntem and real
data that I lamented earlier.
I also cannot emphasize enough the
need to communicate with the staff members affected and involve them in planning as much as your organizational culture will allow. It is imoortant
to make
-the
sure vou communicate
reasons for
change and expected results so that staff
members understand them whether they

agree wholeheartedly or not. In our implementation, it was crucial to communicate to staff members and unions that
DPL did not intend for existing members
to lose jobs because changes were happening. Maintaining open communicaiion cf,annels will solvejust as many probIems as careful and thorough planning.
Finally, if I were doing this all over
again, I would again insist on viewing
Technical Services as a system, viewing it
as an interconnected, interdependent set
of {unctions-not as the tra&tionally discrete units on an organizational chart. In
DPL's case, much of the knowledge necessary to improve "acquisition" problems
came from "cataloging" and "processing."
The "acquisition" changes in turn changed
the worLllows of botf, "cataloging" ind
"processing."
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Book Reviews
GregoryH.Leozer,Editor
Digitel lrnaging Technologg for Preaensation. Proceedinqs from an RLG
Syrnposium Held M"arch 17 and 18,
1994. Ed. Nancy E. Elhngton. Mountain View, Calil.: Research Libraries
Group,1994. I39p. $20.
RLG Digital Image Acceas Project. P roceedings fiom an RLG Synposium
Held March 31 and April I, 1905. Ed.
Patricia A. McClung. Mountain View,
Calif.: Research Libraries Group, Igg5.
104p. $20.
Scholarship in the Neo lnformation
Erutironment
Proceedings from an
RLG SymposiumHeld Ua! f-S, rSSS.
Editor: Carol Hughes. Mountain View,
Calif.: Research Libraries Group, 1g96.
76p. $20.
Selecting Library and Archioe Collections for Digital Reformatting. Proceedings {iom an RLG Symposium
Held November 5-6, 1995. Symposium organizer: Ricky Erway. Mountain
View, Calif.: Research Libraries Group,
1996.170p.$20.
The easiest wav to {ill a lecture hall
with librarians and'archivists and maintain
interest past lunch is to call a slnnposium
on digital imaging technology and its impact on . . . well, on .iust about anphing.
The growing number of conference sessions, preconf'erence workshops, and multiday intensives on digital image conversion, full-text encoding initiatives, and
change, change, and more change attests
to the nearlv insatiable demand lbr basic
information, creative thinhng, and reassurance that what we lcnow about managing infbrmation is not obsolete. The four
volumes considered together here are a
part of a booming literature expressly designed to demysti$r a complex technologlz.
The Research Libraries Group (RLG),

which parented these publications, has
one of the most consistent track records
{br organizing timely con{'erences. fust
past its twentieth anniversary, RLG has
evolved into an increasingly international
membership corporation of 150 universities, archives, historical societies, museums, and other institutions. Founded on
the faith that sharing catalog records
could make resource sharing a practical
realitv. RLG built an effective mechanism
{br exchanging in-depth infbrmation on
books and serials, preservation microfilm
ma-sters,and primary source collections.
It established a system for direct book
borrowing among members, and pioneered large-scale cooperative preservation microlilming projects. These programs thrived in part due to the growth of
the Research Libraries Information Network (RLIN), a centralized bibliographic
database that now encompassessomb 75
million catalog records. RLG'.s livelihood
has depended almost as much, however,
on its uncanny ability to document best
practice, {brmulate guidelines, and train
and enlighten practitioners on topics that
matter.
Ostensibly documenting the proceedings of lbur discrete membership symposia. the {bur volumes reviewed here train
a spotlight on the use ofdigital technologies by Iibrarians and archivists. The
reader benelits liom their consistent format and presentation, production values
that are unilbrmly high, and skilled editing of generally Iucid writing by some of'
the strongest thinkers in research libraries
today. Best appreciated when considered
together, the volumes are as important for
their gaps, partially lbrmulated ideas, and
inconsistencies as they are for the events
they record. They maywell be some o{'the
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the subject in depth prior to the RLG
most useful resources {br gauging our colsymposium. The proceedings are fraught
lective understanding at mid-decade of
the future of core programs and services with what might best be cailed "terminological llux." Concepts such as re{ieshing,
in research institutions.
relbrmatting, and migration used interDi$tal Imaging Technology for Preseroation owes its genesis to a strategy ses- changeably throughout the meeting today
have taken on a more distinct meaning
sion of RLGt preservation refbrmatting
thanks to new research and thinking
interest group (PRESERV) in which
members expressed concern about the
preservation implications of proliferating
digital imaging systems. Working on a
short deadline, a steering committee assembled a winning list oT presenters organized as a sequence of plenary ad- RLGt Digital lmage Access Project
(DIAP). In the context of this project,
dresses bracketed by five tutorials on the
key aspectsof digital technolory. Opening
and closing addresses provide political
and administrative context lbr the use of
&gital technologies in libraries. Don Waters' closing remarks, especially, are an
early formulation of the deep and lasting
institutional infrastructure requirements
worked out more completely in the recently completed report Presensing Digisame time to push the potential of intertal Infonnation. The general address articulates the argument that qudity is and institutional cooperatioi beyond its traditional emphasis on joint cataloging and
should remain the centerpiece of digital
relbrmatting. The address also presents microlilming projects. For DIAP, nine research each libraries selected I,000 phothe {iamework of issues that drives the
tographic images that in some way pertutorials.
taineii to the common theme "the urban
The tutorials themselves, as reported
landscape."This theme lelt a lot of room
in the volume, add real substance to the
Ibr partlcipants to make their own deciproceedings. They will be most useful to
sions about their contribution without
the advanced beginner, especially the
additional ellbrt to form the final prodthree focusing on imaging system compocohesive
nents and standards, quality control, and uct into an intellectually
whole. A single vendor provided image
indexing. Don Williams' tutorial on the
conversion services, while each library
digital conversion process is a technically
was {iee to index the images as deemed
pro{icient overview of the complexities of
achieving a digital scanthat represents the
characteristics of the original source
document. Peter Graham'.s overview of
the intellectual challenges of long-term
access foreshadows his more extensive
treatment published in CoIIege b Repilot proiect and a technical review ofthe
search Librarias some months later.
?r"alitv of the end product. In between,
By focusing rather exclusively on the
tie {'ocusof the symposium was largelyon
imaging process, qrmposium participants
did not dig very deeply into the core issues the advantages of varying approaches to
imaqe indexing. Iache Dooley describes
of selection, use, and usability. Neverthethe iavs in wlich each instiiution used
Iess, the symposium denotes a watershed
in thinking about the preservation applithe USMARC record in the RLIN database. Stephen Davis presents a fairly radications of digital technologr. Only fanice
Mohlenricht
1993 compilation tackles cal altemative, the SGML catalog record,
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that taps the potential of the Standard
Generalized Markup Language to record
the interrelationshipl among
'inimages more
completely than pbssible
tiditional

The strength of'the proceedings is the
even-handed treatment o{'alternatives. In
aU digital imaging projects, success {iom
the perspective ofthose who use the resulting system is dependent on the issue

fuller appreciation of the complexities but
no guidance or evaluation methods for
resolving the issuesraised. This has partly
to do wilh one of the weaknesseso{"ll .rf
the sy'rnposia considered in this review,
namely, that the meetings are not structured in a way that fully engagesthe audience in seehng a consensuson what RLG
members need to do to reach new levels
of sophistication. Perhaps appropriately,
the bilance of the syrnfosia is tiited t6ward education and consciousness-raising
and away from coalescing a shared sense
ofpurpose and outcome.
The editor of Scholarship in the Neus
lnfo rmati on Enoiro nment rightly suggests
in the preface that a more apt title of the
conf'erence proceedings might well be
"support for scholarship . . . " This volume
is all about the changing notion of collection development in libraries and archives, given the opportunities and complexities
inherent
in
infbrmation
technologies. The intellectual heart ofthe
symposium is Ross Atkinson's assertion
that the only way to succeed in cooperative collection development in the online

era lies in "the creation ofa single, international, distributed, virtual library" (p.
30). The proceedings of Athnsonk'preientation onlv tease the reader. His full
treatment ofthese ideas was published in
hbrary @ort"rly a year after the sympoThe gaundet thus laid down, RLG assembled an eminent group of thinkers at
Harvard University to speculate on the
shape and character oI'digitd collections
as they should be built to satisfy the needs
of scholars. Czeslaw Grycz lbcuses on the
nature of scholarly communication and
the role librarians play in adding value to
the process. Douglas Greenberg s briefing
concerns itsel{'with trends in humanities
scholarship in the context of changing
technologies. He challenges librarians to
establish programmatic priorities with the
overall goal of wise collection development. "The most significant change imposed on us by the new technolory and
the new scholarship is, ftnally, not so much
what technolory to use and how to use it,
but rather what to collect" (p. 41).
Perhaps the most challenging aspect of
the symposium was Hal Varian's treatise
on the economics of information. What is
strihng about his model of differential
pricing structures for information goods is
not the model itself but its mere existence
in a discussion among librarians and scholars. Varian applies lessonsfrom successlul
traditional publishing industries to the
world of electronic joumals in a series of
pointed examples. He concludes that producers (lncluding libraries and archives)
may need to establish pricing mechanisms
that vary according to qudity level and
consumers'willingness to pay.
It seems appropriate that RLG hosted
three complex symposia and compiled the
results be{bre convening a meeting to
consider the complexities of choosing
which materials should enter the digital
realm. SelectingLibrary and.Archioe ColIectionsfor Digital Refonnaf,tdngset as its
pur?ose the tall order of reviewing the
changing landscape of selection decision
making and providing basic selection
strategies. Cliffbrd Lprch provides the
fiamework and philosophical foundation
Ibr the discussion. The focus is clearly on
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"reformatdng" in the senseofdigital copying. Except for Lynch, none of the presenters considered the formidable challenges of selecting, acquiring, and
integrating sources that exist in electronic
{brm from their point of creation (e.g.,
electronic journals, image databases created elsewhere, numerical databases,and
geographic information systems). Perhaps
more importantly, the symposium &d not
delve into the connection between selection and the cost of building virtual libraries, in spite of strong presentations on
funding options, relationships with publishers, and the management of service
bureau costs.
The format of tJre sgnposium mixed
fbrmal presentations setting the context
governing selection with case studies and
a selection exercise completed by audience members and then analr"zed by a
panel representing diverse library and'archive perspectives. The selection symposium was the onlyone ofthe {bur reviewed
here to engage the audience actively in
the formulation of ideas. While not particularly successful in this regard (the
audience was far too Iarge and diverse to
accomplish the goal), the-interyretation of
the results demonstrated both the complexity of the selection process and the
need fbr a radical departure from traditional models of single-institution collection development.
The gems in the proceedings are
deeply buried and can only be appreciated
with additional studv of texts alluded to in
passing or cited in f;tnotes. Consider, for
example, Samuel Demas' discussion of
the role of collection developers in selection for digital relbrmatting. The heart ol'
his quite strong argument on behalf of the
core literature approach to selection is
Ross Atkinsont unpublished typolory of
the qualities of the resulting &gtal product (p. 17). Similarly, Barclay Ogdent
solid review ofpreservation priorities is a
mere outline barely reflecting the burgeoning literature on long-term access,
such as the publications from the Commission on Preservation and Access. In
Presen:ation i.n the Digital World., for example, this reviewer argues that digital
imaging technology is more than another

reformatting option. "The digital world
transforms traditional preservation concepts from protecting the physical integrity ofthe object to specifying the creation
and maintenance of the object whose intellectual integrity is its primary characteristic (p. 4).
Nancy Allen's excellent closing remarks s(ould be read first. She desciribes
the infrastructure that provides fbr the

together to build in quality and integrity
from the start. The struggle in the con-

of priorities for selection from among
many competing interests.
As recently as three or fbur years ago,
librarians and archivists who wanted to
learn about trends in digital imaging had
to satisfy themselves with obscure technical reports, dry government analpes, and
standirds docurients focused onbusiness
and industry applications. The volumes
reviewed here are at times no less drythan

or all of the meetings. Yet they fbrm a
record of technologl assessment stemming from years of experimentation, pilot
research, and concerted thought on the
connection between emerging digital
technologies and the organizations we are
building.* As such, th6 proceedings of
RLG symposia are important tools in our
self-education.
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guidelines that emerged liom years ofcooperative microlilming projects. In earlier
models, RLG lacilitatid tle meetings of'
seasoned practitioners, which then led to
wider synposia designed in large measure
to focus best practice. There is strong evidence in these publications that RLG can
assemble talent, recruit participants, and
document the result. Thi.s is animportant
start. Future symposia should tra-nscend
their all-important educational role and
begin fbrmulating a shared sense of'purpoie, priority, andprocedure that typilies
fast collaboiative eifforts.- Paul Ciiu;ay,
Presensation Dep artment, Yale Unioersity
Libraru
WoRxs CrrED
Atkinson, Ross. 1996. Librarv Iunctions.
scholarlycommunication,
and the Ibundation of the digital library: Laying claim to
the control zone. Libranl Etarterly 66:
239-65
Conway,Paul. 1996.Presen:ationin the digital uorld. Washington,D.C.: Commission
on Preservation
andAccess.
Graham,Peter. 1995.Requirementslbr the
digital researchlibrary.XollegeCtresearch
lib-raries56: 331-39.'
Mohlenrich, fanice, ed. L993.Preseroationof
electronicformats and electronicformais
for prese:ation. Ft. Athnson, Wis.:
HighsmithPress.
Preseroingdigital infonruttion: Report of the
taskforce on archioing of dlgltal informttion. 1996.Washington,
D.C.:Commission
on Preservationand Accessand Research
Libraries Group.
Preseroation
Management:
Policies
and, Practices in Briti.sh Librariee.
John Feather, Graham Matthews and
Paul Eden. Hampshire, England and
Brookfield, Vt.: bower, I9b6. 174p.
$67.95 (rSBN 0-566-07622-5).LC 9536428.
According to the authors, this book
began as a study of preservation management practices in the libraries of Britain
in the early 1990s. The authors initially
were lbllowing in the lbotsteps of F.W.
Ratcliffe and D. Patterson (1984) who
produced the in{luential Presensation
Policies and Consensation in British Libraries: Report of the Cambrtdge Llnioer-

sitq Library Consercation Project, known
simplyas the Ratcliffe Report. This report
strongly criticized the state of presewation and conservation in British libraries
and made recommendations {br improvement. Great changes have taken place in
British libraries since publicauori of the
Ratclill'e Report. To determine how preservation management practices have
changed, the authors conducted a survey.
They sent 682 questionnaires to public,
academic, and special libraries in Britain.
Four hundred eighty-eight completed
questionnaires were 1slu11gd-2
1ssponse rate of 71.55Vo. When analyzing
these responses in the context ofcurrent
developments in library and information
service provision, the authors realized that
preservation management was now considered in terms ofaccess and use ofbooks
and information. This new perspective is
reflected throughout the book.
Infbrmation in the book is based on the
results ofthe survey, literature in the {ield,
the authors'work experience (which unlbrtunately is only brie{ly described on the
dust jacket) and the authors' conversations with their colleagues. The book consists of seven chapters, each of which is
divided into several sections. Chapter one
is impressively documented with 165
notes, but all the chapters have numerous
rel'erences cited. The description on the
book'.sdust jacket states that the book first
puts the survey results into historical context and then "moves on to the findings
about management attitudes and practices. Policy issues are considered, and
some of the national and international
prescriptive policy documents issued by
prof'essional organizations are compared
with those from British libraries. The dil'f'erences between the two fbrm the basis
of suggestions about how indMdual libraries might develop preservation policies and also what national policies could
be considered."
One of the most interesting and inlbrmative chapters for me was the first, "A
Decade of Development." Here the
authors discuss developments that have
taken place since publication ol'the Ratclif{'e Report and assessthe influence the
report has had on bringng about these
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changes. Topics include awareness raising, education and training, preservation
policy, disaster management, security,
surveying the collections, storage and environment,
exhibitions
loans,
and
audiovisual materials, substitution, digital
technology, and con.servation. The c[apter is easy to read and provides a good
overview ol'preseruation-related developments in British libraries during the past
decade. It is a valuable historic record
and, by documenting developments of the
past ten years, provides a point of ref'erence from which to compare past and
f-uture events.
The authors state that chapters 2 and
3 are the {actual lbundation ofthe book.
where they present their survey lindings
on managerial attitudes and management
practices. In chapter 2, "Perceptions of
Preservation," they "analyze the understanding and the experiencesol'preservation" (p. 48). In chapter 3, "Preservation
in Practice," they look at the "existence
and implementafion of pre.servation policies in British libraries" (p.74). Chapter
4, "Priorities in Preservation," "gives a
broader pro{'essional,technologicil, and
political context" in which the {indings
provided in chapters 2 and 3 can be understood (p. x). I lbund these three chapter.sdiflicult to read. A ma.ssiveamount ol'
infbrmation is introduced, and olten the
same inlbrmation is presented repeatedly
from different points of'view when dill'erent issues and topics are discussed. This
tends to be confusing, and keeping track
of' the detail and the difl'erent lines of
thought becomes arduous.
In chapter 5, "Preservation Policy
Guidelines." the authors undertake "to establish whether or not there is a commonly accepted understanding of what
constitutes a preservation policy" (p. 97).
To do this theylook at guidelines that have
been published by various organizations.
The authors state that they are seeking
norms against which to measure practice.
Unfbrtunately, at least one of the guidelines they chose, albeit a prestigious one,
is outdated and is in need of updating and
improvement. In chapter 6, "Preservation
Policies in Practice," the authors identily
how preservation "policies work in prac-

tice, and how they can be develop"d" (p.
97). These two chapters provided more
detail than my attention level could support, perhaps because the same in{brmation presented in chapters 2 and 3 is analyzed yet again, but lrom still another
per.spective. The discussion seems belabored and overcomplicated, and more
thorough than is perhaps useful. In chapter 6 it may be best for those readers
seeking only an overview to skip to the
section "Some Observations" near the end
ofthe chapter, in which the authors suggest broad outlines o{ how a library might
address policy issues. Readers, however,
who want a detailed analysis ofpreservation policy documents and issues in Britislr libraries would lind the entire chapter
useful.
"Planning lbr Preservation," the seventh and linal chaptea is interesting and
is a valuable contribution to the body of
literature on preservation planning. The
authors suggest how preservation policies
might be developed in in.stitutions, and
they indicate the national policies they
think should be considered in the immediate luture. They state that their suggestions are based on all the information presented in the book, particularly their
analysis ofpractice.
In general, this is a worthwhile book of
permanent research value, and it is a solid
contribution to the literature on preservation planning. It contains inlbrmation that
doesnot exist elsewhere.It presentsoriginal research, and by citing extensively
both primary and secondary sources in the
Iield. it serves as a reference source. The
book will appeal to difl'erent people in
difl'erent ways. If one is doing research on
a particular aspect of preservation policy
<-rrpractice, or seeks an in-depth, detailed
understan&ng of developments in preservation management attitudes and activities, the in{brmation contained in this
book is invaluable. II, on the other hand,
one is interested only in gaining a general
understanding or an overview ofpreservation management in British libraries, this
book is alio useful. I suggest, however,
that latter readers concentrate on chapters l, 7, and perhaps the section ofchapter 6 titled "Some Observations."These
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parts ofthe book are informative, interesting, readable, and easyto follow. The rest
of the book is more diflicult to read. Parts
of the text are dense and packed with
detail and quotes. Also, the book is unavoidably repetitious: the authors tried to
present asbalanced and accurate aview as
possible; to this end, the same information
is presented repeatedly in different contexts and lrom different points ofview.
As in British libraries, great changes
have taken place in United States libraries
in the past decade.Many ofthese changes
have been caused bv tlie same or simiiar
technological and'economic developments thit caused the changes in Great
Britain. Like our British colleagues, we
have been {brced to look at preservation
in new ways and to change our approach
to preservation management. We now
think in terms ofpreventive conservation,
and we endeavoito make the most ef{'ective use of new technologies to preserve
not just single items, but entire collections, and to make them available Ibr Iuture use. This correlates with what the
authors of this book mean when they state
that "access, retention, and preservation
cannot be separated {rom each other,"
(p.155) and that preservation management is now considered in terms of access
and use of books and information.
The development and acceptance of
new preservation management policies
and practices appears to be farther along
in the United States than in Great Britain.
This is due in part to stronger advocacy in
the Unites States. Several libraries have
full-time preservation librarians with specialized preservation training whose sole
responsibility is to ensure preservation of
the collections in their charge and to advocate and initiate policies and practices
that will sewe this end. Many other libraries have staff who carry out this responsibility on a part-time 6asis in addition to
their other iob responsibilities. The library and pieservatibn communities add
support by being active and vocal in their
promotion and debate ofpreservation issues. The authors ofthis book recognize
the importance of advocacy in promoting
presewation in British libraries. They explain that they offer their book "not simply

as a report on a piece ofresearch, but as
acontribution to adebate . . . abouthow
. . . Britain can exploit its written and
printed heritage while preserving it for
those who will come after us" (p. x). The
authors know that by making librarians
aware and lcnowledgeable of preservation
management policies and practices, they
enable them to advocate and initiate policies and practices of their own that will
contribute to preservation of collections
in their institutions.-Sherelyn
Ogdzn,
Presercation Cormltant and Consensator, Library and Archioal Materials, St.
Paul, Minnesota
WoRK CrrED
Ratcli{I'e.F. W.. with D Patterson.Presensation policies and consen:ationin british
libraries: Reportofthe Cambri.dgeUnioersity Librarg ConsensationProject Library
and Inlbrmation ResearchReport, no. 25.
London: The British Library 1984.
Serials Managemcnt:
A Practical
Guiile. Chiou-Sen Dora Chen. Chicago: American Library Assn., 1996.
186p. $30 (ISBN 0-8389-0658-3).
The Roman poet and satirist Horace
wrote: "Do you wish to instruct? Be brief;
that the mind may catch thy precepts and
the more easily retain them." While reading this book, I was constantly struck by
how succincdy, clearly, and methodically the
author presents the concepts and methods
involved in serialsmanagement.
The book touches on all aspectsofserials management except cataloging, with
the major emphasis on acquisitions.
Throughout the book, the author strives
to keep the reader aware of the need to
understand the general workings of other
sections ofthe library that are supported
by the acquisitions function, especially
collection development and public sewices. The {irst two chapters together lay
the fbundation for a practical understanding of serials work. In chapter I, titled "Delinitioir and Character of Serials,"
Chen provides the reader with delinitions
and explanations of the various types of
serials and their behavior. For example,
the section on monographic series employs standard textbook delinitions with
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turns of phrase and concrete examples
that clari$, the concept. There is a clearly
written section on electronic iournals that
makes a good attempt at eitablishing a
definifion but that also emphasizes their
still-nebulous nature and development.
Chen is less successfulin the section in her
description of'pseudoserials" becauseof a
Iack of examples, but this is the only llaw in
an otherwise effective chapter.

{brmat vs. organization by {unction) is
first-rate. Chen provides organization
charts and a healthy discussion ofthe pros
and cons ofthe models. She is careful to
note that no two libraries are alike andthat
readers should thus consider the needs of
their particular libraries in applying any
one model or mixing and matching aspects of the different models. Even
though this may seem obvious to many
readers, the various organizational structures oftechnical services departments in
general and serials departments in particular in dif{'erent types of libraries is not
broadly understood. Chent ellbrt to explain and present the structures and applications is among the best.
The next four chapters reflect the progression of materials through the selection process to receipt: Chapter 3 treats
collection development, chapter 4 addresses serials vendors, chapter 5 explains
acquisition methods such as direct ordering and blanket orders, and chapter 6 describes ordering, claiming, cancellations,
and so {brth. Along with a basic deftnition
of collection development, chapter 3 presents an overview ofcurrent issues (ownership vs. access),a review ofthe information sources used in selection (trade
bibliographies, reviews, and so forth), and
budgeting. Chapter 4 provides basic inlbrmation about the role of the vendor and
under what circumstances a library might
choose to employ one. There is infbrmation on how to choose and evaluate avendor, a discussion ofthe pros and cons of
using more than one vendor, and an important section on how to work with a

vendor that emphasizesthe need for the
serials librarian to develop a business
senseandbe a considerateandreasonable
customer.
Chapter 5 is a nuts-and-boltssection
methods.Chen describes
ott
""qnisitio.,
acquisitiontechniquesfor elecstandard
tronic serials (for example,a subscription), and notescomplicationsnot associated with serials in traditional formats,

quisitions
work.
The next two chaptersaddressthe last
two stepsofserialsprocessing:Chapter 7
*d bittd"ry-andcliapter
on presiervatio.t
8 on recordscontrol.Chen includesa discussionof using electronic technologies
such as CD-ROM to preserveserialsinformation,but most of the chapteris devoted to the time-honored bindery
method becausebin&ng, as she says,"is
the only presewationchoice{br thoseserials that are unavailablein microlbrm or

foundationfor library functions"(p. 107).
Again, her primary topic is acquisitions,
ro she'describeslndetail-the four
"r"d of recordsthat are essential:order,
tnres
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chapter, Chen emphasizes the need to
establish a working relationship with catalogers. She also includes a stat^ementwith
a iummary of holdinss records and the
difl'erent ievels ol' Xoldings reporting
(summary vs. detailed).
Chapter nine describes the relationship between serials and public services.
Chen emphasizes that "even if their work
consists only of technical services, serials
departments are heavily involved with
.seryices to the public" (p. I22). This is
becauseofthe changeablenature o1'serials and the complexity ofthe record-keeping. Chen go".-on to describe the various
ref'erence seryices: using indexing and abstracting tools, interlibrary loan, article
delivery services, and circulation policies.
There also are sections on colleclion arrangement (should serials be in a separate
location or interfiled with monographs?)
and the question of whether to classily
serials.
Chapter I0 is devoted to serials automation. Chen does not attempt to assess
automated systems but instead tells the
reader about their advantages.For example, she states that automation benefits
collection development because the automated fiscal reports the system generates
allow fbr colleclion analviis whiJh in turn
improves budget control. Another advantage is the combination of various paper
{iles into one databa^se(e.g., ordering,}eceipt, renewal, and bindely inlbrmation
could be in one record instead of lbur).
Automated systems"not only maintain the
order of files but also automatically review
files to sort out actions that need to be
taken" (p. 139). Chen alsodescribestypes
ol' serial-systems(stand-aloneserialston-

trol only systems and integrated systems),
system selection, records conversion, and
implementation.
The {inal chapter is devoted to current
topics and future challenges. Current
topics include electronic publishing, serials pricing, copyright (again, electronic publishing emerges as a factor),
and standards such as electronic data interchange (EDl). Chen addresses the
challenge of keeping pace with change
and how the role of the serials librarian
has evolved, especially since the development of electronic publishing. She continues with a useful section on prol'essional
organizations, conferences, andthe serials
literature.
The book is structured in a solidly traditional manner. The introduction itates
the purpose and organization ofthe book.

an extensive bibliography and an appendix
on serials management. The index is complete and accurate.
In the prel'ace Chen de{ines her intended audience as "serials librarians,
nonprol'essional serials supervisors, and library school students who are interested

bene{it." She succeeds in constructing a
book that servesasa primer fbr the noviie,
a planning and learning tool lbr the more
experienced serialist, and a ref'erence tool
Ibr anyone wishing to understand the organization and function ofthe library serials department.-Beoerley Ceer, Maddux Librury,
Tri,nity Unioersity, San
Antonio. Texas
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ln Memoriom:SusonGorrelson
Swortzburg( | 938-1995>
Officer,
EvelynFrongokis,Preservotion
NotionolAgricullurollibrory
Susan Garretson Swartzburg, 58, preservation specialist and assistantlibrarian {br
collection management at Rutgers University Libraries, passedawayOctober 13,
1996, {'rom complications of pneumonia
#ter returnine {'rom an international Iibrary association meeting in Beiiing,
China. A lonptime member of the American LibraryAssociation, shewas a pioneer
in the lield ol librarv nreservation. A tenat Rutgers and an
ured {aculty *"-bli
adiunct instructor and lecturer at Columbia University and Queens College in
New York, Swartzburg was internationally
renowned lbr her work in presewation.
An exceptional mentor, she was much admired by her students {br her depth of
knowledge and devotion to the preservation of cultural property. Her untimely
death is a severe loss to the preservation
and conservation community.
Swartzburg held degrees from Wells
College (B A., English), New York University (M.A., English), and Simmons
College(M.L.S.). Early in her prolession,
Swartzburg worked at Yale University
(I966-72), where she planned and organized its library preservation program.
Moving to Rutgers in1972, she served as
the {irst director ofAlexander Library and
Iater as actinq art librarian {br the university libraries. In 1982, she became the
universitv'.s nreservation librarian and
as a dynamic motivaearned
tor and "'."pitation
f'acilltator. In 1990 she was named
assistant librarian fbr collection management as well as presewation specialist.
Over the course o{ her caree!
Swartzburg wrote countless articles, col-

umns, and several books, earning a rcputation as a eilied and prolilic writer. Her
three books" are significant contributions
to the body of preservation literaturePreseruing Librurq Materiuk: A Manuul
(Scarecrow 1980; 2d ed., 1995); editor of'
Consen:ation in the Library: A Handbook
of llse and Care ofTraditioial and Nontradltl.onol Materials (Greenwood, 1983); and
Libraries and Archioes: Design and Reno'
oation from a Presen:ation Perspectioe
(Scarecrow,1991).At the time ofher death,
she was involved in a collaborative eflort to
reviseGeclrgeCunha'.scomprehensivepreservation and conservation bibliography and
was also working on a special preservation
issue oI l;ibri. She wa^seditor of the New
Jersey Library Association'.sPreservation
Section newsletter, preservation news editor {br the Mid-Atlantic Archiaist, an associate editor of Consercation Administration
Narpsuntil 1994,and a regular columnist fbr
Art Dotu,mentahon. She served on the
board o{ trustees {br Abbey Publications,
the advisoryboard ol the Northeast Document Conservation Center, a-smember oI'
the New fersey State Librarian'.sCommission on ireservation and Access, on the

Associations and Institutions, the Society
of American Archivists, the American Institute for Conservation of Historic and
Artistic Works, the Guild of Book Workers, the New JerseyLibrary Association,the
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Mid-Atlantic Regional Archives Conference, and the National Trust for Historic
Preservation. She founded the Princeton
Preservation Group, an active regional
preservation {brum. She was also instmmental in the founding of the Book Arts
Center at her alma miter, Wells College.

She is survived by her husband, Dr.
Marshall Swartzburg a son, Mark; and
two brothers, Edwii and Frank Garretson. Those wishing to make a contribution
in her memory may contact Ron Becker at
the Rutqers University Libraries Special
Collecti6ns Department, (908) 932-'7006.
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Errotum
DilysE.Morris,PomelqReborcok,ond GordonRowley
Text oas omitted from the article titled "Monographs Acquisitions:
Staffing Costsanld the lmpact of Automati'on" ihat appeared in the
Octob;r 7996 issue of LRTS. Follotoi'neis a reprint of the fi.rst part
of the article, u;ith tlie omitted text reiiserted.'

Drr,ysE. MoRRrs(dmorris@iastate.edu)is AssistantDirector for the Technical ServicesDivision
at Iowa State University; PavEu REBA3SAK(zager@iastate.edu)was Head ol'the Monographs
Acquisitions Department during the study anil has since become Principal Social Sciences
Bibiiographer; Cono<l:l Rowlri (gsrowley@iastate.edu)is Assistant Director fbr the Collections Division. Manuscript received May L2,1996; accepted {br publication July 9, 1996.
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tions; (2) to manage technical processinq
functions with a piogressive ani dynamii
approach; and (3J tJcompare cosi infbrmation across academic research libraries
in order to gain insights into factors that
have &rect eft'ectr o"n cost levels. Kantor
(1989) dso supports cost studies becauseof
their usefulnessfbr managers.In addition,
he assertsthat cost infbrmition can be used
t9 justily *re costs of library operations to
those who pay the bills and to mbtivate both
staff and managers into action.
The ISU Technical Services time and
cost study substantiates the opinions of
others writing on the benefiis of cost
analysis. The ieal costs ofdivisional services are known; therefore, comparisons of
the relative costs of di{I'erent seryices are
possible. A time and cost analysis reveals
how administration, meetings, professional service and scholarship, anil other
overhead stalf costs add signi{icantly to
service costs. This infbrmation enables

delegated to branch facilities. They do
not maintain olTicial on-order files or
have any responsibilrties for claiming or
reconciliation of orders.
During the study, staff in the Monographs Acquisitions Department handled
all acquisitions tasks, including all order,
receipt, and vendor functions. The only
exception was pre-order searching. Stalf
members in the department evaluated
vendor services and discounts, negotiated
changes, monitored the budget, referred
f'und allocation problems, and assured expenditure of the budget. The stalf involved in monographs acquisitions included librarv arii.t-ants, so-me students.
and a laculty department head. Since the
study'.scompletion, the department head
position was eliminated, and monographs
acquisitions is now a unit of a larger Acquisitions Department. Pre-order searching, then and since the study, is done by
copy catalogers in the Monographs Copy
Cataloging Department, and the costs are
included in the study.
The ISU Library used the CARLYLE
online catalog until it migrated to NOTIS
in August 1990. Planning for NOTIS
monographs acquisitions implementation
staff and management to better underbeganin the 1991-92 academicyear.Firm
stand and accept the need for change.
orders and their payment were automated
in July 1992, and one year later NOTIS
monographs implementation was comOnclwtzlrroNAl.
SrRUcruRE FoR
pleted with the addition of approvals and
MoNocnerns AceulsrrroNs
standing orders.
Acquisitions at ISU Technical Services is
In 1994-95, $I,415,000 was spent on
divided into three functional areas:serials monographs. Nearly 27,000 volumes and
acquisitions, monographs acquisitions, more than 2,000 nonbook pieces were
and payments. Pa),rnentssta{Thantlle both
purchased. Forty-one percent were received because of a firm order,24Vo by
approval, 2l%o by approval form orderi,
and l4%oby stan&ng orders. Nearly 3,000
monograph gifts were processed. During
1994 an approval vendor review was conducted, and in fanuary 1995 the Librarv
changed its mijor domestic
costs also are not included.
vendor. Work is progressing to "pprolr"l
increase
ISU Library is an unusuallycentralized
receipts by approval.
system with one branch library and three
reading rooms. Because Technical ServMrtHoootocy
ices lunctions have never been distributed
Ttrran
aNo
SeuplrNc
Cosr
there is a. uniqre opportunity to look at
total technical service activities. No
Five times each fiscal year Technical Sermonographs aciluisitions functions are vices st#f track all time worked for an
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entire week The sampleweeksare spaced
I0 weeks apart Stall'record their tirne
within broad nroduct and servicecenters,
and each of these cost centers is divided
into ta^sks.
Product and Service Centers
Acquisitions
Cataloging
Volwne Preponftion
Catalog Mointenunce
Conoersion
Automution
Sol'tware application development,
suppoft, teleOCLC/NOTISIUII
communications, hardware acquisition
and customization
Overhead Centers
Support Actioitie,s
meeting attenAdministration,
dance, nondivisionnl library and university work, prof'essional sewice and
research, secritarial support, general
reading
Puitl Leuoe
Each Product and Service Center includes all the time associated with that
activity except meetings. Since many
meetings are not limited to a center, all
meeting time is collected under Support
ActMties.
Position numbers identily stafTwithin
the organizational structure and allow
sorting of data in difl'erent ways. StafTnormally complete their time sheets anonymously. The data are never used fbr indi
vidual per{ormance evaluation.
The exact salary fbr each employee is
collected {irr every sample week, and
benefits are included. Hourly salaries are
determined, and the task cost by emcalculated. Task times and costs
nlovee
'*"'srrm*",I
and {brm the b:rsis lirr all
analysis.

/L7l

tions, total receipts are used. Receipts ere
basically a volume count. For nonb<lok
rnaterial, pieces zue counted, except {br
microliche, in which case a title count is
used to prevent in{lation of production
units. Production statistics are now submitted fbr the sample week period. Prior
to 1994-95, production units were extranolated
^The from monthly statistics.
number ol' items received is divided into sta{f costs to arrive at a cost per
activity. ln order to understand relative
costs of the varying acquisitions activities,
"receipts" is used as the constant pricing
unit. This allows the fbllowing costs to be
calculated and compared, crr.stperreceipt
to search orders, cost per receipt to place

documentation.
In addition, the overhead center costs
must be arrportioned to the acquisitions
tasks.Theie overheadcostsue paid leave
time (sick, vacation, and holidays) and
support activities (administration, meetinl{s^,personal, prol'essionalwork, etc.)'
Overliead costs can be assigned at both

tions tasks with divisional overhead.
One more cost adjustment is made.
Faculty and Prof'es.sionaland Scientific
stafTwho work over 40 hours are not paid
{br these additional hours. Since the

PRODUCI'IONUNITSAND COSTANALYSIS Hours Worked.
Costs are shown in the dollars Paid
In order to determine the costs of prodthe sample weeks and also are addurinq
must
units
production
ucts and services,
be determined. For monographs acquisi- iusted lirr inflation to 1994-95 dollars'

Lellers
To the Editor:
My article, "Grass Roots Cataloging
and Classilication," which was publiihed
in the ]uly 1996 issue of LRTS, contained
a blind re{'erenceon p. 275.'the article by
Talor (f995) should have been listed in
the references as fbllows:
Taylor, Arlene. 1995. On the subject of subjects. Journal of academiclibrarianship
21, no. 6: 484-91.
I apologize lbr the oversight and hope
that you will publish this letter as a currelction.-Daoid
G. Dod.d. Cataloger and Archioist, Kr,aemerFamily Libntnl, lJnioersity ofColoradn at Colorudo Sirings
To the Editor:
In the July lgg6 issue oI'LRTS, Brendan f. Wyly writes about user behavior
with large
-retrievals {'rom online public
accesscatalog (OPAC) searches.
Regarding our analysisofsuch behavior, he statei-(pp.2l3-14), "were such a
searcher to scan only the lirst of several
hundred screens, {ind [a] book, and then

nonpersistence in scanning records." Mr.
Wyly apparently believes that in our studies of user persistence,we consideredusers to be overloaded if they linked to a
catalog record giving shelflocation but did
not scan all records retrieved.
Mr. Wyly has misunderstood our
method. We assumed that anytime a user
link; 1o even a single recori that gives
shelf location, the user may have h"ad a

successlul search. In these instances we
made no inf'erence about whether the
user was overloaded, nor did we attempt
to measurethe persistenceof such user-1.
As we statedin "User Persistencein Scan-

to sewe as a starting point Ibr shelf searching lirr books abouia sublect. Becausecall
numbers are lbund in detailed LCS records, this assumption means that, with
LCS, a userwho is not overloaded will lind
and display at least one detailed record if
his or her search retrieves the known item
sought or an item that the user thinks is
about the subiect sought." (For those unlamiliar with LCS, rJt.ie.ri.tg a detailed
record is similar to the process of linking
that Mr. Wyly fbcuses upon.) Stmilarly, ii
"User Persistence in Displalng Online
Catalog Postings: LUIS," LRfS-gg' Z5O,
'iThe
we state:
user could display one or
more bibli<lgraphic records, but'not display all records. Such a user could be
called a record displaver.
"The persisteni" 6f ,""o..1 displayers
could not be assessedbecause tha bibli-
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